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From the Editor
Hugh L. Agnew
The second pandemic issue of Kosmas is now in your hands, New Series,
Volume 3, No. 1. In this number, we are delighted to welcome a new contributor,
Michael Dean. His fascinating article on Žan Kudla traces the exploit of a singular
individual from the immigrant pubs of early 1890s Chicago, to the “American Bar”
at the Exhibition Grounds in Prague during the Czechoslav Ethnographic Exhibition
of 1895, to a dive in the former Jewish quarter of Prague’s Old Town, then
undergoing asanace. In the process, he explores issues of identity, nationality, race,
and modernity among the Czechs in Europe and abroad at the turn of the nineteenth
to the twentieth century.
Mary Hrabík Šámal brings us the third installment of her father Martin’s
memoirs, which brings the one-time youth leader of the Agrarian Party from a
German concentration camp through a return to his native Czechoslovakia, to
immigration to the United States on the day after the communist takeover. Next,
Gerald Sabo discusses an early nineteenth century Slovak play featuring a
highwayman character, Rajnohra, during the time of the Wesselényi Conspiracy in
the late seventeenth century. Written by a Slovak priest, the play is an interesting
example of the “Robin Hood” theme in Slovak literature (and does not involve
Jánošík!), but has remained obscure since its creation in 1823. With sorrow, we note
that this is the final article by Professor Sabo that we will be able to publish, as he
died on October 24, 2020 at the age of 75. He will be missed by his friends in Slovak
studies, and his colleagues and students at John Carroll University.
The year 2020 marked the centenary of the birth of Zbyněk Vostřák, a leading
Czechoslovak proponent of New Music in the twentieth century. In a moving
tribute, Dale Marrs (professional trumpeter for whom Vostřák composed one of his
late works) remembers this remarkable musician. We also have book reviews by
Kieran Williams, Mary Hrabík Šámal, and Michael Kopanic.
We trust that all our readers are continuing to be careful and to guard their
health during this ongoing pandemic. We all look forward to returning to something
approaching a “normal” life again!
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ARTICLES
“Žan Kudla is My Name, it Brings Me Wealth and Fame!” The Fortunes of a
Barroom Song Tradition between Gilded Age Chicago and Fin-de-Siècle
Prague
Michael W. Dean
In 1895, the successful Prague publisher Josef R. Vilímek authored a popular
guidebook to the Czechoslav Ethnographic Exhibition, a grandiose display of all
things Slavic in Bohemia, Moravia, Austrian Silesia, and Upper Hungary.1 Leading
his readers through reconstructed villages and past mannequins adorned in folk
costume (hundreds of them!), the publisher introduced the visitor to the so-called
American Settlement, an assortment of buildings representing Czech life in the New
World. What the visitor encountered there was a surprise. A log cabin, farmhouse,
and urban residence represented the ascent of the immigrant in America. There was
also a church and, just opposite, an unpretentious wooden structure called the
American Saloon. “In the ‘saloon’, a building resembling a shed with a flat roof, or
better said a large box,” wrote Vilímek,
one finds a long ‘bar’, a table for serving drinks. This is an American tavern the
likes of which are found not only in the countryside, but also in the suburbs of large
towns. The host here is J. Matas from Chicago, who has brought along for the
service and entertainment of his guests two negroes, one of which is sure to strike
everyone’s attention. For this is a white negro, i.e. one afflicted by albinism, which
is common enough among negroes whose features he decidedly shares.
Furthermore, this citizen of the ‘Pilsen’ quarter of Chicago, who goes by the folksy
nickname “Tonda” or “Žan Kudla”, even speaks the Czech language quite
decently, performs strange concerts on his thick lips and sings many Czech songs
as well, from one of which he received the aforementioned “pseudonym.” 2

Many Czech visitors followed the guidebook’s example and reveled in the
Settlement’s exoticism, wondering at the strange speech and foreign habits of their
overseas compatriots, even adopting their slang. 3
Like Vilímek, visitors showed particular interest in “Tonda,” or Žan Kudla,
whose distinctive repertoire and puzzling appearance made him a conspicuous and
much talked about figure on the Prague fairgrounds. They imagined biographies
and invented stories about his origins. One fairgoer claimed he was a mulatto from
the West Indies, “and quite the polyglot, for he sings in all possible languages,
English, German, Italian, Chinese, Turkish, Hottentotish and God knows what
This paper was written with the support of a fellowship at the Masaryk Institute and Archive
of the Czech Academy of Sciences in Prague. The author dedicates it to the memory of
Susanna Barrows, graduate student mentor and cultural historian of France at U.C. Berkeley.
2 Vilímek, Vilímkův průvodce národopisnou výstavou (Prague: Nákl. Jos. R. Vilímka, 1895),
74. All translations from Czech and German are the author’s.
3 “Nedělní hovory,” Pražský ilustrovaný kurýr (Prague), June 2, 1895.
1
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else.” His act at the fair, as related by the same witness, includes a certain number
called “xylophonia,”
in which he produces all possible melodies by clicking his tongue against the roof
of his mouth, as if by tapping a stick against a block. His drastic impersonations
are enough to make one burst with laughter: a veritable international gallery of
drunks and imitations of animal calls. […]
Beside the spirits and wines of the ‘bar,’ this grotesque artist is the saloon’s
biggest draw. The audience applauds, the girls raise their glass to him and cheer
‘good luck’ and Žan Kudla feels happy, enjoying his artistic intermissions by the
smoke of his pipe and glasses of lager.
But his pauses are few, the audience goads him from one comical performance
to another. Kudla, always with an eye to the practical side of his art, willingly
complies, for as they say: “business is business.”4

A curious number indeed, this tongue-clicking impersonator of beasts and
drunkards, this shrewdly calculating entrepreneur of ethnographic entertainment,
Žan Kudla.
What can the story of a man and an obscure drinking tradition tell us about the
world? Can a single life, even one as remarkable as Kudla’s promises to be, help us
better understand large-scale processes like international migration, colonial
empire, and the nationalization of society? This paper proceeds from the insight that
the most interesting questions posed by global historians do not necessarily address
the entire world but instead focus on “the intersection of global processes and their
local manifestations.”5 Historians have recently used to term “global microhistory”
to describe this interaction between the big structures of world history and their
localized contexts.6 In the concert saloons of Chicago and Prague where our
“grotesque artist” plied his trade, we hear a laughter from the audience that
expresses the concerns of an age. There is nostalgia for a disappearing world in their
laughter; we also hear concerns about racial identity and the nation’s future. Žan
Kudla’s transnational life and the global trajectory of the barroom tradition of which
he was a part offer a unique perspective on the increasingly interconnected world
around 1900.7
This essay is organized around three physical spaces, each section featuring an
encounter and its exegesis. A cultivated Czech tourist meets Žan Kudla at an
immigrant saloon in Chicago, visitors discover Kudla at Matas’s American bar on
the Prague fairgrounds, and a fateful confrontation occurs in a tavern of ill repute
in Prague’s former Jewish ghetto. At each stop along this historiographical pub
“Z Ameriky výstavní,” Feuilleton, Národní politika (Prague), June 8, 1895; reprinted in “Z
Národopisné výstavy,” Svornost (Chicago), June 24, 1895.
5 Sebastian Conrad, Global Geschichte: Eine Einführung (Munich: C.H. Beck, 2013), 10.
6 “Global History and Microhistory,” edited by John-Paul Ghobrial. Supplement 14, Past &
Present 242 (November 2019): 1-383.
7 “Transnational Lives in the Twentieth Century,” special forum in The American Historical
Review 118, no. 1 (Feb 2013): 45-139.
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crawl, the reader is invited to take sustenance and contemplate an obscure song
tradition rooted in the working-class public culture of late nineteenth-century
Bohemia, one that rode the wave of overseas migration to North America, where it
was seized by a stranger, transformed, and shipped back to the homeland.
First round: Hovorka’s Czech saloon in Chicago, 1893
“Do you know our negro, the Czech?” The editor of Chicagské listy, one of
Chicago’s Czech-language dailies, posed the question to Dr. Jiří Guth, a Czech
educator and globe-trotting author who came to Chicago to see the World’s Fair.
The two men sat in Hovorka’s saloon, an immigrant bar in Chicago’s West Side.
One pictures the visitor choking on his first sip of Pilsner, a black Czech? “Good
lord,” he rejoined, “you aren’t Czechizing the black race now, are you? Where does
that sturdy Czech stock not penetrate?”8 Placing the question into the context of
homeland politics, where anyone reading the daily press would think Bohemia to
be tearing apart along ethnic lines, Dr. Guth thought aloud: “There are other nations
mighty in body and spirit, civilized, supposedly the most civilized,” he commented,
referring to Austria’s Germans, “and, although we are small in numbers and
sometimes lacking in spirit, they fear us, afraid we will Czechize them just like
these poor negroes who barely escaped slavery! God help us, before long you’ll
have created a Czech negro republic in America.” 9
A newcomer entered the saloon, interrupting these excited speculations. “Mr.
Jan Kudla,” the editor announced. No doubt, reported the visitor, “this was a negro.”
Without further introduction, the editor barked out, “Kudla, sing!” But when Kudla
stalled, perhaps shy in the presence of a stranger, Jiří Guth broke the ice with some
friendly conversation:
“Where are you from?” I inquire.
“From here, from Pilsen.” He was thinking of Chicago’s neighborhood, New
Pilsen.
“Born here?”
“Oh no, in Texas.”
“Married – Bachelor?”
Mr. Kudla didn’t really know how to answer this question.
“And what is your name?” I interviewed him further.
“Well, Jan Kudla, after all, you heard that already.” Of course, he was right.10

Thus acquainted, Kudla proceeded to indulge the company with an impromptu
performance, bursting out in song “as one would sing in Bohemian meadows or in

Jiří Guth, “Jan Kudla v Chicagu,” feuilleton, Národní listy (Prague), afternoon edition,
September 26, 1893. This feuilleton was published again in Guth’s collection of essays, Na
moři a za mořem: Zápisky a drobné vzpomínky (Kostelci nad Orlici: Kunc and Hamerský,
1902).
9 Guth, “Jan Kudla v Chicagu.”
10 Guth, “Jan Kudla v Chicagu.”
8
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Bohemian groves ... though with a rather foreign accent.” 11 Smacking his lips to the
music and clicking his tongue in rhythm, the minstrel sang renditions of folk tunes
from the homeland, “Na tej louce zelený” (In Those Green Meadows) and “Hajku,
haječku” (Oh Grove, Little Grove), saving for his finale the patriotic Czech hymn
“Kde domov můj” (Where is My Home). Kudla “belted it out,” the visitor from
Prague rejoiced, “for a full effect that one rarely hears in Bohemia.” 12
Making Czech Americans
Hovorka’s establishment, a neighborhood saloon, was the type of place that the
historian Perry Duis described as a “public melting pot.” 13 Here the newcomer,
unfamiliar with the English language and confused by American ways, came for
information about housing or employment, where he read the ethnic press and
conversed with countrymen in his native tongue. The editor of Chicagské listy
(Chicago Gazette) was certain to find the latest edition of his paper there, as were
readers of the Denní hlasatel (The Daily Herald), Svornost (Accord), or any other
of the seventeen Czech-language dailies published in the city between 1890 and
1911.14 At the same time, the saloon familiarized immigrants in American ways.
The bartender offered advice, fellow patrons circulated valuable information and
gossip, and the newspapers introduced the reader to American politics and culture.
So while the Bohemians of Chicago tended to frequent drinking establishments
of their own ethnic group, the saloon cannot be characterized as a “retreat” from the
outside world.15 As Madelon Powers writes, saloon going represented “a form of
clublife that celebrated the mores of mutuality and reciprocity while simultaneously
incorporating the values and social relations of the expanding urban marketplace.” 16
Worlds met without colliding in the saloon, where familiar morals integrated with
marketplace values.
Hovorka’s decision to go into the bar keeping business was common among
immigrants. Starting a saloon required little capital and only basic knowledge of
English. Breweries eager to expand their market recruited from the ranks of new
immigrant groups, supplying capital and providing the barroom fixtures. 17 While
there were already many saloons in Chicago, one for every 206 inhabitants in 1885,
each ethnic group demanded its own, and more and more immigrants arrived from
new countries.18 Cheap one-nickel beer and the free lunch drew in customers, while
Guth, “Jan Kudla v Chicagu.”
Guth, “Jan Kudla v Chicagu.”
13 Perry Duis, The Saloon: Public Drinking in Chicago and Boston, 1880-1920 (Chicago:
University of Illinois Press, 1983), 143.
14 Tomáš Čapek, Padesát let českého tisku v Americe (New York: The Language Press, 1911);
Alena Jaklová, Čechoamerická periodika 19. a 20. století (Praha: Academia, 2010).
15 Duis, The Saloon, 148-149, 170-171.
16 Madelon Powers, Faces along the Bar: Lore and Order in the Working Man’s Saloon
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998), 233.
17 Duis, The Saloon, 15, 21, 24-29, 34-35.
18 Duis, The Saloon, 20, 168-169.
11
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breweries’ aggressive expansion led to an explosion of franchises in Chicago.
Czechs—or as they were known in America at the time, Bohemians—excelled in
the trade. According to the Directory of Bohemian Merchants from 1900, 321
Czech saloons were operating in Chicago, just ahead of Czech grocers (266) and
butchers (147) and second only to tailors (322). 19 Any issue of a Czech newspaper
in Chicago would show around sixty advertisements for saloons, greater by far than
the number for other services and professions.
Pilsen, the neighborhood in Chicago, in fact received its name from a saloon.
Opened by Matěj Škudera in 1881, he called his tavern “U města Plzně” (At the
Town of Pilsen), a name that stuck as other Czechs moved to the area.20 By 1890,
most of the city’s 70,000 Czechs lived there, one of Chicago’s shabbier districts.
Due to intensive land use, little space remained for public parks or beer gardens
(otherwise favorite sites of Central European sociability). Social life in the
Bohemian quarter took place indoors. Slovanská lípa (Slav Linden), the Sokol
(Falcon) and other ethnic associations founded in the 1860s and 1870s, met in halls
rented out by saloonkeepers. More than any other structure, including the church,
the saloon represented the heart of Bohemian community. 21
Essentially an extension of the sidewalk, but at the same time intimate like a
home, the saloon represented a semi-public space allowing largely uninhibited
access, so long as one carried a nickel for the beer.22 Simultaneously open and
exclusive, a place like Hovorka’s played a dual role in terms of assimilation: patrons
preserved traditions and mores from the homeland while integrating the individual
ethnic group into American society. A “stepping-stone along the road to cultural
integration, self-organization, and cooperative effort within the working class,”
saloon-going helped articulate patrons’ sense of social identity. 23 This was the case,
too, with the Czech-American community. The saloon goers enjoyed their lager
beer (one of the many points of overlap with their German-American neighbors) as
well as other specialties from Bohemia (the visitor Guth snacked on pork,
sauerkraut, and potatoes). They read ethnic newspapers, spoke Czech, sang songs,
and played familiar games. An immigrant from eastern Moravia drinking wine
might realize that he shared more with a beer-guzzling Bohemian than he thought—
or, at least, he would see that outsiders lumped them all together anyway. As a
meeting place for benevolent societies and voluntary associations, the saloon
worked to forge ethnic group solidarity in American public life.
Drink and newspaper print were central to the saloon experience; one loosened
tongues while the other provided a source of useful information about life in the big
city. In Czech Chicago, the name ‘Kudla’ stood for both—plain talk and a
Directory of Bohemian Merchants, Traders, and Societies. Chicago, 1900. Cited in
Thomas Čapek, The Čechs (Bohemians) in America: A Study of their National, Cultural,
Political, Social, Economic, and Religious Life (New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1920), 84.
20 Miloslav Rechcigl, Jr. Czech American Timeline: A Chronicle of Milestones in the History
of Czechs in America (Bloomington: Authorhouse LLC, 2013), 154.
21 Duis, The Saloon, 149.
22 On the concept of semi-public space, see Duis, The Saloon, 3-5.
23 Powers, Faces along the Bar, 7.
19
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framework for understanding current events. This was certainly the case in the
pages of Denní hlasatel, a newspaper founded to advocate on behalf of striking
printers in 1891. The paper’s masthead declared it “a newspaper dedicated to the
interest of Czech American workers,” but in truth, the Hlasatel aspired to address
matters of concern to the entire ethnic community with coverage of American and
European politics, labor issues, and news “from the Slavic world.” 24 Plentiful also
were the announcements, associational news, advertisements, and humorous
dialogues and sketches. Among the latter was a regular feature with lines of
rhyming verse presented below the unsightly caricature of a minstrel. Its title was
“Džán Kudla sings.”

Figure 1. Illustration from Denní hlasatel’s weekly column “Džán Kudla Sings.”
Reproduced by permission of the Náprstek Museum in Prague.
The unusual figure strummed his guitar and sang newsprint songs in every
Sunday edition from 1893 to 1900, offering his reflections on life in the Windy City,
interpretations of American or Austro-Hungarian politics, and always giving an
24

Jaklová, Čechoamerická periodika, 198-206.
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unorthodox and uncensored take on stories covered more objectively elsewhere in
the paper. ‘Džán Kudla’ here referred not to the man but to one of Denní hlasatel’s
stock characters, a figure evidently familiar to the newspaper’s readers. The
newsprint minstrel described the world familiar to working-class immigrants.
Sometimes he sang of local corruption; “Chicago is a big city,/ not like your village
plot./ What’s an alderman?—He’s a leech./ And a thief?—Takes all within reach./
So both are of the same lot.”25 Sometimes he just played the part of clown; “How
foolish, oh so brutish,/ only Kudla Džán,/ that money runs the entire world,/ it’s
what I’ve said all along.”26 In these as in countless other verses, foppishness
combined with social criticism in lyrics capable of easing or aggravating social
tension. The weekly feature attacked the pretensions of social elites under the
banner of ‘Džán Kudla’, but it did so in an often self-denigrating manner.
The singer also pulled at the heartstrings of his compatriots by recalling
memories of the old country. In December 1897, for instance, we encounter another
paraphrasing of the familiar ode to the Bohemian homeland, “Kde domov můj”
(Where is My Home?). Composed as an incidental musical piece in 1834 to
accompany a play by Josef Kajetán Tyl, the original begins with the pastoral verse;
“Where is my home? Where is my home?/ Water murmurs across meads/
Pinewoods rustle above the cliffs,/ Bloom of spring shines in the orchard,/ Paradise
on Earth to see!/ And that is the beautiful country,/ the Bohemian land, my home!”
This week’s writer had ‘Kudla’ sing the following interpretation:
Where is my home?
Where’s my homeland?
A country ruled by some old geezer,
his avaricious claws squeeze her,
in vain does her anger flood,
in vain she spills her dear blood,
in vain shakes the shackles on her hand,
the Bohemian land, my home. 27

The caustic lines responded directly to political developments in Austria, where
at the end of 1897 the emperor Franz Joseph had dismissed the reforming ministerpresident Kasimir Felix Badeni, whose recent language guidelines placed Czech on
equal footing with German in Bohemia and drew violent street protests from both
sides of the national question.

“Chicago je velké město,/ větší nežli Lhota./ Co jsou radní?--Lidu fotři./ Co zloději?-Sprostí lotři/ Takto obé rota.” “Džán Kudla zpívá,” Denní hlasatel (Chicago), March 10,
1895.
26 “Jak jsem hloupý, a jak sprostý/ jenom Kudla Džán,/ že peníze světem vládnou/ vždycky
říkávám.” “Džán Kudla zpívá,” “Džán Kudla zpívá,” Denní hlasatel (Chicago), February 24,
1895.
27 “Kde domov můj,/ Kde vlast je má?/ V kraji, nad nimž lotr starý/ hrabivě své drží spáry,/
marně kypí lidu hněv,/ marně drahá teče krev,/ marně s rukou pouta střásá/ země česká,
domov můj.” “Džán Kudla zpívá,” Denní hlasatel (Chicago), December 5, 1897.
25
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‘Džán Kudla’, for his part, contributed a rhyme publishable in Chicago, but
which never would have circulated legally in Bohemia:
Where is my home?
Where’s my homeland?
There, where Franz and nobles “faithful”
should all be hanged from a lamp pole,
the people’s rage is still hot;
they should just thrash the whole lot,
then it would be a true paradise,
the Bohemian land, my home. 28

‘Kudla’s’ newsprint songs shifted easily from the criticism of corrupt Chicago
politicians to calls for the dethronement (or worse) of Habsburg leaders. This
haggard minstrel could bite, his verses attacked the editors of competing
newspapers, spread gossip about local officials, delivered bitter commentary on
homeland politics—and they often did so in a tone of self-mockery.
Kudla—the man—adopted and adapted the tradition for his own renditions in
the streets and saloons of Chicago, combining the candor of the newspaper column
with his own racialized performance as a white Negro. One of the neighborhood
locals remembered Kudla’s appearance in the city’s immigrant quarters:
Džán Kudla spoke good Czech and before he left for Prague was almost
always in our Chicago’s Pilsen. Every boy on the street knew this always-smiling
figure with his fully Negroid features. Barely had he contorted his face when our
hopeful youths were already tickled, shouting from all sides at the black-and-white
performer: “Sing something, Honza Kudla!” 29

One cannot describe locals’ reception of Kudla as straightforwardly
enthusiastic. The proper word is ambivalence. Chicago’s Czechs mocked the
wandering minstrel even as they celebrated him. Children cheered him on in the
street, hoping for a laugh, but the pages of a Denní hlasatel called him the “bílý
nigr” (white nigger) with a grotesquely large mouth, a “gnat in a flock of geese,”
and a “strange creature of God“ who resembled a goat rather than a man. 30 The
newspaperman’s boast at Hovorka’s saloon (“Do you know our negro, the Czech?”)
and gruff salutation (“Kudla, sing!”) are illustrative.
As an outsider who lived inside the community, Kudla was there to entertain.
His odd performances must have inspired ambiguous feelings of conceit, contempt,
and nostalgia. It is worth dwelling for a moment on the ambivalence with which
“Kde domov můj?/ Kde vlast je má?/ Tam, kde Franta s šlechtou “věrnou”/ mel už viset
pod lucernou/ kde už hnětený mel lid/ všecku branži vymlátit—/ pak by byla pravým rájem/
země česká, domov můj.”“Džán Kudla zpívá,” Denní hlasatel (Chicago), December 5, 1897.
29 Honza is a familiar form of the name Jan. Václav Lenoch, “Ze starých vzpomínek,” Duch
času (Chicago), April 12, 1908.
30 “Džán Kudla zpívá,” Denní hlasatel, 12 May 1895; “Džán Kudla zpívá,” Denní hlasatel,
23 June 1895.
28
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these working-class immigrants of the urban north received Kudla’s racial
burlesque, for it places the act squarely in the context of America’s first form of
popular mass entertainment, till then the country’s primary contribution to world
theater—the blackface minstrelsy show.
The origins of blackface minstrelsy go back to the antebellum era in the United
States, the Age of Jackson, a period characterized by democratization, the birth of
mass culture in big cities, the endurance of slavery, and genocidal violence on the
American frontier.31 Although the genre originally drew its stock characters in
southern rural settings, it was a commercial art form of the urban north. Those who
seemed to relish most in the antics of “jumping Jim Crow” or the Broadway dandy
“Zip Coon” were working-class immigrants new to the city and eager to become
conversant in its ways. Performing first in antebellum New York and later in other
growing American cities, minstrel companies such as the Virginia Serenaders or
Christy Minstrels staged evenings of “black fun,” donning ostentatious wigs and
darkening their complexion with burnt cork, offering mostly white audiences an
opportunity to lampoon the cultures and customs of African slaves. The stereotypes
of antebellum blackface flourished throughout the nineteenth century before
flowing into the modern genre of vaudeville and later jazz and Hollywood cinema.
Blackface was burlesque, but for many also a source of beauty. “The air of our
broad, blest land, and even that of Europe, became vocal with the thousand native
melodies,” wrote the white entertainer E.P. Christy about the plantation melodies
he made famous.32 The cultural critic Margaret Fuller wrote in 1842: “Our only
national melody, Yankee Doodle, is shrewdly suspected to be a scion from British
art. All symptoms of invention are confined to the African race, who, like the
German literati, are relieved by their position from the cares of government. ‘Jump
Jim Crow,’ is a dance native to this country, and one which we plead guilty to seeing
with pleasure, not on the stage, where we have not seen it, but as danced by children
of an ebon hue in the street. Such of the African melodies as we have heard are
beautiful. But the Caucasian race have yet their rail-roads to make.”33 In the
Herderian spirit of the times, the performance of black song and dance by white
amateur entertainers could be understood as the refinement of raw folk tradition
into an authentic source of popular national culture. 34
For those lower down the social scale than cultural critics, the immigrant Irish
and later newcomers, heartily enjoying a blackface performance provided an avenue
for integration into white America. Laughter inspired by the dim-witted Jim Crow
or the sly urban dandy Zip Coon compensated for immigrants’ inferior status in
American society, assuring them that even the lowliest white man was superior to
Alexander Saxton, “Blackface Minstrelsy and Jacksonian Ideology,” American Quarterly
27 (March 1975): 3-28; Robert Toll, Blacking Up: The Minstrel Show in Nineteenth-Century
America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1974).
32 Edwin P. Christy, Christy‘s Plantation Melodies No. 4 (Philadelphia: Fisher, 1854), v-vii.
33 “Entertainments of the Past Winter,” Dial 3 (July 1842), 46.
34 Eric Lott, “Blackface and Blackness: The Minstrel Show in American Culture,” in Inside
the Minstrel Mask: Readings in Nineteenth-Century Blackface Minstrelsy, (ed.) Annemarie
Bean, James V. Hatch, and Brooks McNamara (Middletown: Wesleyan University Press), 4.
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the most magnificent black.35 Blackface minstrelsy continued to assimilate later
waves of immigrants into the American racial hierarchy up to the end of the
century.36 This ambivalence, blackface performance as both celebration and
expropriation, or what Eric Lott calls “love and theft,” was central to the minstrelsy
experience in American culture.37
Was Kudla, either the man or the newspaper caricature, performing in
blackface? Not exactly. His act as described by Guth and illustrations
accompanying the feature in Denní hlasatel lacked the principal elements of stage
minstrelsy: the burnt cork, wigs, tambourines, bones, and the whole shebang. Still,
blackface traditions surely shaped perceptions of Kudla’s racial performance in
Czech Chicago. His minstrel performance nostalgically recalled a world left behind,
his take on Bohemian folk song invoked feelings of homesickness and nostalgia.
Not altogether unlike the sentimentality of Stephan Foster’s “Old Folks Back
Home” (1851), or for that matter Josef Kajetán Tyl’s “Kde domov můj” (1834), the
atmosphere at Hovorka’s saloon was full of sentimentality and humor, stirring up
contradictory feelings of loss and pride. Whether singing of the southern plantation
or Bohemia’s meadows and groves, these songs located “home” as a timeless
Arcadia, simultaneously everywhere and nowhere, a world forever left behind. 38
Here was the love underlying theft: Kudla shared something in common with
America’s most recent immigrants. Like Kudla, Chicago’s Bohemians were
outsiders navigating identities, learning to piece together old-world traditions and
the new. Like the curious guest in their midst, they themselves were “not quite
white,” and the ambivalence with which they received Kudla may well have
reflected uncertainties they felt toward their own status in American society.
*

*

*

That evening at the saloon, Hovorka treated his guests to a round of drinks.
Kudla, enlivened by his success, wished a goodnight to the visitor. As if an evening
with a Czech-singing African American in Chicago was not enough, Jiří Guth
enlightened Prague readers about what, for many, was Kudla’s defining feature:
“Lest I forget,” he concluded “this Pilsen-Texan has yet another peculiarity. He
came into this world somehow at daggers with nature and his skin is completely

David Roediger, The Wages of Whiteness: Race and the Making of the American Working
Class (London: Verso, 1991); Noel Ignatiev, How the Irish Became White (New York:
Routledge, 1995).
36 Robert C. Toll, “Social Commentary in Late-Nineteenth-Century White Minstrelsy,” in
Inside the Minstrel Mask, 86-109.
37 Eric Lott, Love and Theft: Blackface Minstrelsy and the American Working Class (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1995).
38 Alexander Saxton, “Blackface Minstrelsy,” in Inside the Minstrel Mask, 75; Vladimír
Macura, “Where is my Home?” in The Mystification of a Nation: “The Potato Bug” and
other Essay on Czech Culture, translated and edited by Hana Píchová and Craig Cravens
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2010), 3-7.
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white. Or perhaps it was fervent Czech patriotism that whitened him?—In America
something of the sort may be possible, here in Bohemia, certainly not.” 39
Second Round: Matas’s American Saloon in Prague, 1895
Overseas migration is not just about the movement of people. Equally
important is the migration of customs, habits, and ideas. Cultural ties, shared ways
of thinking and behaving, manage to bind the migrant to his land of birth despite
physical separation. This seemingly obvious fact was long ignored by historians
who, more concerned with the integration of foreigners into the host society,
emphasized a fundamental break between the old world and the new. The migration
experience they characterized as one of rupture and “social disorientation.” In
America traditional hierarchies became unstable, succumbing inevitably to the lure
of modern individualism—but also egoism and “demoralization.”40
Oscar Handlin, in his classic 1951 study, called these forlorn wanderers The
Uprooted. A generation later, the historian John Bodnar rechristened them The
Transplanted.41 By switching botanical metaphors, Bodnar shifted emphasis from
discontinuity and assimilation to the persistence of homeland culture in a new
setting. The transplanted were described as actors, not the passive objects of
modernizing forces but instead people capable of transposing familiar ways to
unfamiliar circumstances. Traditional self-understandings were incorporated into
the new; homeland and American identities were not so much conflicted as
complementary.42
This talk of transplanted cultures and complementary identities applies to the
customs of song and drink, barroom traditions carried over from Bohemia to the
ethnic enclave of urban Chicago. Whether printed on the pages of a cheap urban
daily or performed in local saloons, the songs of Džán Kudla represented threads in
a cultural fabric stretched across the Atlantic. Recall how our guide to the
Guth, “Džán Kudla v Chicagu.”
The classic formulation is Thomas and Florian Znaniecki, The Polish Peasant in Europe
and America, originally published in five volumes between 1918 and 1920. Classic literary
representations of transatlantic migration as a narrative of collapse include Upton Sinclair’s
1906 novel The Jungle or, from the other side of the Atlantic, Karel Čapek’s 1933 story of
an unhappy return to Czechoslovakia, Hordubal.
41 Oscar Handlin, The Uprooted: The Epic Story of the Great Migrations that Made the
American People (Boston: Little, Brown, 1951); John Bodnar, The Transplanted: A History
of Immigrants in Urban America (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1985). See also
Jon Gjerde, “New Growth on Old Vines—The State of the Field: The Social History of
Immigration to and Ethnicity in the United States,” Journal of American Ethnic History 18.
No. 4 (Summer, 1999): 40-65.
42 Peter Kivisto (ed.), Incorporating Diversity: Rethinking Assimilation in a Multicultural
Age (Boulder, CO: 2005); On the idea of “complementary identities” see Jon Gjerde, The
Minds the West: Ethnocultural Evolution in the Rural Midwest, 1830-1917 (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 1997); Orm Øverland, Immigrant Minds, American
Identities: Making the United States Home,1870-1930 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press,
2000).
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ethnographic exhibition, the publisher Josef Vilímek, marveled at the performer’s
strange appearance and his repertoire of Czech songs, “from one of which he
received the aforementioned ‘pseudonym’.” 43 ‘Žan Kudla’, the name and barroom
tradition, arrived in America together with the immigrants from Central Europe.
This section describes the origins of a popular barroom singing and drinking
tradition in Bohemia, one that was transplanted to American soil, cultivated there,
then reintroduced to the homeland in the person of one very curious performer.
Participatory Public Culture in Nineteenth-Century Bohemia
Back home, in Bohemia, “Žán Kudla” was the title of a popular couplet, a piece
often performed at evenings of “songs and declamations” hosted in the back rooms
of local taverns. The careful reader of contemporary periodicals might sometimes
encounter brief reports of these jovial gatherings. In the west Bohemian town of
Pilsen, for example, the local craftsman's club (řemeslnická beseda) rang in the New
Year 1882 with performances of songs and skits, amusing a packed house until the
early hours with comical declamations and music. Someone named Polykarp Starý
closed the night with something called “‘The Moor Jean Kudla,’ for which he was
rewarded with boisterous applause.” 44
The performer of these songs—the so-called zpěváček, “songster,” sometimes
self-styled for greater prestige as národní zpěvák (“national” or “folk singer”)—
plied his trade in various taverns and public houses, or at local fairs and other
celebrations.45 For example, in southern Bohemia, the newspaper Budivoj reported
on the winter festivities of Catholic journeymen held at a local tavern in 1887, where
guests were treated to the recitation of poetry, oratory, and comedic sketches as well
as a number of popular couplets. A certain zpěváček named Rýdl enjoyed success
with his performance of the couplet “Jean Kudla,” which, according to the
newspaper, he was repeatedly called upon to perform. 46
Together with the figure of the zpěváček, so-called table societies, or drinking
clubs, belonged to Bohemia’s barroom culture. Called stolní společnosti in Czech,
or Gemütlichkeits-Vereine in German, these officially-registered groups of male
drinkers assembled at their local taverns for the purpose of lubricated conviviality. 47
Under the heading “Gifts and Contributions” in a Prague daily, we find a group
calling itself “Jean Kudla” listed alongside other drinking clubs as a contributor to
the patriotic school foundation Matice školská. 48 In the Prague bar U zlatého
Vilímek, Vilímkův průvodce Národopisnou výstavou, 74.
zábava,” Plzeňské listy (Pilsen), January 8, 1882. See also “Stůl pravdy v
hotelu Vysoký,” Zasláno, Jizeran (Mladá Boleslav/Jungbunzlau), January 1, 1890.
45 “Hudba denního života,” in Dějiny české hudební kultury 1890-1945, vol. 1 (Prague: České
akademie věd, 1972), 71-72.
46 “Pěvecko-deklamatorní zábava,” Budivoj (České Budějovice/Budweis), December 15,
1887; see also “Z Netolic,” Budivoj (České Budějovice/Budweis), May 27, 1888.
47 Milena Lenderová, Tomáš Jiránek, Marie Macková, Z dějin české každodennosti: Život v
19. století (Prague: Karolinum, 2009), 325.
48 “Dary a přispěvky,” Národní listy (Prague), November 28, 1882.
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beránka (At the Golden Ram) someone named Dr. Josef Růžička collected
donations from drinkers to benefit the National Theater for his spirited rendition of
“the anthem of the Boleslav Moors, Jan Kudla.”49
At this point it is necessary to pause and reflect on the word kudla itself. In his
Czech-German dictionary of 1836, the philologist and “national awakener” Josef
Jungmann offered the following definition of the word:
Kudla, y, dem. kudelka, y, kudly, kudlatiny, pl., f., tangled hair, villus, floccus,
tuft, knot of hair. Ros.—§ KUDLA, a jackknife, clasp knife, crude, a lousy
pocketknife. Us. To sell kudly. That is the gentleman who paints the kudly, that’s
the poor guy. Aliter in melius: that is the conspicuous fellow. Us.—§ KUDLA , =
stopper, shutter, skid break, wheel lock. D. —§ KUDLA, whore, a wicked harlot.
Us.—b) KUDLA, y. m. (personif.) = a shaggy person, also shaggy dog, a ragged
person; ragged dog. Mor. An infernal kudla = Cerberus. Particularly in Moravia
a bitch is called a kudla (Chmela.)50

Published in 1836, Jungmann’s dictionary stands as a milestone of the Czech
National Revival. It demonstrated that Czech possessed all the qualities of a modern
literary language; like French, Italian, and German, so could Czech serve as a
language of high culture. That a word like kudla belonged to the lexicon, of course,
did not guarantee the language any special status. But to unearth the significance of
this obscure barroom tradition, the entry proves essential. The word kudla has two
primary meanings. To be precise, its meanings are homonymic: kudla is in fact two
words, each with a separate signification but identical in graphical representation
and pronunciation.51 Following one lineage, kudla denotes a tangled wad of hair,
the word being derived from the Old Slavic kǫdeła, parent of the modern Czech
koudel (in English, tow or oakum). The word may then be applied, metaphorically,
to describe a bunch of unkempt hair. The other meaning of kudla, the one current
today, descends from the French coutelas, which in turn comes from the Latin
cultellus and means knife. To be exact, kudla refers to a clasp knife or jackknife,
especially inexpensive, worn out, and of poor quality. The word is used in the
familiar expression, “vrazit někomu kudlu do zad” (to stab someone in the back),
conveying a sense of danger and betrayal.
Both meanings of the word are associated with destitution or hardship, even
disgrace. “Být hubený jako za groš kudla” means, literally, “to be as skinny as a
one-groschen pocketknife” (that is, undernourished, fragile, and weak).52 Kudla
thus carries associations of dereliction and poverty. Dictionaries of the period also
list kudla as a term of abuse, amounting to whore, bitch, or harlot in English—

“Nové příspěvky na zdar důstojného Národního divadla v Praze,” Národní listy (Prague),
August 30, 1881.
50 Josef Jungmann, Slovník Česko-Německý, vol. 2 (Prague, 1836), 217.
51 Václav Machek, Etymologický slovník jazyka českého, second edition (Prague: Nákl.
Československé akademie věd, 1968), 304.
52 Oldř. Hujer, Em. Smetánka, Mil. Weingart (eds.), Příruční slovník jazyka českého, vol. 2
(Prague: Státní nakladatelství, 1937-1938), 430.
49
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kurwa or schlechte Dirne in Jungmann; necudná ženština or Hure according to
Kott’s 1878 dictionary.53 Other negative qualities associated with the word include
blunt, pointless, dull, dense, numb, apathetic (tupý); poor, miserable, wretched,
pitiful (ubohý); and small, little, short, petty, puny, slight (malý).
In the sense of clasp knife, the kudla functioned as a sort of talisman among the
drinking clubs of the 1880s and 1890s. The stolní společnosti adopted it as a ritual
object and a sign of membership. For example, the merrymakers of Sychrov in the
Krkonoše/Riesengebirge foothills met regularly at the tavern U Maršíků and called
themselves Kudla. Upon the table where they drank sat an ordinary pocketknife.
Any member entering the room was obligated to touch it or, neglecting to do so,
paid a fine. Contrariwise, a stranger who contacted the object was also penalized. 54
These Kudla societies, so named after the popular couplet, represent but a
minuscule component of the burgeoning public culture in late nineteenth century
Bohemia. Drinking clubs were the most transient form of associational life, and the
Kudla societies were marginal even among drinking clubs—in one of the articles
cited above, the name appears next to other enigmatic, fleeting formations such as
“the patrons of U Myslíků for cheap beer” and “the amusement society Perun.” But
even they formed part of the new public culture following the liberal constitutional
laws of 1867, a fundamental turning point in the history of the Habsburg Empire
that provided the legal basis for the spread of associational life. 55 Citizens gathered
in agricultural associations, mutual aid societies, charities or religious associations,
volunteer fire brigades, education clubs, or groups formed for the purpose of hosting
an event or building a monument. Other societies, such as the one that concerns us
here, dedicated themselves to more carefree activities. These associations’ goals
were the pleasure of shared company, the pursuit of physical well-being, or quite
simply personal gratification.56 In Austria, as in Chicago and elsewhere, these
associations became a primary means for citizens to identify common interests,
pursue shared goals, and give voice to public opinion.
The Kudla drinking clubs, the songs they sang, and the men who performed
them comprised an obscure though important part of this resurgent public culture.
František Kott, Česko-německý slovník zvláště grammaticko-fraseologický, vol. 1 (Prague,
1878), 837.
54 Content from the chronicles of the school principal Josef Pižl provided in “Historie
Sychrova,” Úpice: Oficiální web města, http://www.upice.cz/historie-sychrova/d1391/p1=4676. See similar accounts by František Cajthaml, “Kudla kolonisační,” Amerikán:
Národní Kalendář (Chicago) 59 (1936), 106-110; Zdeněk Fux-Jelenský, “Kudla: Črta z
vídeňského společenského života,” Besídka, Zábavná příloha k Rovnosti no. 310, November
13, 1910.
55 Urban, Die tschechische Gesellschaft, 306-329; Judson, A History of the Habsburg Empire,
261-266, 275-280.
56 For a list of associations active in Bohemia during the 1890s, see Adressář kralovského
hlavního města Prahy (Prague, 1891), 229-250; Handbuch der Vereine für die im Reichsrathe
vertretenen Königreiche und Länder nach dem Stand am Schlusse des Jahres 1890 und mit
einem Anhang für das Jahr 1891 (Vienna, 1892); Marek Lašťovka et al., Pražské spolky:
Soupis pražských spolků na základě úřední evidence z let 1895-1990 (Prague: Skriptorium,
1998).
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While salons, cafés, and newspapers have famously been described as sites where
the public sphere took shape, the neighborhood taverns and music halls where
drinking clubs met and the zpěváček plied his trade were no less important,
especially for the broader layers of society. 57 “The lifestyle of the popular classes
determines the character of the nation,” wrote Josef Vilímek in another of his
popular guidebooks. This character was best witnessed in the city’s nighttime
districts, he said, areas “with the most breweries and taverns, where the actual life
of Prague takes place.” Vilímek described what these jovial sites held in store for
the visitor:
These dusky, spacious, smoke-filled pubs, lit by gas night and day, are
constantly full. People of all classes, craftsmen and students, merchants and
officials, workers and businessmen come together here to discuss politics, to chat
or listen to the performances of the lower singing societies.58

It was here, at one’s local drinking spot, that the ordinary Praguer shared news,
exchanged opinions, and sang songs. While singing, conversing, and imbibing
(preferably all at once), everyday people in Bohemia formed opinions and fashioned
identities in the context of an urban public culture.
But who was the “ordinary Praguer” around 1890? First, the typical inhabitant
of Prague at the end of the century was a speaker of Czech. Before 1860 Prague was
still an overwhelmingly German city where German dominated as the language of
culture, politics, and public life, and where Czech was limited to the streets of the
poorer quarters or, when spoken by the more affluent, reserved for domestic
settings. Yet by 1890, Czech had long come out into the public, to the theaters,
discussion clubs, and town council.59 Second, the “ordinary Praguer” was likely to
be a member of the burgeoning proletariat. The city grew rapidly as Czech-speaking
country-dwellers became urban workers. In 1857 the population was 142,588, with
nearly 59% reported as speakers of Czech. By 1900 the population was 222,588 and
over 90% spoke Czech.60 The great majority of the newcomers settled in Prague’s
“industrial belt,” working-class neighborhoods like Holešovice, Karlín, Nusle,
Smíchov, Vršovice, and Žižkov. A middling class of Czech managers and a Czech
Susanna Barrows and Robin Room (eds.), Drinking: Behavior and Belief in Modern
Society (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992); Specific to the Czech case, see
Vladimír Macura, “Hospoda v české vlastenecké kultuře,” in Pivo a hospody v české
společnosti, (ed.) Vladimír Novotný (Prague: Academia, 1997), 28-38; Jiří Rak, “Pivo jako
konstitutivní prvek vlastenecké ideologie,” in Pivo a hospody v české společnosti, 171-176;
Stanislav Brouček, “Místo hospody v české lokální společnosti,” in Pivo a hospody v české
společnosti, 233-238.
58 Josef Vilímek, Vilímkův průvodce po Praze a po Výstavě (Prague: Nákl. Jos. R. Vilímek,
1891), 30. See also the German edition, Vilímeks Führer durch Prag und die Ausstellung
(Prague: Jos. R. Vilímek, 1891), 43.
59 Gary Cohen, The Politics of Ethnic Survival: Germans in Prague, 1861-1914 (Princeton
University Press, 1981).
60 Statistik der Königlichen Hauptstadt Prag (Prague: Statistischen Kommission der
Königlichen Hauptstadt Prag, 1871), 136-137.
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bourgeoisie emerged alongside the Czech proletariat. Unlike, for example,
neighboring Germany or the Poles and Magyars, nations which maintained
historical ties to nobility, the Czech nation grew together with a new capitalist order
in opposition to the ancien régime. Finally, whether worker, manager, or capitalist,
the typical Czech in Prague was acutely aware of national belonging; the success of
the national cause was a source of pride for Czechs of whatever social background.
A Czech capitalism with its center in Prague emerged in opposition to traditional
privilege and “foreign” capital (coded as German, often also Jewish). Within this
rising economic order, a struggle arose between an increasingly organized Czech
proletariat and “its own” bourgeoisie.
The barroom was an important part of this rising public culture, a space where
“ordinary Praguers” forged collective identities such as nation and class. Song
played a crucial role in the barroom experience, and a surprisingly contentious role
was reserved for the humble Czech couplet. Since the Kudla drinking and singing
tradition belonged to this musical genre, it is worth spending some time on the
couplet and its history.
From roughly the 1830s, when the modern couplet took shape, until its
displacement by cabaret and film around 1900, the popular poetic form with its
catchy rhyme scheme and easy-to-memorize lyrics dominated public entertainment
in Bohemia.61 The couplet is easily defined. Beside the rhyming pairs of lines from
which the French couplet takes its name, essential to the genre is the “point”
occurring at the end of each stanza; it is this line which delivers the song’s main
message. Excellence in the genre consisted in the performer’s ability to arrive at the
point from any number of surprising, counter-intuitive, or otherwise entertaining
approaches. With its emphasis on text rather than music, the couplet represented
more than anything else a vehicle for the unschooled singer to deliver clever
commentary on questions of the day. For this reason, the couplet has been referred
to as a “news service in song,” one welcomed by urban audiences for its sharp and
critical take on current events—within limits set by the censors, of course.62

On the history of couplets and the spaces of their performance see V.V. Tomek, Ze starých
pražských šantánů (Prague, 1929); J.E. Šlechta, “Z pražských chantanů,” in Praha ve dne v
noci, vol. 2, (ed.) Pavel Körber (Prague: Nákladatelství Pavla Körbra, 1904), 179-226;
Vladimír Karbusický, Mezi lidovou písní a šlágrem (Prague: Editio Supraphon, 1968), esp.
chapter 10; J. Paclt, “Hudba v českém divadle a činohře 1848-1918: ke genezi a typologii
scénické hudby,” in Prolegomena scénografické encyklopedie (Prague: Scénografický ústav,
1971-1972), esp. parts 7, 8, and 12; František Černý and Ljuba Klosová (eds.), Dějiny
českého divadlo, vol. 3 (Prague: Academia Nakladatelství československé akademie věd,
1977), 148-150, 190, 481-503; Josef Kotek, “Český kuplet, jeho prostředí a pěstovatelé: K
historii pódiových vokálních žánrů,” Hudební věda 22, no. 2 (1985): 99-133; Jindřich
Meszner, “Od zpěvních síní k divadlům malých forem,” 2 vols., typed manuscript located in
the Municipal Library of Prague, 1988; Josef Kotek, Dějiny české populární hudby a zpěvu,
vol. 1 (Prague: Academia, 1994), esp. chapters 5 and 14.
62 Černý and Klosová, Dějiny českého divadla, 484; Kotek, “Český kuplet,” 101; Kotek,
Dějiny české populární hudby a zpěvu, 197.
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Josef Kajetán Tyl, “father of the Czech couplet,” explored the possibilities of
social criticism around 1848 in pieces featuring such titles as “Money Runs the
World,” a critical take on values in a market society (1847); “Much Shines on the
Surface,” about the deceptive nature of appearances in that society (1847); “Barely
Has the Girl Grown Up, When…,” a rumination on changing sexual mores (1848);
“That’s Also Politics, but It Belongs at the End of a Rope,” on censorship (1849);
“It’s a Hard Life,” about overseas migration (1850); “What’s it All Worth…
(Poverty is Terribly Increasing),” about inflation and economic troubles
(1843/1855).63 These titles reflect what music historian Vladimir Karbusický called
the genre’s “social-critical function”:
The couplet is a form of song that makes it possible to know reality from
constantly new angles while, at the same time, showing that the diverse phenomena
of everyday life flow from one and the same substance. And the couplet approaches
this substance critically. This ‘coming to know’ and the social-critical function
stand at the cradle of the couplet genre, whereas the entertainment function only
accompanies it as added seasoning. That is why as soon as the original constellation
of these functions is disturbed, that is also the beginning of the end of the couplet
form as a specific genre.64

However modest as a musical genre, the couplet featured a rather sophisticated
political epistemology. It approached everyday experience from a different angle in
every verse, each time drawing the listener’s attention to a common point of origin.
The talented performer tantalized his audience, inspiring laughter by means of
irony, sarcasm, satire, and wit—and he did so while enlightening them about the
hierarchies of power that underlay the social relations. 65
There is another fact about the couplet tradition worth noting, the crucial factor
of audience participation. At the evenings of songs and declamations described
above, the zpěváček was “rewarded with boisterous applause” for a couplet that he
was repeatedly called upon to perform. 66 In the middle of the nineteenth century,
couplet performance was part of a rambunctious public culture in which largely
working-class audiences asserted themselves through their outbursts and
interruptions. This was as true in North America as in Central Europe. Whether it
be a play staged by Josef Kajetán Tyl’s troupe of wandering actors or T.D. Rice’s
performances of “Jim Crow” at the Bowery Theatre in New York, at any given
moment the audience might burst into action, cutting off the dialogue to demand an
“Peníze jsou páni světa” from the play Strakonický dudák which premiered in 1847; “Po
vrchu se mnoho leskne,” Strakonický dudák, 1847; “Sotva děvče povyroste…” Chudý kejklíř,
1848; “To je také politika, ale patří na provaz,” Tvrdohlavá žena, 1849; “To je těžká
existence,” Lesní panna, 1850; “Co je platno… (Chudoba se hrozně množí),” Nové
Amazonky/České Amazonky, 1843/1855.
64 Karbusický, Mezi lidovou písní a šlágrem, 135.
65 A collection of Czech couplets is provided by V. Pletka and V. Karbusický in Kabaretní
písničky (Prague: Státní hudební vydavatelství, 1961) and by Josef Kotek in Šantán s
červenou lucernou aneb Ať žije Baj-Kaj-Laj! (Prague: Československý spisovatel, 1985).
66 “Sylvestrovská zábava,” Plzeňské listy; “Pěvecko-deklamatorní zábava,” Budivoj.
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improvised rendition of whatever song or couplet happened to be in vogue. 67 As a
result, the audience brought a temporary halt to the play, forcing actors to break
character, descend from the stage and lead a collective sing-along at eye level with
the public.68
This sort of audience interference annoyed many an aesthete. Couplets stunted
plot development and required playwrights to pander to the tastes of the crowd. 69
Nevertheless, this spontaneous demand represented one way for audience members
to become co-authors of the spectacle put on display before them. In the face of an
audience so empowered, performers had little choice but to respond. Indeed, they
had little desire but to indulge. After all, the livelihood of an itinerant zpěváček
depended on the audience’s willingness to “fill the hat” after a performance.
During the 1870s to the end of the century, the participatory public culture of
which couplet performance was such an important part gradually gave way to
greater audience discipline, professionalization, and the commercialization of
musical culture in Bohemia (and, for that matter, in the United States).70 During the
1880s and 1890s especially, the couplet performance became a site of symbolic
struggle as audience members surrendered their traditional right to spontaneously
intervene in the show.71 The early music halls and variety shows of the 1870s, with
their fixed programs and permanent cast initiated the displacement of the wandering
songster and the audience’s participatory role.72 Spectators became separated from
the spectacle set before them as Czech society became socially differentiated,
economically stratified, and divided between competing political interests. 73 The
advent of cabaret at the turn of the century pushed this trend to a head, finally
severing any connection between audience and stage beyond the purely commercial
relationship of supply and demand. 74 Visitors now paid fixed entry prices to watch
a permanent cast perform set programs—the democratizing “passing of the hat”
became a thing of the past.
It is worth dwelling at such length on the history of the Czech couplet and its
decline—or better said, its displacement—because it was amid this gradual erosion
On audience participation in American blackface, see Toll, Blacking Up, 12-13; Lott, Love
and Theft, 80.
68 Kotek, “Český kuplet,” 113; Kotek, Dějiny české populární hudby a zpěvu, 51; see also
Černý and Klosová, Dějiny českého divadla, 486.
69 Černý and Klosová, Dějiny českého divadla, 149.
70 Karbusický devotes attention to this transition in Mezi lidovou písní a šlágrem, esp. 129149. For a broad overview of the advent of mass society in the Habsburg Empire, see Judson,
The Habsburg Empire, 269-384. The establishment of cultural hierarchy in the United States
is discussed in Lawrence Levine’s Highbrow Lowbrow: The Emergence of Cultural
Hierarchy in America (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1988), Chapter 3.
71 Černý a Klosová, Dějiny českého divadla, 484; Kotek, Dějiny české populární hudby a
zpěvu, chapter 14.
72 Kotek, “Český Kuplet,” 115-120.
73 Cf. Karbusický, Mezi lidovou písní a šlágrem, 126.
74 Karbusický, Mezi lidovou písní a šlágrem, 127, 135-135; Černý and Klosová, Dějiny
českého divadla, 493-494; Kotek, “Český kuplet,” 124-126; Kotek, Dějiny české populární
hudby a zpěvu, 191-192.
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of participatory public culture that Žan Kudla “returned” to Bohemia. His song, or
rather the song from which he derived his name, reflects the broader social changes
underway in Europe and the United States.
The Idea for an Ethnographic Exhibition
Like American elites confronting the advent of mass society in the nineteenth
century, liberals in Central Europe reacted to the politics of the 1880s and 1890s
with a new approach to popular culture. 75 Austria’s German liberals, finding their
fortunes threatened by the rise of radical mass political movements, responded by
shifting rhetoric from talk of personal freedom and active citizenship to an emphasis
on ethnicity and the defense of German language and culture. Beyond their shared
language and a fear of losing status, there was little that could hold together an
increasingly diverse coalition of German speakers. 76 Czech liberals were also
concerned about maintaining status in the political realm. 77 A rising classconsciousness among Czech workers (Social Democracy), the radicalization of the
progressive youth movement (called the Omladina), and the formation of the liberal
camp into competing interest groups and petty bourgeois factions (the founding of
radical nationalist and anti-Semitic parties) challenged the position of leadership
traditionally claimed by the nation’s liberal elite.78 First the National Party (the Old
Czechs), founded in 1861, then, since the mid-1870s, their more politically
aggressive heirs, the National Liberal Party (Young Czechs) failed to preserve the
unity of the Czech national movement. At a time of dramatically increasing social
differentiation, the idea of a single national body speaking with one common voice
appeared hopelessly naive and out-of-date. The Old Czechs fell from political
relevance at the beginning of the 1890s, and then the Young Czechs faced
increasingly unbearable pressure from the socialists, the student movement, and
radical nationalists. In the face of these difficulties, Czech liberals set out in search
of a source of legitimacy beyond party politics and the halls of parliament.

On American cultural hierarchy in the nineteenth century, see Levine, Highbrow Lowbrow,
esp. 83-198 and Alan Trachtenberg, The Incorporation of America: Culture and Society in
the Gilded Age (New York: Hill and Wang, 1982).
76 Pieter Judson, Exclusive Revolutionaries: Liberal Politics, Social Experience, and
National Identity in the Austrian Empire, 1848-1914 (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
Press, 1996).
77 On Czech politics during the 1880s and 1890s, see H. Gordon Skilling, “The Politics of
the Czech Eighties,” in The Czech Renascence of the Nineteenth Century, (eds.) Peter Brock
and H. Gordon Skilling (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1970), 254-281; Bruce M.
Garver, The Young Czech Party 1874-1901 and the Emergence of a Multi-Party System (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1978); Peter Bugge, “Czech Nation-Building, National SelfPerception and Politics 1780-1914,” PhD Dissertation (University of Aarhus, 1994),
Chapters 8 and 9.
78 Garver, The Young Czech Party; Bugge, “Czech Nation-Building,” 212-226; T. Mills
Kelly, Without Remorse: Czech National Socialism in Late Habsburg Austria (New York:
Columbia University Press, 2006).
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Not entirely unlike the German liberals, who reacted to mass society by calling
for the defense of “Germanness,” leading Czech liberals increasingly voiced
concern about the disappearance of authentic Czech culture. 79 The 1890s in
Bohemia saw a swell of middle-class interest in ethnography. The study of rural
folklife captured the imagination of Czech liberals especially, who saw in
ethnography a useful surrogate for parliamentary politics. 80 In his call to organize
an ethnographic exhibition, the National Theater director František Šubert stated
this quite clearly: “Our people need a bold new battle cry to encourage the work of
public enlightenment, for it is tired of and over-saturated with the loud squabbling
of politics. If politics has been unable to unite us all for a common cause, then let
us look toward another sphere for such a bond.”81 Threatened by the fragmentation
of the Czech middle class into interest-based factions and confronted with demands
from increasingly well-organized workers, liberals hoped to maintain their claim to
ethnic leadership by appealing to a sense of identity that transcended politics. The
new ethnographical sciences were thought to provide a means of articulating a
distinct and comprehensive notion of national belonging, an identity rooted in
everyday culture.
From this impulse arose the call for a “Czechoslav” ethnographic exhibition to
be held in Prague.82 On the one hand, the message was to be directed outward, to
the educated classes of Western Europe. Foreigners should know the distinctiveness
(svéráznost) of the Czech nation and thus understand its claim to autonomy within
the Habsburg Empire. It should also clearly show the contours and integrity of the
Czechoslav homeland, a territorial unity defined by a balance of historical and
ethnic factors.83 On the other hand, organizers addressed their message to the
Czech-speaking masses. A parliamentary deputy for the Young Czechs and one of
the event’s key organizers, Karel Adámek, described the exhibition as a source of
national enlightenment:
Exhibitions should promote cultural and economic progress, and so they may
not be mere theaters but above all schools. That is why they must be so organized
that not so much the experts, but also the broader layers of visitors understand them
easily and correctly. […] We said that the Ethnographic Exhibition must be our
school; and for it to have its full impact in our cultural development, its blessings
must penetrate every layer of our people, that is why it is of fundamental
importance that our people draw as plentifully as possibly from this well of self-

Petr Lozoviuk, Interethnik im Wissenschaftsprozess: Deutschsprachige Volkskunde in
Böhmen und ihre gesellschaftlichen Auswirkungen (Leipzig: Leipziger Universitätsverlag
GMBH, 2008).
80 Stanislav Brouček, České národopisné hnutí na konci 19. století (Prague: Československá
akademie věd, 1979).
81 František Šubert quoted in Brouček, České národopisné hnutí, 18.
82 Brouček, České národopisné hnutí, 11-22.
83 See “Oblast českoslovanská,” Naše Národopisná výstava českoslovanská, free supplement
to České noviny (Prague), June 19 and 20, 1895; Peter Haslinger, Nation und Territorium im
tschechischen politischen Diskurs 1880-1938 (Munich: Oldenbourg Verlag, 2010), 95-100.
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recognition and national revival, that the Ethnographic Exhibition be visited by the
entire nation!84

The key phrase here was self-recognition (sebepoznání). Czech liberals
intended to accomplish with ethnography what they could no longer achieve in
politics—to show the world as well as their fellow nationals that the national body
was united in pursuit of common interests, interests articulated by its proper national
leaders and spokesmen.
Adámek and the project’s other supporters faced a challenge, however. For the
exhibition to become a source of progress and a school for the nation, it had to
attract the attention of elites and the broader masses. As is often the case with
national exhibitions and world’s fairs, the “ephemeral vistas” on view had to strike
a compromise between the organizer’s intentions and the desires of the crowd. 85 To
instruct, in other words, they had to entertain.
Over two million paying visitors walked through the turnstiles of the
ethnographic exhibition during the summer months of 1895. 86 It marked an
unprecedented effort to collect artifacts from across the “Czechoslav” homeland,
bring them to the capital Prague, and to assemble them for public consumption.
Hosted in the city’s growing industrial suburb of Holešovice-Bubeneč (something
of an irony since organizers decided to exclude displays of contemporary workingclass life, though working-class audiences of course were eagerly anticipated), the
fairgrounds centered around the grand Ethnographic Palace filled with costumes,
handiwork, maps, and charts meticulously compiled and carefully arranged. 87 One
encountered everywhere mannequins adorned in folk dress populating artificially
built landscapes such as a medieval town square (Stará Praha) or the composite
“Czechoslav village” (Českoslovanská dědina).88 Physical anthropology combined
with nationalist discourse to produce a normative vision of “the Czech type,”
illustrated by contrasting “normal” Czechs with anomalies like the “Czech giant”
Josef Drásal.89 Respite from sightseeing in this ethnographic theme park could be
found in any number of reconstructed taverns, inns, restaurants, and beer gardens.

Emphasis in original. Karel Adámek, “Úvahy a rozhledy,” Národopisná výstava
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výstava českoslovanská a dělnictvo,” Český lid 42, no. 3 (1955): 106-112.
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“The Americans” at the Ethnographic Fair
A reporter for the Prague daily Národní listy (The National Gazette) shared
Adámek’s understanding of the exhibition as a school. Pleased that the event had
attracted excited the masses, he felt it was time to give that enthusiasm direction.
“The task now,” he wrote, “is not just to awaken the interest of the public, especially
of the wider population who seek not so much instruction as entertainment at the
exhibition, but to entice it to those sections that have just recently come to life.” 90
The author pointed to the recent arrival of several hundred Czechs from the United
States, overseas compatriots who braved the long journey to demonstrate their
commitment to the national cause in Bohemia. Some of the visitors now resided at
the exhibition, living exponents at the so-called American Settlement:
Czechs, or as we would say, “local” visitors to the exhibition simply call the
section “America.” Well now, the arrival our dear overseas guests, who have
brought a new, fresh current to the exhibition, have enlivened “America”
considerably. It is worth having a look at the hustle and bustle in the interesting
and distinctive buildings which are gathered here as a small settlement.91

The open-air museum resembled the other rural skansens to be found spread
about the fair. Like the hybrid Czechoslav village, the Settlement with its lean-to,
log cabin, farmhouse, and “residence of a wealthy Czech in America,” its replica of
a St. Louis church and Chicago-style saloon effaced geographical distance, bringing
the rural and urban settlements of Czech-America into close proximity.92 The
buildings also represented movement through social space by documenting the
imagined ascent of an imagined Czech emigrant from his humble beginnings to full
assimilation in American society (though here, as with the ethnographic exhibition
itself, a straight line was drawn from rural producer to urban bourgeoisie with no
place left for the urban worker).93 Finally, not only did the section’s layout elide
geographical and social distance, it also eradicated time. In a single frame, the
structures told a Turnerian story of frontier development, tracing the settler
experience from the initial confrontation with raw nature (the lean-to and log cabin)
to the subsequent cultivation of the soil (farmhouse) and final assimilation with
modern, urban American civilization (the residence).

Národní listy (Prague), June 20, 1895.
“Národopisná výstava českoslovanská,” “Národopisná výstava českoslovanská,” Národní
listy (Prague), June 20, 1895.
92 Leoš Šatava, “Američtí Češi a národopisná výstava českoslovanská (1895),” Český lid 72,
no. 3 (1985): 130-138.
93 “Národopisná výstava Českoslovanská v Praze 1895,” Proposal for the Czech-American
settlement published by the Czech-American organizing committee, Archive of the Czech
Academy of Sciences, Prague, Fond Národopisná výstava československá, karton 12. See
also “Česká emigrace na národopisné,” Národní listy (Prague), June 3, 1894; “Američtí
Čechové na výstavě národopisné,” Národopisná výstava českoslovanská, Národní listy
(Prague), March 20, 1895.
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At the log cabin a young American Czech from Detroit named Karel Vilim
dressed as a cowboy and hawked souvenirs in his American Museum. 94 Here the
Central European visitor found “American Indian costumes, toys, weapons, pipes
and better specimens of minerals, all well preserved.” 95 “And to complete the
impression,” reported one Prague daily, “there appears in the corner the tanned
yellow-brownish figure of a redskin, White Wolf, with his long black hair and a
protruding face. The fire in his eyes is practically extinguished, like life power of
the whole of that dying race of humanity. Oh, just go see it all for yourself!” 96
Still more popular than the Czech cowboy and his Indian sidekick were the
“two negroes” brought along by the Chicago bartender Václav Matas “for the
service and entertainment of his guests.” The first, an African American named
Charles Brown (“who pretty much resembles the devil as described to us by our
grandmothers,” according to one onlooker) immediately became an object of
fascination.97 Brown was described as the “silent companion” of his garrulous
cohort, Žan Kudla, whose popularity exceeded that of all the other exhibits of the
American Settlement, combined.98 Kudla was, one astounded reporter wrote, “by
some whimsy of nature completely—white.” But, he continued, “this white raven
among negroes is also quite an interesting character. He speaks decent enough
Czech and sings a wide variety of our national songs and Czech couplets.” 99
The American saloon was a natural site for convivial discourse, a place “where
one can so pleasantly converse over a glass of fiery Californian wine while standing
along the ‘bar,’ in American fashion, with one leg resting on the iron bar affixed to
the ground.” There, the visitor found himself carried away to another world:
You also hear overseas musical pieces, that long drawn out “yes” now and
again strikes your ear, and so the visitor unwittingly finds himself in that genuine
“Chicago” mood. To complete the illusion, after a while in your proximity before
the bar emerges a full-blooded Sioux, “White Wolf,” from the Indian hut opposite,
quiet, pensive, with measured movements. […] Like I said, the American
Settlement has come to life. […] The time you spend in its midst will be warm and
pleasant.100

“Výstava Čechů amerických,” Národopisná výstava českoslovanská, Národní listy
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The saloon comprised a sort of microcosm of urban American drinking culture,
with a Czech twist, featuring beer from a Czech-owned brewery in Cleveland, wine
from the vineyards of the Korbel brothers in the Sonoma Valley, and genuine
American cocktails as well as the obligatory “free lunch.”101 At the fair, the curious
visitor gained first-hand knowledge about the life of Czechs abroad, an important
lesson, but at the same time, he indulged in exoticism and Americana, certainly a
distraction from the organizers’ more narrow aims.
At the American settlement, one played a guessing game, attempting to
distinguish fact from fiction. Is the Indian genuine, or just some American Czech
living in a wigwam? Visitors reported him to be a full-blooded Sioux, a Kickapoo
from Kansas, or the last remaining Huron. 102 Can he be a real Indian if he washes
down his potatoes and dumplings with a pint of lager?103 And by the way, are those
actual human scalps on the wall?104 Visitors flocked to the American settlement to
try to discern reality from mere hoax, to look and then decide for themselves.
Clearly, the “Americans” had mastered the art of humbug.105
The most engaging guessing games revolved around questions of veracity. Just
as homeland Czechs were to be scrutinized for signs of Germanization, so were the
habits of American Czechs examined for traces of Americanization and
odnárodnění (denationalization, or assimilation). 106 In the case of “The Three
Exotics,” the title of an article about White Wolf, Charles Brown, and Kudla
published in the program Our Ethnographic Exhibition (Naše národopisná
výstava), the question concerned race.107
The sight of this motley cohort on Prague’s fairgrounds—see the photograph
which accompanied the article (fig. 2)—must have inspired more than one onlooker
to pose an obvious question. What were a black man, an albino, and Native
American doing at an event whose aim, according to organizers, was to employ the
rigor of modern ethnographical science in describing the condition of Czechoslav
people at the end of the century? The author of “The Three Exotics” turned to
history for an explanation. He began with White Wolf:
“Američtí Čechové na výstavě národopisné,” Národopisná výstava českoslovanská,
Národní listy (Prague), March 20, 1895; “Z Ameriky výstavní,” Feiulleton, Národní politika
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The Indian, an original inhabitant and actual American native, accompanied
the emigrant [Karel Vilim] back to the old homeland, and today they are on friendly
terms; this even though he had engaged the European’s ancestors in cruel battle
until his resistance was broken by the colonizer’s sword and—by alcohol. Yet his
solid stature and intelligent countenance offer clear testimony to the sin that was
committed by civilized Europeans against this national tribe, a tribe that certainly
would have been capable of civilization had they only been approached in the spirit
of peace.108

The Native American White Wolf was made to stand for the entire race, his
respectable figure signaling the tragedy of his people’s purported extinction. The
Czechs, whose ancestors never partook in the slaughter, were apparently exonerated
from the crime, “and that is why the sight of many horrible Indian scalps, two of
which are displayed in the log cabin, need not awaken such horror in them.” 109 The
Czech in America indeed befriended the native, the two returning together as some
sort of Wild West duo.
The United States, a site of tremendous racial amalgamation, gave rise to “a
very colorful mix of races and mulattoes,” an assortment of peoples made even
more vibrant by the presence of freed African slaves. “Here even the Negro has won
the right of domicile,” commented the author referring to Charles Brown, “several
have even demonstrated their capacity for civilization and, with time, have become
prosperous.”110 In the photograph, Brown sports a bowler hat, fitted suit, and carries
a gentlemanly walking stick.
Most attention, of course, was directed at that “white raven among negroes,”
the “remarkable producer of supernatural sounds,” the “Indian half-breed ‘albino’,”
a man whose physical appearance and personal biography presented a living riddle
to visitors.111 “And the Indian, the Hispanic, the Negro and other members of other
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Figure 2“Three exotics at the ethnographic exhibition. In the center an Indian, on
the left a ‘white’ black man, on the right a Negro.” Reproduced by permission of
the National Library of the Czech Republic.
peoples intermixed,” the article proceeded, “and from them arose new types of
races, mulattoes and other half-breeds, whose only specimen here is Mr. Kudla, as
he calls himself, a friendly and cheerful fellow, a capable musician and comedian
who by combining the white skin and snow-white hair of a Caucasian with the
features of a negro has acquired the curious title, ‘white negro’.” 112
If White Wolf embodied the tragedy of Native America and Charles Brown the
hopeful narrative of emancipation, then Kudla demonstrated the capacity of
112
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America to fashion something new from the plethora of peoples arriving to her
shores. Visitors to the fair acquired an education in ethnography after all. To visit
the American settlement was to confront ambiguities of ethnicity and race. Perhaps
even here the visitor could pursue the fair’s goals of sebepoznání, self-recognition,
and svéráznost, distinctiveness, but probably not in the manner intended by the
event’s organizers. As everywhere at the fair, visitors fluently transgressed the
boundary separating instruction from entertainment.
Forcing Kudla’s physique into racial and ethnic categories (or using it to burst
those categories) belonged to the fun. “He’s actually an Indian mixed-breed from
the state of Michigan,” reported Prague’s Národní listy, “but thoroughly mixed. The
expression of his face and the form of his skull are fully Negroid, the soft curls on
his head are however pale-yellow like a sheep. John came to Chicago years ago,
found himself among the Czechs there, learned Czech and gave himself the name
‘Kudla’ […] After a short time, he became a jester on the Prague fairgrounds
welcomed by all.”113
Kudla’s ambiguous appearance could also be unsettling, at least initially.
“Please, don’t be frightened,” pleaded another reporter,
the American Czechs have brought along two foreigners, a real negro and some
sort of cheerful fellow, with a fully so-to-speak Negroid cranium and white-ish
yellow, curly hair like a negro’s. They say he’s a half-breed, English on his father’s
side and Indian on his mother’s. It’s hard to describe him, but please do have a
look. He speaks English, Czech, a little German and Polish. He is a comedian in
the fashion of negroes and indulges in exaggeration. Exaggeration, that is, of a
purely expert, musical etc. variety. Otherwise, a dear good man. He gives the
saloon a peculiar, a quite peculiar feel, really American. 114

It was standard fare to invite readers to visit the American section themselves,
to partake in the guessing game about Kudla’s origins personally. One might easily
lose focus in this game of origins amid the song and laughter, which the cheerful
Kudla evidently brought forth in several European and non-European languages.
The core of his performance consisted in a sort of racial burlesque: “‘Džán
Kudla’ is said to be causing a sensation with his white negro act,” reported one
Chicago paper—“and they say the girls from the factories eye his elegant figure.”115
In the United States, the public display of black bodies turning white (the condition
known as vitiligo) or of ex-slaves born whiter than their former masters (albinism)
had for centuries confused notions of belonging, racial hierarchy, and citizenship. 116
Nor was African-themed performance anything new to Bohemia and the Austrian
“Výstava Čechů amerických,” Národopisná výstava českoslovanská, Národní listy
(Prague), June 2 1895.
114 “Čechové v Americe,” Národopisná výstava českoslovanská, Národní listy (Prague), May
24, 1895. Reprinted in Svornost (Chicago), June 12, 1895; Amerikán (Chicago), June 19,
1895; Dennice Novověku (Chicago), June 13, 1895; Slavie (Racine), June 19, 1895.
115 “Matas je ‘all right’,” Od našich výletníků, Svornost (Chicago), June 4, 1895.
116 Charles D. Martin, The White African American Body: A Cultural and Literary
Exploration (New Brunswick: Rutger’s University Press, 2002).
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empire during the 1890s.117 Central Europeans were no strangers to the American
minstrelsy show, either, for by 1900 blackface had become a global art form. 118
Colorful reports of Kudla’s attire and demeanor at the fairgrounds suggest an
overlap with the eccentricities of Zip Coon, the sexually licentious, free urban black
presented on the American blackface stage. 119 “Kudla is a big man in Prague,” we
read in a letter sent from Prague to Chicago,
without further ado he jumps into the conversation with just about anyone. […]
His new top hat brilliantly suits his flaxen curls and long face. A black dinner jacket
with cufflinks and a magnificent bowtie round off the attire of this inamorato, who
attracts such attention everywhere he goes that even the greatest dandy must envy
him.120

Like Zip Coon, Kudla’s dress seems an exaggerated parody of the urban
gentleman. Even the repeated statements of his flirtatiousness and popularity among
urban females square with the attributes of the blackface stock character. “He is
already the best-known person at the entire exhibition and better known than all of
the directors combined,” another letter writer reported home to Chicago. “The fairer
sex, of whom John is a great admirer, call him ‘little lamb’ because of his hair or
also ‘that guy with those wood shavings on his head’.” 121

Filip Herza, “Black Don Juan and the Ashanti from Asch: Representations of ‘Africans’
in Prague and Vienna, 1892-1899,” in Visualizing the Orient: Central Europe and the Near
East in the 19th and 20th Centuries, eds. Adéla J. Macková, Lucie Storchová, Libor Jůn
(Prague: AMU & FAMU, 2016), 95-106.
118 John G. Blair, “Blackface Minstrels and Buffalo Bill’s Wild West: Nineteenth-Century
Entertainment Forms as Cultural Exports,” in European Readings of American Popular
Culture, (eds.) John Dean and Jean-Paul Gabilliet (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1996);
Rainer Lotz, Black People: Entertainers of African Descent in Europe and Germany (Bonn:
Birgit Lotz Verlag, 1997); David Ciarlo, Advertising Empire: Race and Visual Culture in
Imperial Germany (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2011); Jonathan Wipplinger, “The
Racial Ruse: On Blackness and Blackface Comedy in fin-de-siécle Germany,” The German
Quarterly 84, no. 4 (Fall 2011): 457-476; Jeff Bowersox, “Playing with Empire: Toys, Play,
and the German Colonial Imaginary,” in Raising Germans in the Age of Empire: Youth and
Colonial Culture, 1871-1914 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013); Astrid Kusser,
Körper in Schieflage: Tanzen im Strudel des Black Atlantic um 1900 (Bielefeld: Verlag für
Kommunikation, Kulture und soziale Praxis, 2013); Kira Thurman, “Singing the Civilizing
Mission in the Land of Bach, Beethoven, and Brahms: The Fisk Jubilee Singers in
Nineteenth-Century Germany,” Journal of World History 27, no. 3 (2016): 443-471.
119 On the characteristics of Zip Coon, see: Saxton, “Blackface Minstrelsy and Jacksonian
Ideology,” 8; Eric Lott, “Blackface and Blackness,” in Inside the Minstrelsy Mask, 10-11;
Barbara Lewis, “Daddy Blue: The Evolution of the Dark Dandy,” in Inside the Minstrelsy
Mask, 267-270.
120 “Národopisná výstava,” Denní hlasatel (Chicago), June 11, 1895.
121 “Poslední dojmy z Čech. Původní dopis Den. Hlasatele,” Denní hlasatel (Chicago),
August 1, 1895.
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Figure 3. A photograph from the ethnographic exhibition in front of the HornoKrčská beer garden by Rudolf Bruner-Dvořák. Courtesy of the National Technical
Museum, Prague.
Kudla’s self-presentation drew from American popular culture, specifically the
commercialized racial entertainment of the urban north. Like other Europeans,
Praguers were familiar with these overseas models. But the same characteristics
embodied by Kudla—his eccentric appearance, the implied sexual promiscuity, his
materialism, exaggeration, and indulgence—corresponded to domestic models as
well. More than once, audiences associated Kudla with the brash young idle
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Praguer-type, the pražský Pepík, a staple of the music-hall stage.122 The word
translated as “dandy” in the quotation above—“even the greatest dandy must envy
him”—is gigrle in the Czech original. The pražský gigrle, or Prague dandy, was the
zpěváček’s closest stock-character equivalent to America’s Zip Coon. 123 Like the
figure Coon, the Pepík and gigrle parodied urban leisure and warned against (or did
they celebrate?) the vices of city life. During the 1880s and 1890s, these and other
characters were common on Prague’s music hall stages.124
The visage of this transatlantic minstrel performer—eccentric Zip Coon and
Prague dandy—can even be admired today thanks to the photographic documents
of Rudolf Bruner-Dvořák, who provides one of the few images of Kudla from the
Prague fairgrounds (fig. 3). Kudla’s audience, two women seated and a man
(evidently the barkeep) standing, appear to be enjoying themselves. The
performer’s attitude is more difficult to describe. Whatever their subjective
feelings, Kudla’s audience in Prague did not passively receive the categories,
prejudices, and stereotypes of American popular culture, just as they did not
passively inhabit the spaces constructed for them by the exhibition’s organizers.
Instead, spectators actively related Kudla’s Czech-singing white Negro act to local
understandings of ethnicity and race. They did so by inventing biographies for the
performer, integrating him into local customs of public sociability, and engaging in
the humor he offered.
From Political Couplet to Commercial “Hit”
The name was the punchline. With such a contradictory figure standing before
them, one whose physiognomy so blatantly conflicted with the “Czechoslavdom”
officially on display at the exhibition, audiences seemed unable to resist the hilarity
of a “white negro” calling himself Žan Kudla. But why? What was it about the
appellation that made audiences laugh? If the name was the punchline, what was
the joke? A missing piece of evidence will provide some context to understand the
humor.
An important technological innovation accompanied the late nineteenthcentury transformation of the political couplet into the commercial “hit” of the
cabaret. This was the printed musical score and its mass diffusion as a commercial
product. Popular editions of couplets had been sold in Bohemia as early as the
1870s, often as handbooks for those desiring to host an evening of amateur
theater.125 The 1890s, however, witnessed an explosion in printed editions in Czech;

E.g. NT, Duch času (Chicago), June 9, 1895; “Ohrožená národnosť,”Kroměřížské Noviny
(Kroměříž/Kremsier), March 30, 1888.
123 See, for example, “Pochod mládenců (‘gigrlat’),” Veselé a oblíbené písně, edited and
arranged by Josef Šváb, no. 6. (Second edition, 1895).
124 Černý and Klosová, Dějiny českého divadla, 484-486; Kotek, “Český kuplet,” 121-122;
Kotek, Dějiny české populární hudby a zpěvu, 188-189.
125 The major publisher of the time was Knapp (earlier Mikuláš and Knapp) located in the
Prague suburb Karlín.
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between 3000 to 3500 printed titles circulated commercially during the decade.126
A similar process of commercialized mass-production had been underway in the
United States since 1885, where a popular music industry centered in New York’s
Tin Pan Alley churned out great quantities of sheet music. 127 Whether in Prague or
New York, mass-produced printed musical scores (and, later, recorded music)
circumvented the need for public live performance and lent the commercial
publishing industry tremendous power over markets and musical tastes. 128 It also
deprived the zpěváček of his most valuable capital, his hard-acquired musical
knowledge and instinctual ability to read an audience.
In 1894, Josef Šváb-Malostranský, the most prolific producer of these musical
texts and the moving spirit behind Prague’s burgeoning cabaret scene, introduced
to the musical market a catchy melody bearing the title “Žán Kudla: An African
Couplet.”129 He included the song in the thirty-third installment of his “Collection
of Cheerful Songs.” The seven-verse piece with a blithe melody begins:
My name, it is Žan Kudla
I’m the famous Moor,
The homeland’s most faithful son,
that’s what I’m known for;
I love my dear old homeland,
that poor black Africa,
with mortar in hand,
I must now crush some paprika.130
And was followed by the chorus:

Žan Kudla is my name,
Žan Kudla is my name,
Af-ri-ka is (Vr-šo-vi-ce’s) where I’m from,
beer and wine, now that’s good fun,
Žan Kudla is my name,
Kotek, “Český kuplet,” 123.
Nicholas E. Tawa, The Way to Tin Pan Alley: American Popular Song, 1866-1910 (New
York: Shirmer, 1990)
128 Richard Peterson, “Five Constraints on the Production of Culture: Law, Technology,
Market, Organization Structure, and Occupational Careers” in The Nineteenth Century and
Tin Pan Alley, edited by Timothy E. Scheurer (Bowling Green, OH: Bowling Green State
University Press, 1989), 16-27.
129 Polykarp Černý [pseud.], “Žan Kudla. Afrikánský kuplet. Všem přátelům té horké Afriky
napsal a věnuje Polykarp Černý.” Veselé písně, edited and published by Josef Šváb, no. 33.
(Second edition, 1895). The first edition of this couplet is listed in the bibliography of
publications for the year 1894. Česká bibliografie za rok 1894, (ed.) Josef Springer (Prague,
1895), 93-94.
130 “Mé jméno je Žan Kudla,/ jsem slavný mouřenín,/ jsem znám po celém světě,/ co věrný
vlasti syn,/ já miluji vlast svoji,/ tu černou Afriku,/ teď z bídy musím/ tlouci v hmoždíři
papriku.”
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Žan Kudla is my name,
My name is Žan Kudla,
It brings me wealth and fame!131

This and subsequent verses
narrated the journey of the “famous
Moor” Žan Kudla from his home in
“hot Africa” to the Bohemian capital.
As with every score from the
collection, the music sheet included
an illustration that also functioned as
a costume suggestion (fig. 4).132 It
depicts the exaggerated dress of
American-style blackface performance, a parody of the dandy from the
top hat to ill-fitting dinner suit, the
comically large feet and gaping
mouth. As in American blackface (but
also, remember, like Tyl’s “Kde
domov můj”), the story features a
migrant
lost
in
nostalgic
remembrance of a home left behind.
He declares his love for “that poor
black Africa,” and later affirms,
“Africa is where I’m from” (Afrika je
moje vlast, literally “Africa is my
Figure 4. Cover illustration for “Žan Kudla: An fatherland”). But wait for the
Africa Couplet. Dedicated to all the friends of surprise! Having adopted his new
hot Africa by Polykarp Černý.” Reproduced by address in Europe, the migrating
permission of the National Library of the Czech minstrel changes that last line in the
Republic.
following chorus to “Vršovice’s
where I’m from” (Vršovice moje
vlast, or “Vršovice my fatherland”)—Vršovice, Prague’s working-class suburb and
a long-time hold out for amateur theater performed in lowbrow music halls and
barrooms.133
The song, a commercial product, echoed an older musical culture. As an ode to
beer, wine, and good fun, it recalled the intoxicating atmosphere of the local tavern
with its groups of cheerful drinkers joined in song. This was the barroom setting of
the traditional Czech couplet, a tradition of spontaneous performance, audience
“Žan Kudla jméno mé,/ Žan Kudla jméno mé,/ Afrika je (Vršovice) moje vlast,/ pivo,
vino, to je chlast,/ Žan Kudla jméno mé,/ Žan Kudla jméno mé,/ Jméno mé Žan Kudla,/ to
dělá renomé!”
132 Koutek, “Český kuplet,” 123.
133 Bedřich Šplíchal, Paměti obce vršovické u Prahy: Vydané na oslavu povýšení obce této
na město r. 1902 (Vršovice: Městské zastupitelstvo, 1902), 76-92, 443-475.
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participation, and social criticism that was now giving way to a commercialized
mass culture carefully managed and controlled from above. The older public culture
occasionally resurfaced, however, in the form of nostalgia. Džán Kudla, the man,
founded his reputation upon this backward glance, making a career from the
sentimentality of Czech immigrants in Chicago saloons and their compatriots in
Prague, many of whom had themselves recently migrated from the Bohemian
countryside. Fascinatingly, ‘Džán Kudla’ the barroom tradition echoed—or did it
parody?—the patriotic jingoism of nineteenth-century Czech nationalism which
constantly appealed to the ideas of home (domov) and fatherland (vlast). But it did
so in a uniquely global manner that incorporated tropes of Central European
nationalism with American and colonial stereotypes of race. The story of a fictional
troubadour’s journey from Africa to Prague was a tradition that had migrated from
Bohemia’s barrooms in the 1880s across the Atlantic to Chicago, whence it returned
in the person of this very curious performer.
Last Call: Eckstein’s Tavern in Josefov, 1898
On the morning of January 12, 1898, Prague’s two major dailies each ran a
story that must have struck readers as bizarre. Národní politika, Prague’s most
widely circulated newspaper, published its version under the title “‘Žan Kudla’ on
Trial.” The other major political daily, Národní listy gave its account the more lurid
headline “A Finger Bitten Through.”134 Since the curious event marks a turning
point in Žan Kudla’s life as well as the barroom tradition whose fortune this paper
has been following, it is worth quoting the source at length:
“Žan Kudla” on Trial. The traditional figure of the zpěváček, once so numerous
in the popular taverns and night cafes of Prague, has vanished, and today he exists
for Praguers only as urban lore. An exception to this rule has been the exotic guest
and Prague resident, the famous “white negro,” commonly known as Žan Kudla.
Whoever visited the famed cafe “Stoletka” on Zderaze street during gay journeys
through nighttime Prague […] has had the opportunity to see this remarkable son
of America and to marvel at his white curls. He recited various declamations in all
the European languages, of which his audience of course understood little. A
permanent number in Kudla’s repertoire was the “concert on the mouth,” in which
the incomparable Žan, by artfully delivering slaps to his own face, coaxed the most
diverse melodies, songs, and marches from his partially opened mouth. You may
also have seen Žan Kudla at the Ethnographic Fair, which he visited daily. There,
too, he entertained cheerful circles of late visitors […] So well-known was he in
Prague that Josef Šváb-Malostranský composed a humorous ode and melody in his
honor, one still heard now and again in Prague’s café chantants. He was
everywhere a welcome guest […]. But Žan Kudla lived miserably from the money
he collected at his performances. Recently, Žan Kudla has let himself go,
frequenting taverns of the worst sort in the company of fallen women. On St.
“Žan Kudla před soudem,” Národní politika (Prague), January 12, 1898; details of the
arrest are also provided in “Prokousnutý prst,” Ze soudní síně, Národní listy (Prague),
January 12, 1898.
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Stephen’s Day at Christmas last year, Žan Kudla paid a visit to Eckstein’s grog
shop in house no. 105 of the fifth district, where lovers of alcohol from Prague’s
ghetto had their way with the enfeebled fellow. Those present began to tease and
make fun at his expense, and so it happened that the musical Žan Kudla got himself
into a regular brawl. True to habits inherited from his forefathers, he fought
bravely, and when nothing else helped, threw himself at the owner’s 23-year-old
son, Alfréd Eckstein, and with his huge set of teeth gave him a proper bite on the
hand, biting into several fingers. After that, he disappeared. […] Early this
morning, Žan Kudla was apprehended in another tavern, arrested, and taken to the
police department […]. There, the 25-year-old Žan Kudla gave his true name as
Vilement Forster, revealed himself to be a singer born on St. Martin in the West
Indies and a resident of Chicago in America. This morning Žan Kudla was
transported to the local district court for misdemeanors […] and given 12 hours
prison time for his biting performance.135

The Decline of a Song Tradition in a Connecting World
“Of the entire Czech-American Section,” complained one Czech Chicago
newspaper in November 1895, by which time most of the visitors had returned
home, “it is Džán Kudla who is most dear to Prague. So, they went ahead and left
him there.”136 Sure enough, Kudla remained familiar in the streets and locales of
the Bohemian capital long after the ethnographic exhibition, earning his livelihood
as a zpěváček in the city’s public spaces and favorite drinking spots. As one gathers
from the report of Kudla’s arrest, however, the man and his performance seem to
have passed their prime after the successful summer of 1895. One need not read
between the lines to sense their fading significance: the use of the past tense, efforts
to refresh the reader’s memory, and, now shifting to the present tense, the
description of an enfeebled Kudla “living miserably.”
A few sheets of paper preserved at the state archives, records from the Police
Directorate in Prague indicating that the performer had fallen ill in 1897 and was
unable to pay his medical bills, testify to his sunken condition. The hospitalization
paperwork and the record from his arrest reveal fragments of Kudla’s identity, as if
to further humiliate the minstrel by removing his mask: “Kudla, Johann recte
Förster, Kliment, a chanson-singer born in St. Martin in the West Indies, resident in
Chicago in North America”; “24 years old, singer, unmarried, Catholic”; “Stature:
small, Profile: long, Eyes: brown, Hair: light blonde.”137 His “true” name appeared
in multiple forms (Vilement Forster or Kliment Förster, the court record showed
him to be Clemens Forster), a problem exacerbated by the man’s lack of identity
papers.138 These revelations marked the eclipse of Kudla’s fame, both of the man
“Žan Kudla před soudem,” Národní politika.
NT, Čmuchálek (Chicago), November 9, 1895.
137 National Archives, Prague, fond Policejní ředitelství Praha I, 1896-1900, karton 4330,
sign. 4/83/14; “Forster, Clemens,” Archive of the Capital City Prague, fond Okresní soud
trestní (pro přestupky) v Praze.
138National Archives, Prague, fond Policejní ředitelství Praha I, 1896-1900, karton 4330,
sign. 4/83/14.
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and the drinking tradition. The vibrant public culture from which both had emerged
slowly gave way to urban lore, a purgatory for old traditions and the prelude to
forgetting.139
Kudla’s story belongs to the fin-de-siècle, for it is a story of ending and
transition. His personal deterioration reflects the decline of the couplet tradition and
the spaces in which these songs were traditionally performed, of the lively public
culture of local drinking establishments. The turn of the twentieth century witnessed
a sustained attack on public drinking and the forms of sociability (and solidarity) it
fostered. This was the case in Chicago as in Prague. “During the nineties,” wrote
author and urban chronicler George Ade, remembering old Chicago, “all of the
alluring vices flaunted themselves in the open. Satan had all of his merchandise in
the show-windows.” But now, after prohibition, “all of the head-line attractions of
that old-time sinful saturnalia have been wiped out. The day-and-night saloon is
merely a memory. The red-light district was moved two miles to the south and later
it was erased from the map.”140 “The café chantant with all its piquancy entices and
seduces,” Jan Emil Šlechta wrote about Prague’s old music halls, “it is a narcotic
which in moderate doses acts as a medicament against tedium and boredom, in
greater quantities however it poisons and kills. It is a sweet narcotic, agitating,
soothing, dangerous and deadening.”141 Under pressure from temperance advocates
and so-called progressives on both sides of the Atlantic, the “free and easy shows”
began to disappear from the streets of Chicago and the working-class beer-infused
culture of Prague’s music halls. Disreputable establishments gave way to the more
upscale urban nightlife of cabaret and, later, cinema.
In Prague during the 1890s, Kudla held on in establishments with less than
salubrious reputations—such as the Stoletá kavárna (Century Café), known simply
as the Stoletka by locals. In the 1880s, the Stoletka was still a landmark of Prague
nightlife, a place where intellectuals and notables from the National Theater held
court. To go to Prague in the 1880s and not visit it, wrote the aging historian V. V.
Tomek in 1904, “was like going to Rome and not seeing the Pope.”142 Over the
following decade, however, the cultural elite abandoned the café as it degenerated
into a hangout for streetwalkers and their prospective clients. “The only remaining
attraction,” Tomek remembered, “was ‘Žán Kudla,’ who after the Ethnographic
Exhibition performed daily at the ‘Stoletá’,” where he was still rewarded for his

Late 19th and early 20th century collections of Prague urban lore include Karel Ladislav
Kukla, Ze všech koutů Prahy: Rozmarné obrázky z pražského života (Prague: Jos. R. Vilímek,
1894); Pavel Körber (ed.), Praha ve dne v noci, 3 vols. (Prague: Nákladatelství Pavla Körbra,
1904); Karel Ladislav Kukla, Noční Prahou: Humoristický román (Prague: Pavel Körber,
1905); Karel Ladislav Kukla, Konec bahna Prahy: Ilustrovaná revue skutečných příběhů,
romanet, novel, dramat i humoresek z nejtemnějších i nejskvělejších útulků mravní bídy
(Prague: Václav Švec, 1926-1927).
140 George Ade, The Old-Time Saloon: Not Wet—Not Dry, Just History (New York by Ray
Long & Richard R. Smith, 1931), 7.
141 J.E. Šlechta, “Z pražských chantantů,” in Praha ve dne v noci, vol. 2, 277.
142 V.V. Tomek, “Ve Stoleté,” in Praha ve dne v noci, vol. 3, 334.
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performance of couplets and collected “royalties for his Indian songs and dances,
too.”143
The most powerful symbol of degeneration in Prague during the 1890s was the
city’s fifth district, Josefov, home of Eckstein’s tavern and the site of Kudla’s
“biting performance.” One might pause here to reflect on the neighborhood since
its fate echoes (or anticipates) that of Kudla himself—the destruction of both
marked a broader cultural shift at the end of the century. Like no other
neighborhood, Josefov inspired anxiety and ambition in the Czech middle classes.
During the second half of the nineteenth century, Josefov changed from a ghetto in
the religious sense to a modern urban slum. Until 1859, Jews had been compelled
to reside in the twisting streets between Old Town Square and the river. Although
the quarter never lost its Jewish connection, wealthier Jews left as poor Christians
moved in. By 1890, most of the residents were Christians, many of them lower
middle-class Czech-speaking artisans and shopkeepers struggling to stay afloat in
the context of a rising industrial capitalism. 144
Kudla found himself in the middle of it all that December when he entered a
tavern located on the district’s main thoroughfare. House number 105, where David
Eckstein dispensed wine and spirits, sat on Josefovská třída (also called Široká).145
The long street and cramped quarters behind it represented everything that stood in
the way of Prague becoming a modern city: persistent poverty, crime, and bad air.
At least, that is how one section of the city’s middle class saw things. A weekly
magazine complained of “the repulsive labyrinth of twisting, narrow streets filled
with the devilish odors of gutters, smoke gushing forth from low chimneys and
animated figures and scenes which look as if they were carried to Prague straight
from the Orient, somewhere from Baghdad."146 In the popular mind, Josefov stood
above all for urban vice—sex and alcohol, fallen women, and venereal disease.
Indeed, it was precisely these urban dangers and indulgences that lured foreign
visitors to these exotic quarters. Some of Prague’s luxurious brothels could be found
there (such as Friedmann’s, just a couple doors down from Eckstein’s tavern), but
most of Josefov’s hampejzy, pichhausy, pufy, kurvince, and lusthajzly were located
in the back of corner bars and run-down dance halls where “the drinks were bad,
the music loud, and the girls cheap.”147 In these locales, temptresses were said to
prey on vulnerable young men and cheat the honest strangers who happened to
wander into their traps. “Why journey far to the East,” the magazine continued,
“when the most disorderly corner of Istanbul may be found in the center of the
capital city of the Bohemian Kingdom!”148

V.V. Tomek, “Ve Stoleté,” 341.
Hana Volavková, Zmizelá Praha: Židovské město pražské (Prague: Paseka, 2002).
145 The street address was Josefovská 42/105. Adressář kralovského hlavního města Prahy
(Prague, 1891), 120, 126.
146 “Finis Ghetto,” Zlatá Praha 4, no. 22 (April 1887), 350.
147 Radim Kopáč and Josef Schwarz, Nevěstince a nevěstky: Obrázky z erotického života
Pražanů (Prague: Paseka, 2013), 15.
148 “Finis Ghetto,” Zlatá Praha.
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Cleaning up Josefov represented one of the major urban renewal projects of its
time; comparable to Haussmann’s redrawing of Paris, the building of the Ringstraße
in Vienna, remodeling central Munich, or the “City Beautiful” movement in
Chicago.149 Unlike most of these other projects, but like Chicago, the remaking of
Prague’s Old Town was not directed at the state level, but rather at the city hall
level, which Czechs dominated. Under the banner Finis Ghetto, as the plan was
called, Prague’s city fathers systematically demolished the quarter, block-by-block,
between 1896 and 1912, constructing rows of modern, upscale apartment housing
in its place. They called this demolition asanace, the “sanitation” of Prague’s old
Jewish quarters.
By tearing down Prague’s Jewish town, as Cathleen Giustino explains in her
history of the clearance, Prague’s city hall intended to demonstrate that the Czechs,
too, lived up to western notions of progressive urban planning. 150 The “language of
progress and the comparative international measures of it” played a central role in
the decision to clear the ghetto.151 Progress, of course, had always belonged to the
liberal vocabulary. The Old Czechs had called themselves “the party of progress”
since the 1860s, their understanding of the slogan rooted in opposition to feudal
privileges and absolutism. As understood by the more radically nationalist parties
on the ascent, progress took on a less historical connotation than a geographical.
During the 1880’s and 1890’s, many Czechs ceased to look back in time and instead
looked out across space, measuring their nation’s progress according to global
standards. This “was not a parochial progressivism,” writes Giustino, “but a worldoriented progressivism, an important distinction.”152 Czechs wished to see
themselves ranked as an advanced people, to be recognized as a modern European
nation among equals.
The pounding of jackhammers was thus to provide the soundtrack and urban
ruins the scenery of Kudla’s arrest. Without a doubt, the report in Národní politika
of a scrap between a mongrel albino and a Jew in the city’s ghetto confirmed many
a reader’s prejudice about Josefov as Prague’s “Orient within.” Like the decrepit
district itself, under attack by the self-proclaimed forces of modernity and progress,
Kudla’s presence in Prague after the ethnographic fair opened the door to all sorts
of fantasy about race, social class, and the body.
These themes were picked up on in 1897 by the author of another article in
another Prague daily, who gave the title Weiße Neger (White Negroes) to his set of
musings about the significance of skin pigmentation—or its conspicuous lack. “It
is not so rare to find blacks who are white, that is, completely or almost completely
white blacks, just as we Europeans are ‘white’.” The author elaborated on his
surprising assertion:
Cathleen M. Giustino, Tearing Down Prague’s Jewish Town: Ghetto Clearance and the
Legacy of Middle-Class Ethnic Politics around 1900 (Boulder, CO: East European
Monographs, 2003).
150 Giustino, Tearing Down Prague’s Jewish Town, esp. chapter 4, “The Language and
Measures of Progress.”
151 Giustino, Tearing Down Prague’s Jewish Town, 68.
152 Giustino, Tearing Down Prague’s Jewish Town, 79.
149
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Why, even our royal capital, though not inhabited by any black person, has
since the sunny days of the ethnographic exhibition had the pleasure, rare for a city
located in the middle of Europe, to count among its inhabitants just such a notblack black. That this not-black black performs a wide variety of couplets, gives
concerts by clicking his tongue, has acquired many other skills besides, and can
quite fluently chat away in Czech we remark only in passing. Jean Kudla, the
“white negro.” Who has not taken notice of his white, comically grotesque Negroid
profile, who has yet to gaze in amazement at this curiosity of Prague? 153

The newspaper in which this article was printed, Politik, was the Germanlanguage organ of the National Party (Old Czechs), the same conservative liberals
who had first seized upon the idea of an ethnographic exhibition to salvage authority
at a time of mass politics and liberal fragmentation. This tradition of bypassing
politics by way of ethnography now proceeded with a few ruminations on albinism
and its presence among darker-skinned peoples of the world in an article subtitled
ethnographisches Plauderei. And although this “ethnographic banter” was
ostensibly directed outward, toward genetic mutations in Europe’s overseas
colonies, its focus was simultaneously directed inward toward Prague’s urban
population and its own racial “curiosity.”
While acknowledging that albinism was a genetic anomaly that resulted in
partial or complete lack of pigmentation, the feuilleton’s concern was popular
ethnography, not etiology. It traced the footsteps of globe-trotting scientists and
adventurers from the German Empire and Great Britain and America, collecting and
annotating their reports about albinism among the native peoples of Africa, the
South Pacific, and the American West. The universality of albinism and the paradox
of preternaturally white skin on the bodies of colonized peoples gave occasion for
a Prague author’s off-hand remarks about the ambiguities of race.
Albinism creates problems for easy racial classification. Under normal
circumstances, whiteness signals one’s birthright to the privileges of European
civilization. The preternaturally white bodies of colonized people, however, upsets
this color-coded division between dark-skinned natives and light-skinned
Europeans. To illustrate the point, the feuilleton’s author called attention to a
striking figure in Friedrich Ratzel’s Völkerkunde; “The robust negro,” he writes,
“[…] makes for a truly bizarre photograph, his entire body appears to have carried

153

“Weiße Neger. Ethnographische Plauderei,” Feuilleton, Politik (Prague), July 20, 1897.
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away the traces of a snow-ball
fight” (fig. 5).154 Unlike
albinism, vitiligo affects limited
portions of the skin’s surface,
resulting in localized patches of
depigmentation. These islands
of white then expand, with time
they may cover the entire body.
What is in truth bizarre about the
condition has nothing to do with
the person affected, however.
Striking instead is the reaction of
some viewers when confronted
by the image of a black body in
the process of becoming white.
For those concerned about
maintaining clear boundaries,
the sight of a white African body
could prove unsettling and
inspire wonder, bewilderment,
repugnance, or laughter.
The whitened body could
cause genuine confusion and
awkwardness. For the German
anthropologist-explorer Adolf
Bernard Meyer, we read in the
article, “it left a peculiar and not
pleasant impression to watch a
young girl with the skin color of
a European female running
around scantily clad.” The
feuilleton's author quoted the
explorer directly,

Figure 5. “A piebald negro from the Loango coast.”
Source: Friedrich Ratzel, Völkerkunde, vol. 1
(Leipzig 1885), 138.

154

“Weiße Neger,” Politik.

her physiognomy was ugly by
our standards: a starkly
contorted nose and wide mouth,
but she would hardly stand out
in
Europe,
with
the
physiological polymorphism so
prevalent there. The filth, barely
seen on Papuans’ dark skin,
made itself all too apparent on
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the girl’s skin, and I was not able to hide my strong feeling of repulsion.155

The white bodies of dark-skinned natives confuse boundaries, and this
confusion gives rise to strong feelings. If these dark bodies cannot be prevented
from turning white, what is to keep white European bodies from turning black? For
a small nation in the center of Europe, one could not ignore the metaphorical vision
of physical degeneration. The concern lurked behind the decision to clear the
Josefov ghetto, and it comprised an important part of Praguers’ fascination with
Kudla’s extraordinary body.
To visit Prague’s ghetto Josefov was to leave Europe and step back in time.
“We need not undertake a journey to the Orient, to Jaffa or Beirut,” wrote Národní
listy in 1882, “to delight in the authentic and unadulterated beauties of the East, for
we have our own Orient right here at home. A few packs of wild dogs in the streets
of our ghetto and the foreigner would never guess that he is in Prague.”156 Buildings
in disrepair, overpopulation, dens of sex and intoxication, all this the educated
Czech might consider authentic and unadulterated in the Orient; in modern Europe,
however, they were understood as signs of decline. In this, the rhetoric of ghetto
clearance mirrored that of European colonialism. Shared by both was the tendency
to translate differences across space into differences across time, a temporalization
of difference that placed entire societies on a scale of development. Looking
outward, some Europeans saw an “Asiatic mode of production” where “the
structure of the fundamental economic elements of society remains untouched by
the storms which blow up in the cloudy regions of politics,” mere endurance rather
than development.157 It was the privilege of Europeans, their obligation even, to
exploit the earth’s natural resources and carefully guide undeveloped peoples into
modernity. Looking inward, into the cores of their own cities transformed by
capitalism, however, many Europeans thought themselves to be witnessing a rapid
sliding back to a state of savagery. If natives were on an upward trajectory from
childhood to maturity, then the urban poor of Europe seemed to be moving in the
opposite direction. Colonies were sites of progress, European cities sites of
degeneration. Though the two moved in opposite directions on the scale of progress,
they both proceeded according to the same time scale. Both justified the
intervention of the liberal bourgeoisie into the lives of everyday people in the name
of progress—to guide natives into civilization and rescue workers from their own
vices.
In the Great Game, each nation feared being left behind. Not least the Czechs,
a small and landlocked nation without a state to call its own, “natives” of what many
nationalists regarded as a “foreign” empire. It was an uneasy laughter evoked at the
sighting of a white Negro, an awkwardness in the face of bodies that were white,
but not quite. Just like the small Czech nation was white, but not quite. Czech
155“Weiße

Neger,” Politik.
“Ze židovského města,” Denní zprávy, Národní listy (Prague), February 20, 1884.
157 Karl Marx, Capital: A Critique of Political Economy, vol. 1 (New York: Penguin
Books,1990), 479.
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national leaders in the nineteenth century were anxious to demonstrate that their
nation belonged to west European modernity. The appetite with which the Czechs
pursued ghetto clearance in Prague and their ambivalent reception of Kudla’s
extraordinary body demonstrated their unease. 158 Like theirs, his was a whiteness
of a different color.159
Like their immigrant compatriots in America, homeland Czechs identified with
the freak even as they mocked him. Readers in Prague might partake in the cultural
and scientific achievements of their German neighbors but could do so only with a
strong dose of self-irony. Berlin now celebrated itself as a metropole, sending its
scholar-adventurers to gather knowledge at the peripheries of its overseas empire.
And Prague? It had Kudla, a white Negro of its own,
an ethnographically interesting fellow, whose cradle lies in the West Indies […].
The offspring of African slaves, born and raised in the tropics of America, with a
few drops of Indian or—a thing hardly possible to decide—of European blood in
his veins, an albino of the purest variety, and a couplet singer and clown of
Prague’s nighttime cafés to boot. Jean Kudla, you would be pressed to find another
of your brothers cut from the same cloth!160

Conclusion
“Žan Kudla is my name, it brings me wealth and fame.” That line comprised
the “point” of the couplet whose cultural significance this essay has tried to
elaborate. Arriving at the point, the singer drew laughter from his Czech-speaking
audiences in Bohemia and abroad. To finally understand the meaning of this
laughter, it is necessary to conclude this study by revealing the origin of the specific
song tradition from which our subject took his name, “Žan Kudla: An African
Couplet.” Who wrote the couplet? And why?
Recall Polykarp Starý, the zpěváček who won “boisterous applause” for his
rendition of “the Moor Jean Kudla” at a craftsmen’s celebration in Pilsen on New
Year’s Day in 1882.161 Polykarp would soon begin a successful career as a military
physician, eventually earning the rank chief medical officer in the Habsburg
army.162 At the time, however, he was still a 23-year-old medical student visiting
home from Prague, an aspiring prose writer and, by all accounts, a merry prankster.
Polykarp composed light novellas, humorous sketches, and short dramas that
enjoyed widespread, albeit ephemeral, admiration among Czech readers. 163
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Garland Thomson, Extraordinary Bodies: Figuring Physical Disability in
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160 “Weißer Neger,” Politik.
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He was “the wittiest and most capricious of us all,” an acquaintance
remembered in an obituary written after Polykarp Starý’s untimely death in 1907.164
In contrast to the literary generation around 1900, obsessed with the “melancholic
decipherment of sexual, social, and perverse tenets,” the literati a quarter century
ago were “a more cheerful and good-humored bunch.” “Wherever we ended up,
there was always laughter, and Polykarp was at the front of it all.”
According to the obituary’s author, it was from the spirit of these lost days of
spontaneity and mirth that the Žan Kudla song tradition was born:
When [Polykarp] suddenly came up with the song Žan Kudla of Vršovice “about
that hot Africa, where Dr. Holub traveled,” all of Prague was singing it after a
week, and all of Bohemia a month later. Where he got it from and whether he
composed it himself, he didn’t say, for as an author he always showed utmost
discretion and tact.165

By the time he passed, Polykarp Starý had been nearly forgotten as a writer. 166
His legacy as an author consisted of a play, a collection of short stories—and a
rhyming couplet enjoyed by drinkers in Bohemia and across the Atlantic. 167
We can therefore identify the couplet’s likely author, Polykarp Starý. But who
was that other figure, Dr. Holub, the man who traveled to “hot Africa”? The
reference was to Emil Holub, a Czech-speaking Austrian explorer who in October
1879 returned triumphantly from his third expedition to what was still “the dark
continent.”168 Dr. Holub made his first expedition in southern Africa in 1872,
traveled again a year later, and in his final journey made it as far as the Zambezi
River and created the first detailed map of the area around Victoria Falls.169
The circumstances surrounding Holub’s return from his third trip to Africa bear
directly on the origin of the Kudla song tradition. Czech readers eagerly followed
the adventures of their “Czech Livingston” and celebrated their compatriot upon his
arrival to Prague in 1879. And Holub did not come home empty handed. Beside the
crates of minerals, biological specimens, and cultural artifacts shipped from South
Africa to the National Museum in Prague, he brought with him a Tswana
(Botswana) girl named Bella, who often featured as a living exponent at Holub’s
well-attended lectures and exhibitions. 170 Bella became the ward of a prominent
Czech family, the Náprsteks, and received much attention in the Prague press,
papers reporting about the girl’s health, her adjustment to European ways, and her
steady acquisition of the Czech language.171 The coincidental arrival of a touring
“Za MUDrem. Polykarpem Starým,” Plzeňský obzor (Pilsen), June 5, 1907.
“Za MUDrem. Polykarpem Starým,” Plzeňský obzor.
166 “Dr. Polykarp Starý,” Moravská orlice (Brno), May 25, 1907.
167 Z Arény Žití (From the Arena of Life, 1884) and a four-act drama, Magdalena (1892).
168 Martin Šámal, Emil Holub: Cestovatel, etnograf, sběratel (Prague: Vyšehrad, 2013).
169 See Emil Holub, Sedm let v jižní Africe, 2 vols. (Prague: J. Otto, 1880-1881).
170 Emil Holub, 208-209, 225-226.
171 Pokrok (Prague), November 5, 1879; “Dr. Holub,” Denní zprávy, Národní listy (Prague),
November 13, 1879.
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troupe of Zulu tribesmen to the royal capital that November only heightened an
already surging interest in things African. 172
Is it any surprise that Polykarp Starý’s rhyme about an African’s journey to
Prague resonated with Czech audiences at this time? A people without a state in an
age of nationalism and colonial empire, many Czechs were concerned that their
nation’s autonomy, indeed its very existence, be recognized. Uncertain of their
status as a modern European nation, homeland Czechs guarded their “whiteness”
no less jealously than did their compatriots overseas. Czech immigrants in the
United States as much as those in the homeland listened to the melodic story about
Žan Kudla, “the homeland’s most faithful son,” and laughed. It was a laughter
expressing deep ambivalence toward their own ambiguous position in the world.
Witnessing the couplet performed by a real “white Negro” who called himself
Kudla increased the hilarity.
Clemens Forster, if that was his real name, seized onto this song tradition. Or
did it seize him? After all, it seems almost unavoidable that Chicago’s Czechs and,
later, their compatriots in Prague would find “Žan Kudla” an irresistibly appropriate
label for their eccentric neighbor. Whatever the case, these are the facts: A young
man born on the French-Dutch colony of St. Martin in 1874 emigrated north at some
point before 1893 and made himself into a local musical entertainer in Chicago’s
Pilsen neighborhood. With twenty-one years-of-age, he traveled by boat to Europe
and joined around five hundred of his “fellow” Czech Americans at the
ethnographic exhibition in Prague. For a brief glorious moment, he won fair-goers’
affection—then began his decline. Forster’s downward spiral from fame to infamy,
from the summertime fairgrounds to the suffocating barrooms and brothels of
Prague mirrored the descent of the couplet genre itself and the participatory public
culture of which it was a part. It also paralleled the fate of Josefov, the dismembered
ghetto and site of his arrest in 1898. In this sense, he may be called a representative
man: for his body and the stories it inspired reflect preoccupations of the age in
which he lived.
An ethnographically interesting fellow to be sure, unique in almost every way.
But what does the singular story of this remarkable performer and obscure barroom
tradition, as fascinating as it might be, tell us about history? Yes, Clemens Forster
was extraordinary. But in one respect he was utterly normal. As the story of a
wanderer who fashioned new identities from stereotypes he encountered along his
The Zulus’ Central European tour attracted much notice (and controversy) in the Czech
press. See “Zuluové,” Světozor 13, no. 12 (March 1879): 135-137; “Zuluové,” Světozor 13,
no. 13 (March 1879): 148-150; “Zuluové,” Světozor 13 (April 1879): 159-161; “Nevěsta
Zulukafra Lewise,” Denní zprávy, Národní listy (Prague), November 4, 1879; “Zuluové,”
Denní zprávy, Národní listy (Prague), November 11, 1879; “Překažená svatba Zulukafra v
Praze,” Denní zprávy, Národní listy (Prague), November 13, 1879; “Boj s Zulukafry,” Denní
zprávy, Národní listy (Prague), November 18, 1879; “Boj se Zulu-Kafry,” Pražský denník
(Prague), November 18, 1879; “Ku rvačce se Zulu-Kafry,” Pražský denník (Prague),
November 19, 1879; “Po bitvě,” Denní zprávy, Národní listy (Prague), November 20, 1879;
“Zulu-Kafr Delibra…,” Pražský denník (Prague), November 15, 1879.
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way, who merged these stereotypes with layers of identity held over from the past,
Forster was no different than the Czechs he met in Chicago nor, for that matter, did
he differ much from any migrant anywhere. His was a transnational life, an
intersection of the global and the local. Emigrants from Bohemia and a migrant
hailing from St. Martin accumulated elements of race, nationhood, and ethnicity
that circulated in the global marketplace of the late nineteenth century. They
combined these elements in a manner whose logic was perhaps unsystematic, but
for all that supremely practical. If we are to define agency along with William
Sewell as the capacity to transpose schema from one context to another, as a set of
physical and mental dispositions manipulated according to a “feel for the game,”
then the story of Kudla is that of everyday agency, the ability of ordinary people to
creatively engage with the structures that shape their lives. The point of the present
essay is best expressed by the emigrants themselves. An editor of one Czech paper
in Chicago put it best: “No one is so small he could not become great, viz., ‘Džán
Kudla’.”173
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NT, Šotek (Chicago), June 29, 1895.

Memoir: From the Zuchthaus-Konzentrationslager Hecht in Holzen to
Prague and from Prague to Exile (1945-1948)
By Martin Hrabík
What occurred before: As a teenager, Martin Hrabík (1904-1992) became
active in the Republican Party of Freeholders and Peasants, commonly referred to
as the Agrarian Party. In 1935, he left Vílov, his small native Bohemian village
located between Klatovy and Domažlice, to serve as the party’s youth section,
Dorost, the secretary-general. Dorost was the largest organization of its kind in
inter-war Czechoslovakia.
At the 1938 Munich Conference, France and the United Kingdom acquiesced
to Hitler’s demands for the Sudetenland, a Czechoslovak region. After President
Edvard Beneš’s resignation and departure for exile, all Czechoslovak political
parties were dissolved, and a new government was formed. The newly formed Party
of National Unity and the Party of Labor now managed political life. Hrabík
became one of the two youth representatives in the presidium of the former party.
A year later, after Hitler forced Czechoslovak President Emil Hácha to sign an
agreement that placed Bohemia and Moravia under the Third Reich’s protection,
German forces immediately occupied the Czech Lands. The National Unity Party’s
leadership, Hrabík among them, visited President Hácha to protest against the
Protectorate’s creation and resigned. A new grouping, Národní souručenství,
replaced the two parties. Hrabík, no longer in public life, started his underground
anti-Nazi activities at this time.
On May 28, 1940, the Gestapo arrested Matin Hrabík as part of an
underground group of youth leaders of Czechoslovak political parties planning to
coordinate anti-German resistance. The Nazis interrogated him in the Petschek
Palace and sent him to Terezín. Later, they transferred him to prisons in Dresden,
Zwickau, Plauen, and Gollnow. In Berlin, the German High Court tried Hrabík
for treason against the Reich on February 11 and 12, 1942. However, because of
his attorney’s clever defense and that many of his collaborators did not betray him
to the Gestapo, the court sentenced Hrabík only to five years of hard labor. (Two of
his co-defendants received death sentences.) That term, he served in the Hameln an
der Weser penitentiary.
Zuchthaus-Konzentralionslager Hecht in Holzen bei Eschershausen and
liberation by the American Army
As the Allies’ air attacks on Hameln leveled much of the city and set it afire,
the prison authorities ordered the convicts to evacuate on April 5, 1945. Although
Martin Hrabík had written the section of his memoir dealing with the forced march
to and stay in his daughter could not find this manuscript in his papers. However,
what happened to Hrabík as the prison authorities marched the inmates from
Hameln to the concentration camp Hecht is recorded in “Šesté jaro” (The Sixth
Spring), Václav Jírů’s s memoir. This fellow prisoner kept a carefully concealed
diary throughout the sixth spring of his imprisonment. Martin Hrabík figures in the
book as Martin H. After the camp’s liberation, Jírů read his journal to his fellow
45
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Czech political prisoners. They had various comments on what he should delete and
retain in his account. “I am giving you good advice. Leave it as you wrote it when
you were still hungry and wanting,”1 Martin H. said. Jírů followed that counsel.
The armed guards assembled the Hameln an der Weser prisoners and ordered
the emaciated, weak, and often ill men to march twenty-five miles to the
concentration camp. The Czech political prisoners, Hrabík among them, succeeded
in finding each other in the staging area and staying together. The guard Blume
summoned them to push a large cart loaded with the camp officials’ luggage.
Bohouš, the sturdiest of the group, was harnessed and yoked to the front of the cart.
Martin H. volunteered to join him. The others took their places on the sides and
back.
“The gray procession of convicts, a procession of starving shadows, crept
along the walls of Hameln’s deserted buildings,” Jírů described the journey’s
beginning. “We and the cart brought up the rear. Behind us, there was only
Blume.”2 As the prisoners left behind the devastated city, they could hear the
bombing and the shooting around them. The Czechs struggled to push the heavy
cart over the uneven, pocked-marked, and war-damaged roads for hours on end.
Going downhill was more difficult than uphill. It was indeed more dangerous
because the wagon would roll down swiftly and uncontrollably. When bombers
approached, the crew quickly abandoned the wagon and made for the ditches’
relative safety. The one large carrot or two small ones that Blume surreptitiously
gave each man from the guards’ cart cache did not appease their hunger. Nor did
the few sips of water that they were allowed from a village well diminish their thirst.
Nevertheless, the group pushed on, propelled not only by Blume’s exhortations
but also by the fear of being shot. Mid-journey, it started to rain. The wet men had
to shove the now heavier wagon through the mud. Finally, near exhaustion, they
reached concentration camp Hecht late in the night.3
On April 7, 1945, the Third American Army liberated camp Hecht. The guards
lined up and, in surrender, held their hands in the air. An American soldier jumped
from his jeep and approached the camp gate to open it. Erste Hauptwachtmeister
Egers went to help him. Not understanding Egers’s good intentions, the soldier
started to beat him up. Hrabík quickly placed himself between the soldier and the
guard. After he had stopped the blows, Martin led the old and gray guard away.
Later, Bohouš reproached Martin reminding him how Egers had mercilessly
demanded the fulfillment of the daily work quota.
Some of the jubilant prisoners embraced the soldiers; others begged for
trinkets. Finally, a soldier went down the line, pointed to each guard, and asked the
nearest prisoner: “Gut? Nix Gut?” The settling of scores began.4 Upon liberating
Vaclav Jirů, Šesté Jaro. (Prague: Václav Petr, 1946), p. 214.
Ibid., 146.
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid. One Christmas Eve in Cleveland, as his grandchildren and adult sons were playing
with the newly bestowed toys, and his wife and daughters-in-law were disposing of the
mountains of wrapping paper, Martin Hrabík sat at the dining room table oblivious to the
festivities. He recounted the following to his daughter and son-in-law, who happened to be
1
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camp Hecht, the Americans discovered that it was no ordinary concentration camp
but housed criminals. The Americans then locked the gates and posted sentries at
crucial locations. They also announced in German, a language they were sure all
the inmates understood, that they would shoot anyone attempting to escape.

Figure 1: Camp Hecht after liberation by the Americans. Martin Hrabík is the
man with his back to the camera. Source: Václav Jírů, Šesté Jaro

next to him: “After the Americans liberated camp Hecht, they put some of the guards into
cages and allowed prisoners to go in to settle accounts. I went into a cage where a guard, a
handsome man, was crouching in the corner like a terrified animal. I looked at him and said
to myself: ‘No!’ I turned around and walked out.” As he spoke, tears were running down my
father’s cheeks. That was the first time I had heard this story, or seen my father weep.
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As each newly liberated prisoner sat in front of a bowl of soup and half a loaf
of bread, an extraordinarily generous portion, a prayer would have been
appropriate had the convicts known one. Instead, a Frenchman stood up and
suggested a tribute to their fallen comrades. So the Frenchmen intoned the
Marseilles and the Czechs, “Kde domov můj?” The Norwegians and Dutchmen,
too, sang their national anthems. Germans remained silent because they did not
know what to sing. A few convicts had other ideas: they began to loot.
The next day, each nationality buried its dead. Upon returning from the
cemetery, the Czechs offered themselves as soldiers to the Americans, who rebuffed
them and not very gently. They did not have enough medical personnel and
ambulances, Americans said, to take care of them. However, the Americans did
offer DDT to the prisoners. The powder worked miracles against the fleas, lice, and
bedbugs. Thus, Jírů concluded: “The Americans liberated us for the second time
Monday, April 9, 1945.”
Before leaving, the American Military Police entrusted the Czech political
prisoners, particularly the cart-pushing contingent, with the camp’s administration.
The Czechs selected František Z. as commander because he was an army officer
and knew some English. The
Military Police gave him a few
machine guns, a long and
impressive-sounding
title,
“Commander of the Ex-HardLabor Camp ‘Hecht’ at
Holzen,” and a motorcycle.
Immediately, František Z. drove
to the Hameln penitentiary to
see if anything could be salvage.
The camp needed clothing,
linens, and documents that
would prove to the American
authorities that some prisoners,
especially the Czech group,
were indeed political prisoners.
The Czechs penned a
complaint about the Hameln
prison administration. They sent
it to the American district office
on April 12, 1945. The letter,
written on behalf of all the
political prisoners, including
the German ones, named the
Figure 2: The list written in English of Czech
political prisoners and their offenses against the
guards who had cruelly
Third Reich that the American Army authorities had mistreated them. It detailed the
requested. Source: Václav Jírů, Šesté Jaro.
guards’ misdeeds and provided
names of witnesses. The authors
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requested punishment for the guilty, but they also listed the guards who, while strict,
treated the prisoners fairly. The letter writers also asked three guards whom the
American authorities had detained be released because they had dealt humanely
with the prisoners.
After the liberation of Camp Hecht, Václav Jírů read his manuscript to the
Czech prisoners. They were surprised that “Šesté jaro” had no concluding chapter.
Jírů explained: “Each of us will write that himself when he returns home.”5
What follows is Martin Hrabík’s chapter:
Return to Prague
On April 7, 1945, I first beheld the flag of the United States of America. The
darkness in which I had lived for five years ended. The triumphant American army
that was advancing through Europe reached Holzen bei Eschershausen and liberated
the other prisoners and me from the inhumane hands of the Gestapo and Thierack’s
“justice.” On this day, I stopped being a political prisoner and became a free man.
I was now entitled to medical care, food, and clothing. Also, I had access to what I
longed for the most—news about my homeland.
The Czechoslovak government, temporarily located in Košice, had announced
its program on April 5, 1945. In it, President Beneš said: “We will all, in the spirit
of the program published in Košice, re-build our state.” His appeal proved
prophetic, but only for the Communists. The Košice program sentenced our nations
to class justice. It also eliminated three civic parties from political life: the
Republican (Agrarian), National Democrat, and Small Traders. Respectively, they
were the single largest party in the country, the oldest, and the most successful. The
last party had increased its representation in Parliament from six seats in 1920 to
seventeen in 1935.6 The National Front consisting of the Communist, Social
Democrat, National Socialist, and the Populist parties, was to rule the country.
Before I could get my bearings and make sense of the devastation that the Nazi
occupation had wrought, the victorious American army liberated my native region
and the rest of western Bohemia and was marching toward Prague, the symbol of
Czechoslovak statehood and freedom. The Americans did not reach Prague. The
enemy, who collapsed like a house of cards, did not stop them; instead, their ally
did. The Soviet Union did not want the army of the world’s mightiest democratic
power to enter our capital. To what extent our Košice government was responsible
for stopping the Americans, we never discovered in the memoirs of politicians of
the National Front. They passed over in silence this sad chapter of our country’s
history. The Košice government considered it advantageous to enter Prague
Jirů, 214.
The banned political parties made up about one fifth of the electorate in the 1935 elections.
The Košice program allowed only the Communist, Social Democrat, National Socialist, and
Populist parties to exist. The last three are often referred to as the “democratic” parties of the
National Front.
5
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accompanied by the Red Army and not by the western democracies’ forces. The
Kremlin had arduously lobbied the American military command for this, and the
Košice government acquiesced in silence.
I set out from Camp Holzen with my brother political prisoners on June 1,
1945. Although we had lived through the bombings every day, usually at night, we
had not anticipated the utter destruction and terror that the American and British
planes had wrought. We got a ride between Bremen and Hannover to Prague from
a fellow convict’s brother, who had come to fetch his sibling in a small pick-up
truck. From the Czechoslovak border to Prague, we kept meeting processions of
German refugees. They were primarily women, children, and older people. Full of
uncertainty, apprehension, and fear, they were making their way west. Although
physical wrecks nevertheless, with feelings of victory, we were going in the
opposite direction. Communist propaganda welcomed us; the slogans, billboards,
and signs were everywhere.
I arrived in Prague on June 7, 1945. No longer was I surprised by what I saw.
The radio broadcasts that I had listened to in Germany took away, one by one, any
illusions I might have had about our regained freedom. In Prague, my friends soon
began to appear, and they were apprehensive. They all, or nearly all, needed to
produce proof of their correct wartime behavior.
I was astonished and saddened to find on the membership application of the
association of former political prisoners the questions: “Were you ever a member
of a political party? Which one? Did you ever hold an office in a political party?”
The reaction of the sister political prisoner, who took my application, surprised me
even more. She looked askance as she read what I had written: “Member of the
Executive Committee of the Republican Party of the Smallholders and Peasants” as
well as “Secretary-General of its national youth section (Dorost).” Now, my own
organization was asking me about my political party affiliation! I thought of the
many times I had been humiliated and beaten in the Pečkarna and Terezín and made
my case forcefully and loudly. My outburst frightened the poor woman, and she
accepted my application.
Czechoslovakia: From June 1945 to February 1948
Later, I bid adieu to my Prague friends and, with my brother-in-law and
daughter, traveled to my native village. My parents and sister, who took care of
them until their death, lived in Vílov.
While I was still a prisoner, the authorities had assigned the family of a
German farmer from Slovakia to work in the village. They placed the daughter on
our farm. She became friendly with the local girls, and they invited her to go
dancing with them. Now, after the war, there was much merry-making. The German
girl was afraid because she was required to wear a patch identifying her nationality.
This practice was the same as that of the Nazis, who so designated their civilian
prisoners from the east. The Vílov girls covered the patch. I was proud of my fellow
villagers! Many years later, the German girl with her husband came to Vílov to visit
the people who had treated her humanely.
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Political changes were also taking place in my native village. Since 1907, the
only local political organization there had been the Agrarian Party’s and the only
person to resign from it was Kubovec. Now, the National Front was insisting the
villagers establish its local branch. They met and decided who was to represent what
National Front party. Naturally, nobody wanted to be the Communist. They
reasoned that since the county had hired Petrovič to maintain the roads, he was a
county employee. As such, he should sacrifice himself and be the Communist in the
local National Front organization. The good-natured Petrovič finally let himself be
convinced.
While the other National Front parties failed to make an appearance in the
village, the Communists were very active. They bombarded Petrovič with missives.
The letters, orders, and finally, threats came fast and furious. Petrovič did not
understand what he was supposed to do. His fellow villagers had to advise him. The
pressure increased as the Communists started to send workers’ delegations
demanding that Vílov follow the Soviet model. The villagers were to form a JZD, 7
designate one of their midst, Najnar, a kulak, and expel them from their hamlet. The
Vílov natives steadfastly refused the last two demands. Instead, they choose to join
the collective farm.
I must end this description of the minor incidents at the beginning of the
enslavement of villages and farming families that were the nation’s foundation and
had preserved its language and traditions with the painful question: Why was the
Republican Party abolished?
In Moscow and Košice, the privileged parties decided how to deal with their
political opponents. They arrested and put on trial leaders of the Republican Party.
The Communists and the other National Front parties confiscated our property and
took away our personal freedom. They were our judges, did not allow us to speak, 8
and appointed their partisans to the tribunals and courts that tried us. Even by these
means, they managed to convict only one of our leaders, Rudolf Beran. He was
found guilty on the direct order of Zdenĕk Fierlinger despite the tribunal’s
recommendation that he be acquitted. 9
The investigators conducted their fact-finding by Gestapo-like methods. They
arrested our local and country officers and placed them before people’s courts.
Although run according to “class justice,” the trials showed that Republicans were
the most crucial group in resisting the Nazis. Moreover, in many cases, for example
Dr. Josef Černý’s, the courts stated that the defendants’ wartime activities had
benefitted the nation.
Not only did the Košice sanctioned parties imprison their political opponents,
but they also jailed and tortured many Czechoslovak industrialists. In addition, they
JZD, Jednotné Zemědělské Družstvo or “United Agricultural Cooperative, is the Czech term
for collective farm.
8 The National Front government banned the Agrarians’ press. Rude Pravo, the organ of the
Communist Party, took over the Agrarians’ new and well equipped printing concern Novina
9 Zdenĕk Fierlinger (1891-1979) was the left-leaning leader of the Social Democrats who
served as Prime Minister in the Košice Government. Mostly due to his efforts, the Social
Democratic Party merged with the Communist one in 1948.
7
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deprived the industrialists of their good name. Upon their release from jail, the
industrialists discovered that the powers-that-be had also confiscated their property.
Thus, the 1945 government destroyed the formerly flourishing industry.
The post-Košice regime placed exhausted people from the camps and those
who had spent the war abroad in decisive roles in the state administration and the
privileged political parties. It treated those who had served in western armies like
unwanted stepchildren. Now, people who lived abroad during the war took it upon
themselves to judge and condemn the resistance at home. The politicization of the
state apparatus began and extended to the army, the judicial system, and even
institutions of higher learning. The Košice parties and government went as far as to
name university professors and docents. This politicization and lack of respect for
fundamental civil rights permeated the entire state administration. Naturally, this
system well served the careerist. Since the National Front filled all key positions on
a parity basis, a hunt for a membership card of the most influential party, the
Communists, ensued.
Let us examine how the “democratic” National Front political parties
envisioned their “battle” with the Communists and prepared themselves for it. After
the genuine enemies of Communism had been arrested, these parties handed over
to the Communists the confiscated economic, industrial, and energy establishments
as well as the agriculturalists’ organization’s leadership. Zápotocký received URO,
the central trade union organization. 10 Thus, the work of the Social-Democratic
leader, Antonín Hampl, whom the Nazis had tortured to death, vanished overnight.
The National Socialists gave up their union association, Česká Obec Dĕlnická.
Their loss of the postal workers’ and the mass transportation employees’ support
and the Social Democrats’ that of the steelworkers meant the Communists won
Prague. This city had been a National Socialist stronghold. The Communists
successfully wooed the Škoda workers away from the Social Democrats. These
shifts in voter support decided the elections in Bohemia. Furthermore, Msgr.
Šrámek and his People’s party lost their primacy in Moravia. Thus, the Communists
became the strongest party in the Czech Lands.
The non-Communist parties of the National Front’s pre-election speeches and
press led the voter to believe that there was no difference between them and the
Communists. All praised “the great Marshal Stalin” and Soviet Army, “our
liberators.” All wanted to nationalize the industry without compensation. Only the
Communists were a little more direct.
Before 1938, I had worked at the national Republican Party headquarters on
several election campaigns. We paid particular attention to the counties where the
danger of Communist infection was the greatest. Our so-called democratic parties
of the post-Košice vintage paid specific attention to the confiscation of the banking
palaces on Na Příkopech and Námĕstí Republiky. Still, they had no party offices in
the counties and staged no meetings and electoral rallies there. They liked talking
10 Antonin Zápotocký (1889-1956) was the Communist

politician who served as the chairman
of the National Assembly in 1946. After 1948, he became prime minister and President in
1953.
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with the Communists about sharing power, but they did not like fighting them for
it. For these reasons, the Communists received 40% of the vote in the Historic
Lands. The Democratic Party,11 with its clear anti-Communist position, saved the
situation. It polled 62% of the vote in Slovakia. Before the elections, “the
statesmen” of the non-Communist National Front parties did all they could think of
to weaken it.
Eventually, what had to happen did happen—the February 1948 Communist
coup d’état. Here the non-Communist men of the National Front should be awarded
the first prize for political cowardice. Spinelessly, and without a fight, they gave
control to the Communists. They paid no attention to the demands of the resolute
protesters and bloodied students. During the government crisis, many decided to
serve the Communists. Those not acceptable to the Communist Party chose to rely
on President Beneš. They hoped that the ill and much enfeebled President would
save them. They were in the habit of letting Beneš think for them, but this was the
time to act! These politicians did not know how to think or act. They accepted
Beneš’s tragic and fateful pro-soviet policy and served it blindly.
I could not agree with what I saw when I returned from Nazi jails. On the
contrary, it called forth an unsurmountable repulsion in me. These feelings
strengthened the initial distrust as I listened to radio reports at Camp Hecht about
the Prague Uprising and other news from Czechoslovakia. I was only one of the
Czechs willing to sit by the radio from sunrise to sunset. Upon my return to Prague,
many of my friends tried assiduously to talk me into accepting offers from
“democratic” National Front parties. I did not believe that the Communists intended
their cooperation with the other Košice-sanctioned parties to last.
On February 25, 1948, I attended a secret meeting of former Agrarians in Hotel
Šroubek. My most vivid memory from that gathering is Minister Zadina’s
optimism. President Beneš, he insisted, would overcome the government crisis. In
1945, many in the Agrarian Party believe that President Beneš had the helm of the
state firmly in hand. The idea of statotvornost12 was deeply imbued in the party’s
upper echelon. The creation of National committees, retribution decrees, national
courts, people’s courts, and purification commissions served exclusively those
prepared to seize power. Those were the Communists! All this, the total sum of all
the tragic events after 1945, convinced me that the Košice regime’s end was near.
Instinctively, I knew that now it was at hand!
After that get-together, I visited Dr. Josef Černý and his wife Helena, née
Švehlová. They were in the midst of preparations for their departure from the
country. This evening, I told them, I intended to travel to my native region to cross
the border to West Germany.
Crossing the border: February 26, 1948
11

The Democratic Party was allowed to run in the elections only in Slovakia and not in
Bohemia and Moravia.
12
Statotvornost belief that the democratic rules of statecraft should be respected and
followed.
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Hrabik’s memoir does not give the details of his escape, but his companion on
that journey, František Vohryzka, does. He describes it thus:
“Our path to exile—that is my and Martin Hrabik’s—began immediately after
the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia’s successful coup d’état. We had been
preparing for this eventuality since the summer of 1947. On February 26, 1948,
when President Beneš accepted the Gottwald government, we left Prague. We
traveled by train to Kdynĕ in the Šumava region. We stayed in our friend Václav
(Vašek) Kocián’s apartment and spent the whole day preparing for our journey’s
crucial and illegal part. We bought a few necessities for the first days of our exile.
Then, at dusk, in the snow, we started for Vašek’s “revir” 13 that bordered on
Bavaria. Vašek gave each a rifle so that any passerby who saw us would think that
we were hunters. At the edge of the forest where the “revir” ended, we said goodbye
to our guide and returned the rifles. Vašek remained there until he saw that we had
happily and safely crossed over to West Germany.
When we found ourselves in front of the first house on the German side, we did
not knock at the door right away. Instead, we stood near the window and listened
to the conversation inside. Then, convinced that this was the dwelling of a Bavarian
farmer and his large family, we stepped inside. They received us in a friendly
manner and offered refreshments. We especially welcomed the hot tea. To return
the hospitality, Martin and I reciprocated with something from our meager
provisions. After a short rest, we resumed our journey. Following the advice of our
hosts, we bypassed the Bavarian custom station. Instead, we needed to reach the
nearest American sentry.
We arrived in Furth im Wald around eleven o’clock and immediately ran into
two police officers on patrol. They took us to the local police station and tarried
with us in an animated conversation. Together we emptied the rest of the slivovitz
that we had brought from home. Because it was too late to turn us over to the
Americans, the officers, according to the existing regulations, had only one option:
to lock us up for the night.
The night was very cold; it was freezing! We slept as we had come—in our
winter overcoats, and I protected my head with my warm gloves. For the first time
in my life, I was in prison. On the other hand, Martin, who had spent the war years
in Nazi concentration camps and penitentiaries, had had many as well as varied
experiences in establishments of this ilk. The Furth im Wald lockup did not deprive
him of his sense of humor. Our situation seemed to him something akin to scenes
from an operetta.
Early next morning (February 27, 1948), American soldiers took us to a villa
in Max Hüte near Regensburg. The Americans took good care of us there. A soldier
guarded us day and night, and a woman came in every day to cook for us. We had
access to a transistor, so we listened to Radio Prague broadcasts. On February 29,
13

A designated area where upon the payment of a fee to the state one was authorized to
hunt.
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1948, we followed the congress of the so-called agricultural committees and
Gottwald’s and Dürich’s speeches.
About ten days later, the Americans transported us to Regensburg. First, they
housed us in Hotel Grüne Kranz and later in Goetheschule, the first camp for
refugees from Czechoslovakia ... Eventually, the American authorities moved us
from the Goetheschulle to make room for new arrivals and transported us to a
farther center in Wasserlalfingen near Ulm. Germans administered this camp, but
the Americans controlled it.”14
Martin Hrabík continues with his account:
Beginning of exile in West Germany; March to April 1948
In March 1948, we were taken from Regensburg to a decrepit camp in
Waserlalfingen. Also, the food was vile there. Our loud and vigorous protest did
not move the American officer in charge. He laconically explained: “Several
thousand German expellees from Czechoslovakia passed through this camp.”
Our debate continued in the dormitory. As I lay in one of the top bunks, I
silently compared this establishment with Terezín and other camps where I have
been. I was calm. Finally, the group decided to seek redress by sending a delegation
to the American administered camp housing prominent personalities. In our jargon,
we referred to this detention center as “the golden cage.” Of the Agrarians, only Dr.
Josef Černý and his wife lived there.
Former procurator Dr. Drábek, who claimed that he spoke English, Member of
Parliament Sedlák and Rev. Kukrál volunteered to be part of the delegation.
Someone suggested my name. I declined the nomination and proposed Josef Šámal,
a former journalist and editor of Venkov. The assembly approved the composition
and mission of the delegation with certain caveats: 1) the delegation members were
to go without their families; 2) after the deliberations, all were to return to our camp.
We were disappointed. Early the following morning, the delegation members and
Dr. Drábek’s family alighted the train. Only Josef Šámal returned to our detention
center. His defense of the Agrarian Party had been too fiery, and his opponents had
denounced him. He had to leave “the golden cage.” The intercession had born no
fruit. Nobody ever wrote to tell us what happened.
The already low morale in Camp Waseralfingen declined even further. At that
time, shortages of everything existed in Germany. Everyone at the camp wanted to
go further west as soon as possible. However, emigration, especially to the United
States, was very slow. Young men were leaving to join the Foreign Legion. We
were all obsessed with a desire for change.
A young Prague attorney, Jan Král, who, along with his sister, Vĕra Stőrová,
became part of our group, came up with a solution. First, he traveled to the border
between the American and French Occupation Zone and determined that crossing
over was feasible. Then, he entered the French Zone and found Alexander
14

František Vohryzka, “Cesta do exilu,” manuscript in Martin Hrabik Family Papers.
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Alexinsky, a highly placed official of the French Ministry of the Interior. The latter
also happened to be the son of Russian immigrants. Alexinsky’s mission was to
recruit from East European refugee young men for the Foreign Legion and
agricultural workers for French farmers. Honza, as we called Dr. Král, made an
extraordinarly good impression on the French official. After he heard our tale of
woe, Alexinsky found a way to help us. On his initiative and recognizance, he
promised to take me as the representative of the Agrarian Party and Honza as my
interpreter to Paris for negotiations with the French authorities. Alexinsky also said
that he would recommend that Honza and I be granted permission to reside in
France and the rest of our people be issued visas. For these, they were to wait in the
French Occupation Zone. Our group then consisted of Josef Šámal, his wife and
son, Josef Jemelka, Marie Hajková, František Vohryzka, and Král’s sister, Vĕra.
I must admit that I was anxious when I realized that no one in our group except
me could do the hard work that agriculture required. Despite Dr. Král’s excellent
French and diplomatic skills, he would not have succeeded had he not stumbled
upon this particular official. Alexinsky, although French-educated, was, by birth
and sympathies, the son of Russian exiles. “Our journey to the West has begun,” I
wrote into my notebook on April 5, 1948. It was the first ray of hope after the initial
difficult days of exile. (To be continued)
Translated and edited by Mary Hrabík Šámal

Štefan Petruš’s Rajnoha, zbojnický hajtman
Gerald Sabo
While the historical personage Jánošík (1688-1713, the “Slovak Robin Hood”)
is readily known from Slovak history and literature to the Slovak and even nonSlovak public, a virtually unknown literary character identified the first Slovak
dramatic writing focused on highwaymen and indeed on their activity for social and
political justice. This was the play Raynoha, Zbognicky Haytman/ a neb/ Začátkové
Černo-Hrončánských Handlou/ Historická Činohra na Spusob/ Komedie složená
Leta Paně/ 1823 Skr[z]/ P. (Rajnoha, Highwayman [and] Military-Leader or the
Beginnings of Černý Hron-area [Central Slovakia] [Wood-]Traders-Dealers/An
Historical Theater-Play in the Manner of / a Comedy Composed in the Year of the
Lord/ 1823 through/P.).1 The author of this work is the Catholic priest Štefan Petruš
(1783-1831).2 In 1810 Petruš became the parish priest in what is today Čierny Balog
(Central Slovakia); during his eight years there, he became well acquainted with the
local people who were historically freed of certain feudal obligations, their regional
language and customs, and their history. From 1818 until 1829, Petruš was parish
priest in Horná Lehota (Central Slovakia), where he wrote the play Rajnoha.
Rajnoha comprises 344 actual pages of autograph text, though paginated as
345, with further sheets of musical notations for songs sung in the play; its five acts
are written in Latin and Schwabacher script. Lehutová noted that the play’s
language is “Czecho-Slovak with considerable influence of German, Magyar, and
Latin; [also used were] dialects from neutral Central-Slovak to extreme Gemer and
Eastern Sotak [area dialects (Southern-Central and Eastern Slovakia dialects)].” 3
On page 4 of Lehutová’s published transcription are listed thirty-odd characters
with very brief indications of their roles in this drama; a concluding comment of
page 4 is that the play’s action “takes place [in the area of] Klenovský Vepor4 at the
time of the outbreak of the [Ferenc] Wesselényi [Conspiracy 1664-71] in the
seventeenth century.”5
The manuscript/autograph of this play is at the Slovenská národná knižnica Literárny archív
in Martin, sign. B 722. A modern printed transcription was made by Dana Lehutová in Štefan
Petruš Rajnoha zbojnícky hajtman aneb Začátkové Černo-Hrončánskych Handlou 1823
(Bratislava: Národne divadelné centrum,1998) which is the basis for citations in this article..
2For detailed commentary on Petruš’s life and activities, see: “Štefan Petruš,” Encyklopédia
slovenských spisovateľov, 2 vols, here vol. 2/P-Ž (Bratislava: Obzor, 1984), 29, and “Petruš,
Štefan,” Slovenský biografický slovník, 6 volumes, here vol. 4 M-Q (Martin: Matica
slovenská, 1990), 456.
3Štefan Peruš Rajnoha, 210.
4Klenovský Vepor is “a mountain in the Veporské vrchy [Vepor Hills/Mountains] in Central
Slovakia. [...] It is situated in the mountains of the main ridge. It has a typical summit shape
[...]. The mountain is legally protected as a national natural reservation [...]: “Klenovský
Vepor,” The Encyclopaeida of Slovakia and the Slovaks A Concise Encyclopaedia
(Bratislava: Encyclopaedice Institute of The Slovak Academy of Sciences, 2006), 346, along
with a color photograph of this mountain.
5Lehutová’s edition concludes with an essay by Michael Babjak about Petruš’s life and
activities and the Pre-Romantic literary character of Rajnoha: “Preromantická dráma Štefana
1
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Act one of Rajnoha introduces various characters—certain town-folk and a
number of highwaymen from Rajnoha’s band, and toward the end of this act,
Rajnoha himself. The action concerns primarily the barber and poison-maker Žilka
whom one of Rajnoha’s men—Koštial—has tracked down, though bailiffs are also
searching for him. Eventually Koštial brings Žilka before Rajnoha, who then
dispatches Žilka to be hanged by the castellan in Rimavská Sobota. During this act,
Koštial also shows Orlaj, one of Rajnoha’s adjutants, what he has taken from the
forester Buček, but told to return these items to the latter.
Act two opens just after a fight between Rajnoha’s band and imperial forces.
Rajnoha’s adjutant Orlaj has been wounded, and Orlaj’s girlfriend Terka is tending
to him. In a conversation between Orlaj and Terka, Orlaj asserts: “the greatest praise
and righteousness of a person is when in freedom he lives and follows the truth and
justice. And for that freedom we are fighting, for truth and justice with the whole
world we are waging war, not for wealth and for money, not for a little piece of
land, as our kings and potentates.”6 In scene three of this second act as in various
scenes in the remaining acts, the actions and dialogue of characters act as comic
relief for the unfolding and seriously heavy narrative. Here Fajtík and Fajlík are two
fugitives from the imperial army who are now seeking to become members of
Rajnoha’s band.7 Here as elsewhere in the play, members of the band drink and
make merry by singing rhymed couplets of thirteen syllables to lighten their mood
and end with joyous encouragement.8 In scenes seven and thirteen, the conspirator
Ferenc Wesselényi (1605-67) appears in gentry dress and unarmed, for a private
conversation with Rajnoha, though another member, Koštial, will then reveal to the
band who the mysterious stranger was.9 In scene ten, the band member Turňa
appears and relates how he turned over to the authorties Žilka, the barber-poisonmaker from Act one, but was recognized and escaped by dressing in women’s
clothing. He then informs them that their comrades Kršo and Kučerák are to be
hanged tomorrow with two companies of soldiers in attendance. 10 In scene eleven,
Koštial arrives with his informant Chrtalinský and 13,000 gold pieces that he brings

Petruša,” pages 213-25. In his comments, Babjak noted that a “radically abbreviated and
adapted version of Petruš’s Rajnoha was staged in 1961 in the Krajové divadlo in Trnava
and in 1962 in the Divadlo Jozefa Gregora Tajovského in Zvolen” (218). In 1953, Eduard A.
Sopúsěk wrote an article in which he gave “the historical-political background of the play,”
a selective description of the contents of “the play, based on the folk revolutionary tradition,”
at times incorrectly referring to divisions of the play, and a brief consideration of Petruš and
his writing: “Raynoha Zbognicky Haytman,” Ľudová tvorivosť Časopis súborov ľudovej
umeleckej tvorivosti 3, nos. 7-8 (1953): 295-306.
6Rajnoha, 46-47. Citations from Rajnoha will be from Lehutová’s 1998 edition of the play
in modern, but irregular, orthography and with cited pages of this edition indicated in the
reference: Rajnoha, zbojnícky hajtman aneb Žačátkove Černo-Hrončánskych Handlou 1823
(Národné divadelné centrum, 1998).
7Rajnoha, 60-61.
8Rajnoha, 67-68.
9Rajnoha, 69-70, 80-82, and respectively scene 13, p. 82.
10Rajnoha, 73-75.
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to the band, though Orlaj is suspicious of his action. 11 Act two ends with Rajnoha
summoning everyone to get ready to free their comrades Kršo and Kučerák.
Act three comprises two long scenes. In the first, Tomaga, the oldest member
of Rajnoha’s band, along with the captive forester Buček have a long conversation
during which Tomaga describes the poor condition of the people in that area, and
also reveals all sorts of details about Rajnoha, even his true identity. Once as a group
of them are walking from {Rimavská] Sobota, they come across a bloodied person
on a horse with a notice that the renowned rebel Emerichus Tököli [Thököly, 16571705] has been captured and imprisoned in Divín castle (southern Central
Slovakia). They decide to free him, and after attacking the castle, of the 100
hajduch-bailiffs defending it only 30 remained alive. 12 After they free Tököli and
his beloved wife Ilka [Jelena Zrinska/Zrínyi, Ilona/Helena (1643-1703)], Tomaga
describes the last words between Ilka and Tököli before Ilka dies. 13 At her death
Tököli then succumbs to a three-day, three-night depression,and then a three-day
sleep. During this time, they bring him to the cave on Vepor where Tököli-Rajnoha
and his band are eventually located.14 As Tököli becomes more and more healthy,
one of his “nurses” suggests that they form a “zbojnickú bandu” (a bandit band) and
make Tököli their “hajtman” (leader/hetman).15 This so pleases Tököli that he
pledges: “já, povedá, budu vašim hajtmanem a nic jiného od vás nežádám, jedine
slepu poslušnost. Od dnešního dne, povedá, jméno mé bude Rajnoha [...] od te̓to
hodiny až do posledního dýchnutí života mého, den i noc o vaše dobré pracovati
chci” (I, he says, will be your hetman and nothing else from you do I require only
blind obedience. From this day, he says, my name is Rajnoha [and] from this hour
till the last breath of my life, I want to work for your welfare). To this, they all shout
“’Vivat Rajnoha a hajtman! Vivat Rajnoha!’ S tým bola zmluva mezi nami učinená
a zvazek nepretrženého tovarišstva zapečetený!” (“Long live Rajnoha and [our]
hetman! Long live Rajnoha!” With this was a covenant made among us [members
of Rajnoha’s band], and the bond of unbroken brotherhood sealed). 16
The second scene of Act three, almost as long as the first one, presents Rajnoha
and his band’s freeing of their fellow members Kršo and Kúčerák imprisoned in the
Halič castle of the lawyer-official Karaffa. Rajnoha, dressed as a hunter, gains
entrance into Karaffa’s festive banquet, calling himself Smiček. For a good friend,
pán Buček, the forest official from Brezno, informed Smiček-Rajnoha about
Karaffa’s graces.17 Karaffa suggests that Smiček-Rajnoha stay for the next day’s
11Rajnoha,

76-79.
95-96.
13Rajnoha100. Historically, Jelena Zrinska/Zrínyi, Ilona/Helena (1643-1703), wife of Imre
Thököly (1657-1705) and mother of Ferenc Rákóczi II (1676-1735), died February 18, 1703
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Discontented: Betrayal, Love and War in Habsburg Hungary (London: Nine Elms Books,
2018), 44-64, here 63-64.
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17Rajnoha, 103.
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elaborate execution of two Rajnoha-band-members (Kršo and Kučerák), actually a
beheading, though nothing worthy of such a death. 18 Smiček-Rajnoha wonders
whether Karaffa is not afraid that Rajnoha would free his two men. Karaffa replies
that he has detailed military preparations.19 To Karaffa’s proposed one hundred
ducats for the surrender of Rajnoha to him, Smiček-Rajnoha responds: “Brávo!
[...]Tu mna máš, kteréhože sobě žádal. [...] Tu sem ti v ruky, [...]. Jaª sem Rajnoha,
hajtman z Vepra!” (Bravo! [...] Here you have me, whom you sought for yourself.
[...] Here am I in your hands [...]. I am Rajnoha, hetman from Vepor!). 20 Karaffa
thinks he is joking but then realizes Rajnoha is actually before him. Rajnoha
explains that one of his men to be hanged was defending the honor of his thirteenyear-old daughter from a lecherous gentryman. 21 Kršo and Kučerák are brought into
the room. Turňa, a member of Rajnoha’s band, relates how he was going through
the various underground rooms in the castle, and found a young woman, the
daughter of Kaňur, one of Rajnoha’s two adjutants. She was imprisoned because of
clothes found in her possession that actually Turňa had stolen from the wife of the
castellan in Rimavská Sobota and had given Kaňur’s daughter; Turňa had stolen the
clothes in order to disguise himself and escape being caught after bringing to justice
Žilka the barber-poisoner.22 Rajnoha then gives some jewelry from Karaffa and his
wife as recompense to Kaňur’s daughter for her unjust imprisonment. 23 Finally,
Rajnoha demands the 100 ducats for the poor that Karaffa had earlier bragged he
would give for Rajnoha. Karaffa hesitates, but Rajnoha says they will take his wife
for ransom till this is done, and so the task is entrusted to one of the guests. This
local assessor is to publish a list of names and amounts given out with Karaffa’s
ducats.24 As he departs, Rajnoha orders Karafffa, his wife, and all their guests not
to move from their places until eleven has struck—in an hour—lest gun powder
beneath that room blow them up from a cannon aimed at that target from a garden
wall. And none of them make even the slightest motion.25
Act four opens the next morning in front the band’s cave on Vepor. Here, young
and happy-go-lucky Purdek sings twenty-one paired couplets of varying rhymes in
a bandit tune and departs, while Tomaga listens on the side. While Purdek remains
in good cheer, Tomaga recalls the sobering, sad experiences of the past and its
sufferings. Tomaga does not appreciate Purdek’s good cheer and gets into an
altercation with him. Purdek even shoots at him but fortunately misses. Orlaj runs
out of the cave, and intervenes. He observes that Tomaga should not treat the young
with grumbling and criticisms for they are used for something better. Tomaga notes
that he has the sabre of the forest official Buček and awaits his orders. In
exasperation Orlaj responds that Tomaga should return Buček’s sabre to him,
18Rajnoha,
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blindfold him, give him some money, and then lead him helter-skelter away from
Vepor and wish him well in the name of hajtman Rajnoha. 26 Soon after, five others
of the band run up and learn from Orlaj that last night they hanged Koštial who
cheated the band of twelve thousand gold pieces he got from the merchant
Chrtalinský.27 Orlaj then asks whether any of them regret this action. None! Yet
Medveď persists in wondering whether there are wolves and foxes among them, the
hens and geese, and what is being done about that. 28 In scene three, Rajnoha enters
and wonders about what Orlaj and Medveď are talking. Orlaj responds that they
think false members have insinuated themselves into the band. To this, Rajnoha
replies: “Když sme vedeli Karaffovi na žilu trefiti,i Vešelínimu trafíme. [...] Orlaj,
zvolaj chlapov“ (If we knew how to strike painfully Karaffa, so we [can] strike
Wesselényi. [...] Orlaj, call together the lads). 29 At the horn summons, some fifty
members gather. Rajnoha commands them “so that you would respect human life,
so that you would murder no one without need, so that you would, as much as
possible, live in peace and harmony with the whole world, so that people would not
consider us real bandits.”30 He then tells them that he is planning something daring,
but that they should in no way soil that endeavor with some nastiness. Rajnoha
proposes that each of them sing a little original poetic ditty. For this Orlaj involves
even Terka who sings her ditty and then jumps back into the cave: “Odpytujem, milí
páni,/za maličké častování;/na púšti býváme,/proto nič nemáme./Všecko nám
zebrali,/ked sme nič nemali” (I request, dear gentlemen,/a little entertainment;/in a
deserted place we live,/which is why we have nothing./They took everything from
us,/even though we had nothing).31 Fourteen of those present create their own poetic
ditties of varying syllabic length and rhyme schemes. 32 Finally, Rajnoha himself
sings out nine sestets of four six-syllable and two four-syllable lines in varying
rhyme schemes. His concluding sestet is: “Neboj se, hajmantko,/dobré jest to
vínko!/Budeš ho pít./Nech se smrt zahanbí,/utre si své gamby,/ty budeš žít” (Don’t
fear, [dear] hajtman,/fine is that wine!/You will drink it./May death be
ashamed,/she’ll wipe her lips [mouth]/you will live). 33 To this everyone else
exclaims: “Vivat, Rajnoha hajtman. Vivat” (Long live Hajtman Rajnoha, Long [may
he] live).34 And then all repeat in one voice the last three verses of Rajnoha’s last
sestet that death will be ashamed and wipe her lips[mouth], for Rajnoha will live.
The fifth and final act is the most extensive with nineteen scenes (výstupy). In
this act Rajnoha and Wesselényi meet three times. The first instance is in scene one
in a “foul hollow called ‘Rocky’.” Wesselényi makes clear that there are guns aimed
at Rajnoha. He has come to invite Rajnoha that evening to this area, when a lad will
26Rajnoha,
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bring him to another place where Rajnoha can meet with Wesselényi and others.
Rajnoha agrees to this, and adds he will bring along a hundred men. 35 In scene two
Rajnoha’s men bide their time during his absence.36 On his return to his band’s
camp in scene three, Rajnoha orders his men to sing, dance, and make merry. And
they sing: “Oj! tovariši bratri, horeže se majte:/pokúd hajtman žije, nič se
nelekajte./Oj Dneskát se napijem, zítra krev vylejem:/Čo z krvi odlejem, to s vínem
dolejem” (Oh! brother comrades, cheer up:/while the hajtman lives, fear
nothing./Oh Today I will drink up, tomorrow will I shed blood:/ What I pour out
from blood, I will refill with wine). 37 In answering Orlaj what happened, Rajnoha
tells how he is to meet Wesselényi for a secret conference; otherwise, were he not
to go, they would consider him a coward. However, Rajnoha adds that he will have
a hundred of his men encircle the area as a precaution. 38 Rajnoha adds that Orlaj
should situate their men in various places, and not to smoke nor cough, nor clear
their snots, yes, not even to breathe loudly. 39
In scene four at the arranged place, Rajnoha meets a certain Filko who knows
Rajnoha by reputation, had been a ranger for the forest official Buček, but recently
met Wesselényi who persuaded Filko to serve him. Filko is tasked with leading
Rajnoha elsewhere. To Rajnoha’s question where is Filko taking him, Filko replies
“among known [persons] and good friends.”40 To further questions, Filko always
replies he does not know, and if he does, he will not say. As they set off, Rajnoha
makes clear that should he see something amiss, Filko’s neck will be immediately
broken.41 In scene five, they find themselves at a cave in a cliff, illuminated by a
single light. Lads’ voices greet them, singing out eleven quartets of twelve-syllable
rhymed couplets. The first is: “Poslyš, o, Tököli! Noviny žalostné,/které se zde dějí
v uherské krajině:/Jake narikání, jaký plač, kvílení !/Krajinského lídu velkě
sužování!” (Listen, oh Tököli! Woeful news,/which is happening here in the
Hungarian land:/What wailing, what weeping, howling!/The great distress of the
land’s people!).42 The eleventh and final quartet: “Počátek súžení všeckni dobre
známe:/Dejž Bože svobodu uherskej krajine!/Rakúskí cisári su tomu príčina:/že
naši milú vlast špati taká špina!” (We know well the beginning of all the
suffering:/God grant freedom to the Hungarian land!/Austrian emperors are the
cause:/that such filth soils our beloved country!). Rajnoha is anxious to meet these
voices, and Filko responds “just a little while” and for Rajnoha to take down the
lamp since they must have light to go “through these dark holes.”43 In scene six,
Rajnoha meets with Wesselényi, twenty-four old men, and Filko, but essentially
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this scene is a conversation between Rajnoha and Wesselényi. 44 The twenty-five
old men are dressed in white capes and white masks, and mock Rajnoha for having
come to them unarmed. One of these—Wesselényi—hands him a large Turkish
damascene sabre, welcomes him as “Tököli Imre” and suggests that they have wine
and dine. Filko serves wine to everyone, and Wesselényi says that whatever
Rajnoha wants to tell them, they already know, so Wesselényi and his group will
talk and then Rajnoha can ask questions. 45 All twenty-five have known Rajnoha
since his birth as “Emerichus Tököli; indeed, they cannot succeed without someone
like Rajnoha. They are responding to the necessity, misery, and tension of the whole
Hungarian land, and so are planning something. But Rajnoha replies: “A čo mňa do
toho, co vy varite a kujete?” (And what is this to me, that you are cooking up and
forging?).46 Wesselényi responds that if they do not understand one another, at least
they should not be in obvious discord. For Wesselényi and his group need to hide
till realizing their plan, and he exclaims: “O, milá, truchlivá, opustená vlast
uhorská! Takové štichy jen pre tebe musíme znesti” (Oh dear, woeful, forsaken
Hungarian homeland! Such stabs we have to endure only for you). 47 To Rajnoha’s
response “Vlast?“ (Homeland?), some of the others call out that he is not worthy to
fight for the homeland.48 Rajnoha retorts he would fight for the Hungarian
homeland, but this unfortunate land rejected him and trampled on him, and
wounded his heart.49 To which Wesselényi responds with passionate words for the
suffering Hungarian homeland in a paraphrase of the first two verses of the Old
Testament Lamentations of Jeremiah. 50
Wesselenyi then gives an extensive response relating the injuries and blows
suffered by that homeland in the Austrian empire, in which the emperor is no
different from the Ottoman Turkish sultan. Indeed, Wesselényi ends by noting the
hurt that Rajnoha himself suffered personally with the death of his beloved wife—
who historically had long been a prisoner of the emperor.51 He then invites Rajnoha
to join his group, which Rajnoha at first strongly rejects. It seems that this matter
would be resolved only by a battle between Wesselényi’s forces and Rajnoha’s men,
something that Rajnoha definitely accepts.52 Yet both sides decide to continue
talking. Wesselényi observes that it is better that one person die for the people,
quoting the words of the high priest Caiaphas in a gathering of Jewish leaders
discussing Jesus’s fate in John’s Gospel (11;50): “expedit, ut unus homo moriatur
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pro populo” (it is expedient that one man die for the people).53 In Wesselényi’s
view, this person would be the “most well-known” but also the “most
superfluous.”54 To this, Rajnoha acknowledges his slow response, for it is easy to
act but then to get out of that action is another matter. Wesselényi calls Rajnoha “a
wise and prudent man [... trízvy (sober)]” and Rajnoha says because of that he does
not change who he is to a new person until it is clear who that new person is. 55
Rajnoha wonders whether such a role would suit him, and Wesselényi suggests all
sorts of future noble titles and distinctions for Rajnoha. “Spolu budeme orati, spolu
budeme sati, spolu budeme také i žati” (Together we will plow, together we will
plant, together we will also harvest). 56 Wesselényi continues that it is more useful
to shed blood for the homeland and all those involved with it, than for [Austiran]
tyrants and its persecutors. To this Rajnoha reacts that he is theirs, what do they
want of him. To this Wesselényi responds only whatever Rajnoha’s own heart
offers. And while the world gives Rajnoha various negative names of bandit and
criminal, for Wesselényi he is a singularly valiant, loyal, and proven son of the
homeland!57
Wesselényi and his twenty-four co-conspirators then sing four quartets of sixsyllable verses of paired couplets in varying rhyme schemes proclaiming the
resurrection of the Hungarian land. Filko appears and offers Rajnoha a cadaver’s
head which when touched by Rajnoha smashes to reveal a glittering crystal goblet
of wine. Rajnoha drinks up the wine in one breath, and exclaims “Vivat uherská
krajina!” (Long live the Hungarian country!). 58 In response, the twenty-five take
off their masks allowing Rajnoha to recognize relatives and well-known friends,
while Rajnoha exclaims “Vivat naša vlast uherská, dolu s její tyranmi!” (Long live
our Hungarian land, down with her tyrants!), repeated by all the others. Wesselényi
then proposes that Rajnoha and some of his most trusted men come on the following
Thursday to the Ľupča castle (above today’s Slovenská Ľupča, Central Slovakia) to
plan their future actions. Rajnoha heartily agrees. 59 Scene seven opens the next
morning in the clearing before the cave on Vepor hill. One of Rajnoha’s two
adjutants, Kaňúr, is planning and measuring for fortification of the area, while
Medveď is on guard and perplexed at what he is doing. Medveď keeps bothering
Kaňúr to no avail.60 Scene eight finds Rajnoha explaining to Medveď what Kaňúr
was doing; Medveď shows him the paper plan-blueprint used by Kaňúr for
160 as found in John’s Gospel: The New Oxford Annotated Bible with the
Apocrypha, Revised Standard Version (New York: Oxford UP, 1977), 1286-1318, here 1305.
For the Latin original, see Biblia sacra juxta vulgatam clementinam, ed. Alberto Colunga,
O.P. and Laurentio Turrado, new ed. (Madrid: Biblioteca de autores cristianos, 1965), 104164, here 1055.
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fortifying that area.61 It is ten o’clock in scene nine, and Čertík asks Medveď when
is the fair in Ľupča—on Thursday which is also the anniversary of Rajnoha’s band
freeing Medveď from hanging. Medveď wonders whether Čertík wants to get drunk
at the fair. “Oh you old-time codger, The older you get, the simpler you become.”
And both then depart.62 Thus, scenes seven, eight, and nine provide some comic
relief after the serious intensity of scene six with Rajnoha and the twenty-five
conspirators. Scene ten finds Rajnoha in a nearby grassy meadow, all alone
reflecting under a luxuriant tree. As he reflects on what he and his land have
endured, he suddenly hears a foreign voice from behind the tree: “Né vlast, ale jej
tyrani to učinili” (Not the homeland, but her tyrants did this). A piece of paper falls
down near him with the following message: “Približuje se den súdny nad uherskou
krajinou. Na čtvrtek večer očekávají te 25 starci na Lupčánském zámku” (A
judgment day is coming for the Hungarian land. On Thursday 25 old men await you
at Ľupča cstle). At this he shoots off his pistol and exclaims: “I will come, I will
come!”63
In the eleventh scene, six of Rajnoha’s band are gathered and wondering what
that pistol shot could mean. Rajnoha arrives and explains he shot off the pistol since
it concerned only him. To this Durgan asks what could concern only Rajnoha that
would not also concern his men? Rajnoha is moved by this and then encourages his
men to be careful as they give their hands to him and disperse in various directions.
In scene twelve, Rajnoha reflects again on the goodness and devotion of his men
devoted to him and his cause.64 Scene thirteen presents a conversation between
Rajnoha and Kriština, a cook for the forest official Buček, and now traveling to her
son studying in Bystrica to bring him clothes and other items. Rajnoha assures her
that the bandits will not bother her, but she notes that she heard that Rajnoha had
been quartered while his band members have been hanged. Rajnoha says nothing
like that has happened, and then gives her a handful of ducats for her and her son,
and tells her how much each ducat is worth. He then asks her to deliver a message
to the bailiff at the gate of Lupča castle—eventually meant for Wesselényi—so that
on Thursday at the fair this bailiff not examine visitors so carefully or ask for passes
from those coming to the castle. Rajnoha then introduces himself, assuring her he
has not been quartered nor his men hanged, something she should freely share with
all. He assures her that nothing will happen to her, and if she shows the letter and
the handwriting on it, the bailiff will let her pass and even tip his hat to her. She
assures him she will deliver the note and wishes God to bless him, which thought
so affects Rajnoha that he wishes that his deceased wife would have heard this kind
wish. Kriština departs with her task. 65
Scene fourteen finds Rajnoha and fourteen of his men with many marksmen
during a dark night on the cliff with a small fire burning amid lightning and thunder.
Rajnoha delivers a long speech in which he praises the loyalty of his men. But the
61Rajnoha,
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hour has come “it is no longer a question about us and our good fortune, but about
our dear homeland which begot [us] and about our brothers who are not from this
sheepfold.”66 “Does it not seem that your hearts are beating from joy, when you
see that the oppressed folk calls you, that the Hungarian land puts its hope in you,
that you are [its] sole help, the sole refuge of your homeland?” and he concludes:
“Who then is with me? And who will go with me? ”67 They are all with him, indeed
one of his adjutants Orlaj observes that anyone not with Rajnoha would be
massacred right there. Rajnoha then demonstrably proclaims from that moment he
is no longer their hajtman, but asks again who will go with him. They all proclaim
their commitment, never to betray him or this action, even if tortured, they will die
and remain silent. Rajnoha then has them swear to God not with words but with
their hearts.68 Then Rajnoha shares with them the specifics of Wesselényi’s
conspiracy and lists by name and status the twenty-five prominent Hungarian
figures, starting with Wesselényi.69 Yet even though Rajnoha and his men are to
help in this endeavor, he exclaims that he would never soil his hands with the blood
of the Hungarian king [Leopold], and so his thinking is to capture all the
conspirators and send them bound to Vienna to Leopold. He and a hundred of his
men are to be disguised in a variety of dress, the better to mingle among the people
at the fair.70 Through their actions they will “earn an immortal name before the
whole world, will liberate our unfortunate homeland from the greatest plague, [...]
and will gain the king’s [emperor’s] benevolent favor for all their past misdeeds.” 71
Once again they pledge their loyalty to their hajtman, and exclaim “Vivat Rajnoha!
Hajtman! ” just as a burst of thunder strikes that area of Vepor.72 Rajnoha indicates
that his adjutants, Orlaj and Kaňúr, will direct all the others in their actions when
the time comes. The scene concludes with Rajnoha telling Medveď that he will
remain “at home” on Vepor, since he knows he can rely on him to keep guard.
Medveď agrees, and all depart.73
In scene fifteen, Rajnoha and his two adjutants discuss their upcoming actions.
As Rajnoha explains that if this roll of the dice succeeds, it could mean great glory
and benefits for the three of them, provide for his men, [obtain] the king’s good
graces, negotiate a general pardon or amnesty for all of them and their descendants,
and so their memory will be blessed while this generation lives.74 Orlaj asks if they
do not succeed, and Kaňúr adds that he doubts that Wesselényi and his wife would
care about bandits. To this Rajnoha replies that he planned so that his band could
easily take the castle, and if Wesselényi has laid a trap for them, their spies in the
town would let them know so they could destroy the castle to the ground, and if
66Rajnoha,
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Wesselényi betrays them to Leopold [the emperor], then all Rajnoha’s men, one
hundred, would fight to the death. For “Audaces fortuna juvat!” (Fortune serves the
audacious).75 Orlaj then confirms Rajnoha’s reasoning, and recites some poetic
prayer for going to sleep that ends with his blessing himself and saying “In the name
of the Father, and the Son, and the Holy Spirit. Amen..” There are no actions till
Thursday in Lupča.76 On Thursday evening in scene sixteen, Medveď is standing
guard on Vepor and Terka, Orlaj’s beloved, talks with him about Rajnoha and his
band’s imminent actions. Medveď tries to cheer her up with a ditty of eight and
seven alternating syllables and rhyme: “Každý stav má své trápení,/každý stav má
svú radost,/Štastný, kdo primusen néni/radost kúpit za žalost! ” (Every situation has
its suffering,/every situation has its joy,/Fortunate [he], who does not have to buy
joy for [the cost of] grief!). 77 Terka wonders what would happen to her if the band’s
actions fail,[ ...] what terrible fate would she suffer.78 Then she starts singing on her
guitar a sad song of ten alternating eight and seven- syllable quartets in paired rhyme
couplets: “Ach! Lituj mne každá duša!/Poteš srdce! Spamatuj se:/Jakby se mne
nelekalo/srdce, neskormucovalo?/[...]/Ty pak, verný pritel v núzi!/Schovejž se tu pri
mém srdci./A když príde žádaný čas,/spojiž mně s mým Orlajem zas://: ” (Oh! Every
soul pity me!/Gladden the heart! Pull yourself together:/How could my heart not
be/fearful, not be dejected?/[...]/You then, faithful friend in need!/Take shelter here
in my heart./And when the desired time comes,/join me with my Orlaj again,
quartets 1 and 10).79 She leaves Medveď to his own musings on Terka and Orlaj.80
Scene seventeen depicts the conversation between Wesselényi with his twentyfour conspirators in white capes as in the earlier meeting, and Rajnoha with twentyfive of his own men. Wesselényi greets Rajnoha for coming as proposed, for which
Wesselényi and his co-conspirators stand in acknowledgement, and likewise does
Rajnoha greet them along with own men. 81 Wesselényi notes that they have an
agreement with Imre Tököli, not Rajnoha, yet Rajnoha retorts the former at this
time is Rajnoha. Wesselényi calls those of seven eyes to come forward which
confuses Rajnoha. Why seven? Well, one prince of the imperial household was
caught by the groom of a girl with whom he was flirting; the groom deprived him
of one eye. But now has come the hour of revenge and retribution. Rajnoha states
that Wesselényi and his group are the principals, he and his band the helpers in their
act. Wesselényi then explains that on November 15th, the name day of Leopold, he
holds a masked ball which they will attend but at which they need some identifying
signs of who they are—a bouquet on their hat, a little rose in a button hole, or some
military password.82 Only the absence of Leopold and other officials destined for
death would spoil their plan. They have seen to it that the soldiers be there and every
75Rajnoha,
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member of the imperial family. Punctually at midnight will happen what is to
happen. What does Rajnoha think about this?83 Rajnoha continues the deception by
praising excessively the gathered twenty-five, that they are wiser than Solomon. He
then observes that only three of the conspirators known to him are absent—Zrínyi,
Nádašdy, and Frangepan—but that the conspirators and his men should get to know
each other by pairing up and talking with Rajnoha’s men. Wesselényi notes that
there is a reason for the absence of the three that he will reveal to Rajnoha alone,
and concurs that they should get to know each other. Orlaj whispers to Rajnoha that
midnight will strike in five minutes. At the strike of midnight, Ranoha’s men tie up
their paired conspirator while Rajnoha expresses himself candidly about the
reprehensibility of the conspirators as “Nešlechetní vrazi! Mordari nevinnosti!
Zradcové vlasti!” (Ignoble killers! Murderers of innocence! Betrayers of the
homeland!) whose actions would embolden the land’s enemies to take advantage of
its weakened situation.84 Rajnoha says the conspirators should look him straight into
his eyes, and they who had the terrible impudence to soak their hands in the king’s
blood should now have the valor to look courageously into the eyes of death. 85
Wesselényi retorts that Rajnoha—“Jidáš Iškariotský! (Judas Iscariot)— speaks so
bravely because the conspirators are in his power, but they have had Rajnoha in
their hands yet did not treat him this way. Rajnoha exclaims should he have gone
like a dumb sheep through them to the slaughterhouse? Do they expect him to be
like a curious kitten that rakes out of the fire chestnuts (for them) but burns her paws
in doing so? After Leopold’s death, their very first intrigue would have been against
Rajnoha. God in heaven is his judge; all the good people on the earth are the
conscience in his heart. He will remain there, but just as they had intended to go to
Vienna to a ball, so they shall. Early tomorrow morning they will be put in wagons
in chains and escorted by fifty Černohron folk. So Rajnoha wishes them a good
journey.86
In scene eighteen, on Vepor Terka and Medveď await the return of all the
others; Terka then remembers and hastens with Medveď’s breakfast that is
interrupted by the arrival of Purdek with news of the great victory over Wesselényi.
First he has to get some wine before he can describe what happened at Lupča castle.
He admits he was not inside the castle but at his position outside. He said that
Rajnoha’s men outside heard quite a commotion in the castle at just after midnight,
but then everything went quiet. Somewhat later Orlaj ordered him to return to Vepor
and to tell Terka to prepare quite a feast. Terka is greatly relieved and addresses
him as “a heavenly messenger, the dove Noah saw after the Biblical flood, the
rainbow placed by God in the sky after that flood, the prince of peace.” Then they
disperse to get ready for the return of Rajnoha and his men. 87
The nineteenth and final scene occurs two weeks later apparently on Vepor.
Rajnoha waits while the members of the band get settled before him, and then
83Rajnoha,
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speaks. He recalls that they have been active for some eight years during which time
they formed a true union. He reminds them that they don’t kill, rob, and pillage like
your usual bandits, but rather are concerned for the poor, though they don’t do
typical occupations. They live like the Biblical lilies of the field. Their good fortune
actually comes from Rajnoha’s own resources that he mostly dispersed among
them. Yet they do pillage, for the rich and powerful fleece the poor, and they fleece
these rich and powerful. Thus, Rajnoha and his men in effect also fleece the poor.
Yet the Wesselényi anti-imperial conspiracy arose, and Rajnoha saw it as their
“Noah’s bark” on which they will have found a way out of their situation. Their
actions with Wesselényi would earn them Leopold’s good graces, and for all of
them negotiate forgiveness and a general pardon. After all, they had been
proclaimed as bandits throughout the land. Rajnoha has received two documents
from Leopold. The first names Rajnoha successor to his late father in ruling
Transylvania, Orlaj is captain in Upper Hungary, and Kaňúr a baron of various royal
mines. The second document contains remission of all offenses, the emperor’s
grace, a general amnesty, that is, a general pardon, but most all “a new constitution
for you and your honorable brotherhood.”88 Rajnoha then reads the first and second
imperial decrees, written in the formal style of such royal statements. The first
decree narrates in greater detail what Rajnoha had expressed earlier about himself,
Orlaj and Kaňúr, and is signed by Leopold and three other officials in Vienna on
the thirteenth day of November, 1670.89 Rajnoha then reads the second decree
concerning the freedom and privileges bestowed on the members of his band; their
loyalty, bravery, and the heroic actions on behalf of Leopold that helped defeat and
capture Wesselényi and his fellow conspirators for the benefit of Leopold.
Wesselényi’s lands, etc. now become imperial property. Among these privileges,
the “loyal Černohrončané” folk and their descendants will be “rubári a plavci ”
(lumbermen and mariners) of the royal “banskomorské [area]” wood and will be
known as “Handelčané.” Their seven mining towns will be subject to imperial
mining officials. The justice system of [emperor] Maximilian will govern them. He
then describes various, specific matters with their wood labor. There will be no
taxes, etc. as they live together as “the honorable Černohron brotherhood.” As
Rajnoha finishes reading the decree, all those listening resoundingly exclaim “Vivat
Leopoldus král!Vivat Tököli Imre!” (Long Live [Hungarian] King Leopold! Long
Live Tököli Imre!).90
Rajnoha zbojnícky hajtman is a very engaging Slovak literary piece, yet a
number of questions arise from it for which there may be no answers. Why is the
Protestant Magyar patriot and aristocrat Thököly Imre 91 the central hero of this
Slovak drama? Historically, Thököly was never involved in the actions described
in the play or with Wesselényi and his conspiracy. Rather, in his military actions
88Rajnoha,
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Thököly allied himself with the Ottoman Turkish sultan, indeed dying in exile in
Ottoman Turkey along with his wife who had shortly predeceased him. Did such a
literary tale strengthen the status of the Černo-hronské folk? Further, the historical
Thököly would not have cared about defending the Austrian Emperor and
Hungarian King. Why did Petruš feel the need to incorporate Thököly in his literary
creation of the character Rajnoha? Interestingly, in the last (nineteenth) scene of the
play, Rajnoha says to his men: “žijeme ponejprv z meho dedictví, kteréž sem já mezi
vás prinesl, a z vetší částky mezi vás rozdělil” (We live first of all from my
patrimony that I have brought among you, and for the most part have divided among
you).92 Perhaps, all this is an understandable, imaginative, and permissible, if not
historically correct, aspect of Petruš’s literary creativity. No doubt, even after
publication of Lehutová’s 1998 diplomatically rendered transcription, its extensive
and linguistic character relegate Rajnoha zbojnícky hajtman to an interesting
phenomenon in Slovak literature, thus far little appreciated and perhaps not much
more in the future. Interestingly, anthologies of early Slovak literature have not
cited the many poetic creations in this play, but may do so in the future. Whatever
the fate of this Slovak dramatic work, it contributes to distinguishing Slovak
literature among Slavic, and indeed, European and world, literatures.

92Rajnoha,
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NOTE
Zbyněk Vostřák and The Gentle Ties Which Bind – Musician in a Time
Capsule1
Dale Marrs
The year 2020 marked the hundredth birthday of Zbyněk Vostřák (1920-1985)
a composer and conductor who was a prominent Czechoslovak proponent of New
Music in the twentieth century. Due to the restrictions imposed on him by the
communist government during the Czechoslovak era, Vostřák’s renown had already
disappeared from public view during his lifetime and his death was not noted by the
music press.2
The live story of Zbyněk Vostřák is encapsulated in the various cultural and
political developments during the Czechoslovak era. Beginning with Vostřák’s
birth in 1920, two years after the founding of the Czechoslovak state in 1918 it
concludes with his death in 1985, near the end of the country with the Velvet
Revolution in 1989.
In the first phase of Zbyněk Vostřák’s life, he enjoyed the privileges of an only
child in the family of the successful architect and city planner František Vosřák. At
an early age, Vosřák received piano lessons and, shortly thereafter, private
instruction in composition from Rudolf Karel, a student of Antonín Dvořák.
During the so-called Protectorate (1939–1945), Vostřák completed the
Realgymnasium (secondary school) in Prague (1939) and studied conducting with
Pavel Dědeček at the Prague Conservatory from 1939 to 1943. Then Vostřák
worked as a percussionist in the orchestra of the Czech radio from 1943 to 1945.
Following the end of World War II, Vostřák established himself as a conductor
and composer. As of 1948 he was able to devote himself solely to composing. This
can be explained by the fact that Vostřák’s early compositions in the late romantic
style—including operas and ballets—were very successful. An important factor in
this success was the absence of active intervention by the communist government
during that time.
After a two-year hiatus in his creative work, a surprising change in the
orientation of Vostřák’s composition appeared, beginning with the song cycle Do
usínání (Until I fall asleep) op. 26 (1961) in the twelve-tone system.
With Vostřák’s radical change in his compositional style, he became one of the
most important representatives of Czech New Music. These changes included
turning away from romantic harmonies, melodies and rhythm and a shift towards
The present article is closely related to my dissertation “Die Trompete in der Kunstmusik
der Tschechoslowakischen Ära“ (“The Trumpet in Art Music of the Czechoslovak Era”) at
the Hochschule für Musik und Darstellende Kunst Frankfurt am Main. Tectum Verlag,
Baden-Baden, 2018.
2 “When Zbyněk Vostřák died in 1985 at the age of 65, neither the Czech music press nor the
concert and theater dramaturgy responded; as if a composer had left us, whose name almost
no one notices.” (Miroslav Pudlak, Zbyněk Vostřák: Idea a tvar v hudbě, (Prague: H&H,
1998), p. 7, translation by the author).
1
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atonality, twelve-tone music and aleatorny. In addition, Vostřák used visual
depictions of his scores.
The availability of foreign scores, sound recordings, books and other writings
dealing with topics related to contemporary music was severely restricted by official
censorship. Czech composers, including Vostřák, responded by developing their
own interpretations of the new techniques. Unfortunately, these fundamental
changes led to serious consequences in Zbyněk Vostřák’s life and career. In 1963,
Vostřák had assumed the musical direction of the Musica viva pragensis and led
this ensemble as orchestra leader until its dissolution due to the prevailing cultural
policy in 1973. Gradually Vostřák was dismissed from all offices and was no longer
allowed to perform his compositions at home. 3 As a consequence, performances
abroad were Vostřák’s only opportunity for his compositions to be noticed by a
wide audience.
The above-mentioned circumstances, which dominated the final chapter of
Zbyněk Vostřák’s artistic endeavors, are exemplified by his last electronic
composition, The Gentle Ties Which Bind (1976/77), op. 56. The work demonstrates
his musical ideas and his clever avoidance of political bureaucracy. 4
The Gentle Ties Which Bind is the only composition written by Zbyněk Vostřák
that includes the trumpet as a soloist. Upon receiving a request for a new work from
the author, Vostřák at first refused. After a personal meeting during which Vostřák
heard and recorded samples of trumpet tones in all ranges, including modern
articulations and jazz-oriented mutes, he agreed to write the piece. These recordings
Vostřák electronically distorted, thereby creating a graphic representation of the
sounds in three levels.5 The prepared score is displayed in a 10-minute time line,
which is interspersed with noted sections played by the live solo trumpet. Whereas
the recorded material was determined by chance, the live trumpet must coincide
with a definite pitch, which Vostřák specified in a 12-tone series noted in the time
line.
Vostřák chose a foreign title, aimed at an international public. In an extensive
report describing the creation of his work—in English—Vostřák described the
genesis of his idea.6 He wrote that while gazing at the stars on nightly walks in the
country, Vostřák imagined a celestial rosary drawn by connecting the stars with
imagined lines. Vostřák quoted a biblical passage on the mountains and valleys
being leveled and united. The score graphically depicts the trumpet’s bonding of
the mountains and valleys. Based on Vosřák’s words, the composition could be

“Imagine only my situation: I write music, but my scores stay in the drawer and I don’t get
any public performance. They /people which rules about all this things/ say that a very new,
experimental music lacks social necessity, they think is too abstract and‚ not for the workers’
/exactly: for the working people/ and so on. Unfortunately, it is a difficult situation.” Letter
to the author on April 1, 1976.
4 Recorded by Dale Marrs at the WDR (West German Radio), Cologne, Germany, 1980.
5 Vostřák was assisted by his friend, Václav Zamazal, a recording engineer of Suprafon, who
recorded, mixed and produced the recorded material in the Rudolfinum, Prague.
6 Letter to the author, written in August, 1977.
3
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interpreted as a testament to his religious beliefs, using a modern idiom to express
his hope for the resumption of his earlier life.
On the occasion of his one-hundredth birthday, Zbyněk Vostřák—a leading
composer and conductor of Czech New Music—would be appropriately recognized
with gentle ties which bind him to his rightful place in the history of Czech music.

BOOK REVIEWS
Miroslav Londák and Slavomír Michálek, eds, Alexander Dubček: The Symbol
of Spring. Bratislava and Berlin: VEDA and Peter Lang, 2019. ISBN 978-80224-1719-8. 556 pp.
Imagine if someone other than Alexander Dubček had become the leader of the
Communist Party of Czechoslovakia in January 1968—say, Oldřich Černík or Jozef
Lenárt. While there would still have been some sort of reform program, in all
likelihood, it would have been more narrowly technocratic and limited to economic
experimentation. Censorship and police surveillance probably would not have
ended in March 1968, so there would not have been the same burst of vibrant
discussion and stirring of civil society. It might not have reached the point where
the Soviet Union decided an invasion was necessary, but it also might have been as
forgettable as the contemporaneous new economic “mechanisms” or “systems” in
Hungary and East Germany.
So, clearly, Dubček made a critical difference in the course of history. But for
fifty years, people have puzzled as to why he set Czechoslovakia on the course of
events known as the “Prague Spring.” Each decennial anniversary of 1968 prompts
several new books. Still, even after reading the contributions to Alexander Dubček:
The Symbol of Spring by twenty eminent Slovak and Czech historians, I think we
are still no nearer to understanding why Dubček was able to get to the top of a ruling
party in the Soviet bloc and what he intended to do once there.
This collection is not a team-written biography, but rather a history of the
contexts in which Dubček operated—the Soviet Union of his childhood and
Khrushchev’s “thaw;” the Slovakia of the Second World War, Stalinism, “prespring” and “normalization;” the Prague of high politics in 1968-69 and 1989-92.
Those contexts were indeed important: 50 pages are devoted to his parents’
adventurous wanderings from Chicago to Central Asia, spurred on by impulsive
leaps of faith that, at least temperamentally, explain why their son would later
embark on a renewal of socialism with no clear sense of destination. The Soviet
context was obviously formative for the young Dubček, but perhaps even more so
for the thirty-something Dubček sent there for party schooling in 1955-1958. This
period remains largely a blank spot, summarized in just half a page, but it was
perhaps the turning point when the nice but conformist apparatchik was exposed to
post-Stalinist vistas. Future research could address this question by a systematic
comparison of “Khrushchevism” and Dubček’s socialism, and by accessing Soviet
cadre files on Dubček, which might shed light on those three years (Michal
Macháček showed in his biography of Gustáv Husák that it is possible to obtain
those kinds of materials in Moscow). It would also be desirable to use district and
regional party archives in Slovakia to reconstruct Dubček’s early career.
While there is no doubt that we need to appreciate the contexts in which
Dubček moved, at times in this book, he so submerges into them as to vanish
entirely from view. There are long passages and whole chapters dedicated to matters
in which he played little or no part. Ten pages are devoted to summarizing the
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Action Program of 1968, but we are never told who wrote the speeches Dubček
delivered that year—how much can be attributed to him directly? Did he have a
“brains trust” in the Secretariat for such things? Did he have his own key words
inserted into texts that otherwise were the work of many hands? (Priestor, “space”
or “room,” seems to have been one.) What exactly was his medical state during
1968, as a man who always appeared to be in excellent physical shape yet was prone
to crying and nervous exhaustion? (This is not just something of prurient interest,
but necessary to understanding his behavior in crisis moments, such as during
negotiations with the Soviets.) Whereas we learn a great deal about Dubček’s father
in the first 100 pages of the book, we learn nothing about Dubček himself as a father,
or husband, or friend. It is indeed a book about a symbol, as the subtitle says.
Being such a devout member of Communist Party institutions, Dubček emerges
more fully as an individual once he lost office in 1969. Jerguš Sivoš, for example,
provides a very insightful chapter on Dubček’s short spell as ambassador to Turkey
in 1970, using archives to modify the account in Dubček’s own autobiography
(which, like all memoirs, is not always reliable). Peter Weiss describes the oftenmaddening process by which Dubček bounced between various leftist parties after
1989’s “Gentle Revolution” before settling too late on the small Social Democratic
Party of Slovakia, just ahead of the 1992 elections that sealed the federation’s fate.
It was a fitting final demonstration of Dubček’s long struggle to find the best use of
his authority and international renown and his peculiar mix of ability and ineptitude
in practical politics.
Kieran Williams
Des Moines, Iowa
Marie Zdeňková and Lukaš Berný, Ze srdce a kamene: Pomníky Antonínu
Švehlovi (From the Heart and Stone: Memorials to Antonín Švehla). Prague:
Hutter, 2018. IBSN 978-80- 907293-0-0. 111pp.
When gauging the popularity of public figures, political scientists have a
significant advantage over historians. They can conduct opinion polls and surveys.
The historian needs more ingenuity to achieve that aim, as Marie Zdeňková and
Lukaš Berný have shown in Ze Srdce a Kamene: Pomníky Antonínu Švehlovi.
The book describes the memorials erected to Antonín Švehla (1873-1933) and
traces their fate. An introduction by Lukaš Berný and Švehla’s brief biography by
Marie Zdeňková bookend the depiction of monuments.
After President Thomaš Garrigue Masaryk, Antonín Švehla was the most
influential politician in the First Czechoslovak Republic. He played a principal role
in the creation of the Czechoslovak state and its political system. Švehla also served
as prime minister three times (1922-1925, 1925-1926, 1926-1929).
In the introduction, Lukaš Berný ascribes Švehla’s popularity to several
causes. First, he was one of the four “men of October 28” whose decisive action
brought about an independent state in 1918. Second, the populace credited Švehla
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and his Party for the land reform that distributed land to Czech and Slovak peasants
and farmers. Third, people highly valued Švehla’s attributes. Berný writes:
They admired the farmer from Hostivař as a strong politician with a
charismatic personality and a master of compromise who managed to bring
together the irreconcilable. Švehla kept his word, was a man of firm principles, and
possessed a generous heart (7).

Within the short time from Švehla’s death in 1933 to the 1938 Munich
Agreement, Berný informs us, people created thousands of memorials for Švehla.
Besides building monuments, they also planted linden trees in his honor and named
streets, squares, bridges, schools, and public buildings after him. There was even a
rose and a European football trophy bearing his name.
The bulk of Ze Srdce a Kamene: Pomníky Antonínu Švehlovi accounts for the
one hundred seventy-three monuments to the Agrarian leader. None were erected
during Švehla ‘s lifetime because he refused to allow them. He also forbade his
family to permit a state funeral.
These tributes to Švehla, the authors discovered, were overwhelmingly in
towns and villages. All entries in the book generally follow the same pattern: a
history of the locality, the Švehla monument’s description and dedication, an
account of the memorial’s fate under Nazi occupation, Communist rule, and its
aftermath.
Except for France and Great Britain, all memorials discussed in Ze srdce a
kamene: Pomníky Antonínu Švehlovi are on the Czech Republic’s territory. The
French monument consists of a garden devoted to “the Agrarians of Antonín
Švehla” on the Dijon campus of the prestigious Ecole des Sciences Politiques.
Harlow (Great Britain) hosted an exhibition in 2005 about its twin city, Hostivař.
The Czech locality, in return, presented it with a bust of its famous native son.
At the beginning of an entry, the writers provide a very brief history of the
localities. They did not do so for Harlow and Dijon as well as Prague and Brno. The
two Czech cities housed institutions associated with Švehla, including the
Agricultural Museum in Brno, the House of Agricultural Progress, its Švehla’s
Library, the National Agricultural Museum, and the Švehla House in Prague. The
last mentioned was a well-equipped dormitory for higher education students with a
library, mess hall, gym, meeting rooms, movie theater. Two tourist attractions in
the capital city also bore the Agrarian leader’s name: a rose garden on the Petřín
Hill and a steamer cruising the Vltava. Former municipalities (Hostivař, Dolní
Měcholupy, Velká Chuchle, and Kbely) now incorporated into Greater Prague
had and have memorials to Švehla, especially Hostivař, his birthplace and lifelong
residence. It sports a Sokol Hall, a square, a street, and an orchard named after him.
In 2001, Hostivař erected a memorial to its famous native son and two years later
established a civic association devoted to spreading the democratic messages of the
Agrarian leader and his Party.
In most entries, Zdeňková and Berný, after presenting a brief history of the
place, describe the local monument and its installation. The memorials varied in
shape and form, ranging from life-sized statues, busts, and plaques, to more modest
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rose gardens, linden trees, and boulders with simple dedications. Some were joint
tributes to Švehla and Masaryk; occasionally, also to Beneš.
Dorost (the Agrarian Party’s youth section) often initiated the
commemorations, but other groups and units of the Party also appeared as sponsors.
(Although well organized, the Agrarian Party did not function according to the
Communist Party principle of democratic centralism; i.e., orders of the higher Party
organs were binding commands to the lower organs.)
According to contemporary newspaper reports, the festive dedications and
unveilings were well attended. Sokols, women in native costumes, Selská Jízda (the
Party’s mounted group) provided a colorful spectacle. Political dignitaries such as
Senators or cabinet ministers addressed the crowd, bands played, and occasionally,
festivities ended with dancing and other entertainment in the evening.
Finally, the authors report how the memorials fared during the turbulent times
that followed. In 1940, the Nazi authorities ordered the removal of all monuments
that celebrated the First Czechoslovak Republic and its heroes. This command, of
course, included the memorials to Švehla. The locals reluctantly removed the
plaques, statues, and busts from their pedestals. The Nazis occasionally melted the
statues and used the material for their war effort, but the Czechs hid some in sheds,
wells, storage areas, cellars, and attics. After World War II, several mementos
returned to their original place. The Communist authorities, after the February 1948
coup d’etat, ordered their removal and destruction. The same fate awaited other
Švehla mementos except the few that could be repurposed. The Švehla memorial in
Blatnice pod sv. Antonínkem, for example, was transformed into one to the Red
Army. Moreover, the powers-that-be in this case also ignored that the Royal
Romanian Army units had liberated this part of southern Moravia. Again, a few
individuals hid the mementos of the Agrarian leader. They returned them to their
original place at a more propitiate time—after the 1989 Velvet revolution.
The odyssey of the Švehla memorial in Říčany serves as a case in point.
Ceremonially unveiled on October 4, 1936, the larger-than-life statue stood in the
town’s main square. During the years of German occupation, it survived hidden in
Prague’s Maniny neighborhood. The figure returned to Říčany in mid-May 1946 at
the behest of the local organization of Czech agriculturalists. In September 1946,
the government forbade the re-installation of Švehla monuments and ordered the
removal of those already installed. In December 1948, the Říčany town council
moved the statue into municipal storage. A small group of former Agrarians chose
New Year’s Eve to “kidnap” the monument and move it to a safe place. They failed
because the statue was too heavy. They timed their second attempt strategically—a
Saturday night in mid-January 1949, when the local police, Communist Party, and
the Populist Party were all holding their balls. The conspirators loaded the statue on
a sleigh and transported it to a backyard well; however, it became stuck mid-way in
the well when they threw it into the water. Fearing that Švehla was too visible, the
“kidnappers” tried to move it to a safer place. As they hoisted the heavy statue, the
chain broke, and “Švehla” sank to the bottom. He remained there for the next fortyone years. Despite a police investigation, no one betrayed the conspirators. After
the fall of Communism, the statue was removed from the well and repaired. On
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October 28, 1990, the people of Říčany again gave the Švehla memorial a place of
honor in their town.
Marie Zdeňková’s brief Švehla biography aptly ends the book. Mrs. Zdeňková,
the official chronicler of the Agrarian leader’s birthplace, and author of Antonin
Švehla a Hostivař melds the facts of Švehla’s life with an assessment of his role in
Czechoslovak history. She explains:
Švehla did not become the object of a cult. Instead, in the hearts of the people,
he remains a legend. His much-vaunted ability to find compromise makes him a
symbol of what unites our nation in history’s fateful moments. He was an
extraordinary personality whose moral principles and political expertise deserve
that we should never forget him (106).

Mrs. Zdeňková’s contribution provides the necessary framework for making sense
of the book’s myriad details. Simply put, she places Švehla and his monuments into
historical context.
Berný and Zdeňková make excellent use of primary sources. They based their
study on the local chronicles that all municipalities, even small villages, keep and
used contemporaneous newspaper reports to supplement the logs. When it was
feasible and appropriate, the authors interviewed chroniclers and others. Berný’s
introduction and Zdeňková’s conclusion prevent readers from seeing the
monuments as discrete facts and details. They compel then to focus on Švehla and
his achievements. Furthermore, the copious photos of the memorials and
ceremonies enhance and enliven the book.
Unfortunately, the work deals only with the Czech lands and does not
encompass Slovakia. Had the authors done so, the readers would have had a more
nuanced assessment of Švehla’s popularity in the country as a whole, i.e.,
Czechoslovakia.
All totalitarian regimes strive to re-write the past to suit their vision of the
present and future. The Nazis and Communists wanted to erase Švehla and his
accomplishments from Czechoslovak history. They destroyed memorials to make
people forget that Švehla ever had a place in his fellow citizens’ hearts. The
painstaking research of Marie Zdeňková and Lukaš Berný that resulted in Ze srdce
a kamene: Pomníky Antonínu Švehlovi makes sure that the totalitarians’ endeavors
have not succeeded.
Mary Hrabík Šámal
Troy, Michigan
Pavol Rankov, It Happened on the First of September (or Some Other Time).
Trans. by Magdalena Mullek. Bloomington: Slavica Publishers, 2020. ISBN
978-0-89357-502-1. 267pp.
Initially published in 2008, Pavol Rankov’s Stalo sa prvého septembra (alebo
inokedy) is now available in English under the title It Happened on the First of
September (or Some Other Time). The historical novel has received widespread
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acclaim. In 2020, it obtained the fourteenth European Union Prize for Literature and
the Angelus Central European Literature Award. The judges lauded the work as “a
great contribution to researching the memory and consciousness not only of the
people of the Eastern bloc but of all Europe” (Litcentrum).
A faculty member at Comenius University in Bratislava, Pavol Rankov (born
in 1964) writes fictional prose, essays, library informational science, and newspaper
articles and works on Slovak radio projects. He has authored five novels since 1995.
Writing a historical novel can be challenging since it requires respect for
historical accuracy reflected in a plot with fictional characters. The genre involves
capturing the spirit of the times by portraying social norms, manners, customs, and
traditions of a bygone era while unraveling some truth. Rankov attempted to do just
that by focusing his novel on thirty years of turbulent Czechoslovak history.
As unorthodox as the title, the plot presents four individuals’ lives each first of
September from 1938 to 1968. Rankov weaves a story of characters who struggled
to survive amid external events beyond their reach or control. They found
themselves adapting to the situations that ensued during the wars, occupations, and
totalitarian systems that rocked Central Europe.
The novel’s main characters are purely fictional, but they represent the
multinational social composition of Central Europe in the early twentieth century.
They all hail from Levice, a small town in southern Slovakia with a historically
mixed Hungarian, Slovak, and Jewish population. The characters reflect that
nationality mix: Peter is Hungarian; Gabriel is Jewish; Ján (Honza) is an ethnic
Czech whose parents came to Slovakia to work after 1918; the sought-after damsel,
Mária, is a gorgeous Slovak blonde.
Rankov opens the novel with a scene at the swimming pool in Levice as the
three adolescent boys engage in a water race to see who would have a first chance
to woo the dazzling Mária, with beautiful hair, “the color of wild honey.” No one is
a clear winner, so the race to garner her favor becomes a recurring theme throughout
the narrative. The characters often hark back to those days when their lives seemed
more carefree and focused on the frolics and fantasies of youth.
Rankov interspersed the novel with bits and pieces of historical background.
However, the treatment is uneven and random, so it is best to know some European
and Slovak history. In the opening year of 1938, the Munich Pact would conclude
by the end of September, but there is no reference to the turbulent situation in that
year when many thought war was imminent. Levice became part of Hungary, and
Ján would change his first name to the Slovak János for political expediency. Of
course, in the following year, 1939, Germany invaded Poland on the first of
September, and a historical merry-go-round would begin.
World War II disrupted the characters’ world, compelling them even to
Slovakize or Magyarize their names to be politically correct. The war forced a
different life on each of them. For example, Jews like Gabriel had to fear for their
livelihoods, as he had to perform forced labor. After the war, he and Ján tried living
in Israel but wound up returning to their native Slovakia, only to find the country
turned upside down by a communist seizure of power. The political establishment
again set new rules and platitudes, searching for a utopian paradise that punished
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those who dared to challenge the party line. Each character adopted a new identity
in the totalitarian setting, with Ján even writing catchy slogans for the communists.
Regardless of adjustments the individual protagonist chose, he lived in fear of the
dreaded secret police.
At times, the author takes potshots at historical characters he disapproves of,
such as Jozef Tiso, the president of the first Slovak state in World War II. He mocks
Tiso’s obesity, stating that he “was extremely proud of himself for having
eradicated pride, greed, lust, envy, wrath, and soth a long time ago. Only gluttony
continued to get the better of him” (136). The writer also satirizes the communist
President Klement Gottwald, a former carpenter. Rankov refers to him as “Master
Klement,” who built coffins for Rudolf Slánský and other discredited comrades
during the party purges in the early 1950s. He mocks President Antonín Novotný’s
paranoia on his visit to Slovakia, to the point of suggesting that the USSR drop a
nuclear bomb on the town of Martin and blame the Americans. While lashing at
such leaders, the author is less judgmental when portraying his fictional characters,
even though, at times, they would also compromise truth and morality to get ahead
in their careers or merely to survive.
At the end of the story, Mária becomes the narrator and offers an alternative
female perspective. She voices her disgust with politics as ‘mischief by the
privileged and the twisting of the truth... The only time it was different was during
the war. Back then, the line between good and evil was clear and indisputable’
(256). Nevertheless, 1968 raised new hopes that politics could be constructive and
transform the country into a land ruled by humane socialism. It was not to be.
Appropriately, the novel concludes on the first of September 1968, just a little over
a week after the Soviet-led invasion of Czechoslovakia.
Pavol Rankov’s novel is well worth reading, and he displays a firm grasp of
history. The story flows smoothly despite the skipping from year to year, but that
original approach is part of the draw for readers. Chapters are compact and focus
on the characters’ lives based on the themes of that year in history. The narrative
effectively depicts how historical events impact the lives of individuals and shape
the limited array of choices they had if they wished to survive in the whirlwinds of
change.
Though written in 2008, Rankov’s book did not receive broader European
acclaim until its French translation appeared in 2019. Magdalena Mullek followed
up with an artistic job of translating the original Slovak into readable English. She
erroneously assumes that the reader is acquainted with some central European terms
or events on a few occasions. For instance, while Central Europeans and scholars
might understand the term nyilas, i.e., a pro-Nazi Hungarian Arrow Cross Party
member, those less familiar with history might be confused and not make the
necessary connection to the ensuing conversation. Similarly, the non-East European
reader might not know that Košice became Kassa after the 1938 Hungarian
annexation of southern Slovakia. It would be best to add a few short footnotes to
explain this. Moreover, it would have been helpful to the English reader to have
words like šišky (Slovak doughnuts) and several other foreign expressions
translated or footnoted. However, for the most part, Magdalena Mullek smoothly
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translates foreign words into their English equivalents and presents an eminently
readable story that conveys the author’s meanings well.
Michael J. Kopanic, Jr.
Adelphi, Maryland

Contributors
Michael W. Dean holds a BA in Philosophy and the Comparative History of Ideas
from the University of Washington, and an MA and PhD in History from the
University of California, Berkeley. He has also held several research fellowships in
Germany and at the Masaryk Institute and Archives of the Czech Academy of
Sciences. He has taught at the University of California at Berkeley and is currently
teaching at Seattle University. His research interests include the social and cultural
history of Central and Eastern Europe in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries in a
global context, as well as the history and theories of nationalism, imperialism, and
world history. This is his first contribution to Kosmas, and we welcome him.
Martin Hrabík (1904-1992) was born in a small southern Bohemian village. From
a farming family, he became involved with the Czechoslovak Republican Party of
Smallholders and Peasants, or the Agrarian Party, and was a leader of its youth
wing. From 1938 to 1939, he was a member of the Presidium of the Party of
National Unity. He was arrested in 1940 by the Nazi Gestapo for his underground
activities and spent the war years in prison. After 1945, he remained outside of
politics because the Agrarian Party had been banned according to the Košice
Program. Foreseeing the Communist seizure of power, he left Czechoslovakia in
February 1948, soon to be joined by his family. They lived in Paris for three years
while Hrabík worked to try to reverse the Communist takeover. Eventually, the
family immigrated and settled in Cleveland, Ohio, where Hrabík worked in the steel
mills (as he used to say, the market in the US for exiled politicians was not hot) and
was active in the local Czechoslovak community. In 1969, Hrabík succeeded Josef
Černý as leader of the Agrarian Party in exile.
Michael Kopanic, Jr. is an Adjunct Professor of History at the University of
Maryland Global Campus and earned degrees from Youngstown State, Notre
Dame, and the University of Pittsburgh (Ph.D.). He has served as a Course Chair
and Course Coordinator and has received an outstanding teaching award in 2012.
He administers two Facebook sites—Learning the Slovak Language and Culture,
and Slovak History—and contributes to the Jednota newspaper, Naše rodina, and
other publications. A former Czechoslovak Genealogical Society International
board member, he has been working closely with Global Slovakia and serves on the
editorial board of the journal Kulturné dejiny (Ružomberok).
Dale Marrs, an American of Czech heritage (Nebraska), was for 35 years the
principal trumpeter of the Stuttgart Philharmonic Orchestra and the Stuttgart Brass
Quartet. He completed undergraduate studies at the Hochschule für Musik in
Frankfurt am Main, then returned to the US to earn an MA at Northwestern
University. In 2018 he completed his PhD at the Hochschule für Musik, with a
dissertation (in German) on The Trumpet in the Art Music of the Czechoslovak Era:
from the Experiments with the Quarter-Tone Trumpet to the Czech Interpretation
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of New Music for the Trumpet. In addition to his interest in new music, he has
performed (with the Pfeiffer Trumpet Consort) arrangements of music ranging from
early Baroque to contemporary. With the Stuttgart Brass Quartet, he recorded the
complete Sinfonie musicale (1610) of Lodovico Grossi da Viadana. This is his first
contribution to Kosmas.
Gerald J. Sabo, S.J. was Associate Professor of Slavic Languages and Literature
at John Carrol University in Ohio, where he taught for forty years. There he was
responsible for the Slavic (specifically Russian, Czech and Slovak) language area,
and taught both Russian and Slovak language courses. He also offered courses on
Slavic literatures in English translation, which of course included many examples
translated from Russian, Slovak or Czech literature. Professor Sabo’s research
focused on the history of Slovak literature, an interest reflected in this, his final
contribution to Kosmas. He died suddenly on October 24, 2020, leaving unfinished
the magisterial history of Slovak literature on which he had been working for many
years.
Mary Hrabík Šámal, Kosmas Associate Editor in charge of book reviews, has
retired from teaching at Oakland University in Rochester, Michigan. Her book
chapters and articles on Czech, Slovak and East European politics, the dissident
movement, women, and culture have appeared on both sides of the Atlantic in
publications, such as Cross Currents, Promĕny, Osteuropa, East European
Quarterly, Bohemia: Jahrbuch des Collegium Carolinium and Kosmas. She has
maintained an active interest in Czechoslovak agrarianism, the subject of her Ph. D.
dissertation, and co-edited along with Jiří Šouša and Daniel E. Miller, K úloze a
významu agrárního hnutí v českých a československých dĕjinách (2001). She has
also published translations into English from Czech, Slovak, and other languages
Šámal holds an M.A. in political science from Fordham University and a Ph.D. from
at The Pennsylvania State University.
Kieran Williams is an assistant professor at Drake University, which he joined in
2004 after a stint teaching at the University College London’s School of Slavonic
and East European Studies. He is the author of The Prague Spring and its
Aftermath: Czechoslovak Politics, 1968-1970 (winner of the BASEES/Orbis prize
in 1998), and Václav Havel (2016).
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